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Foreword
“A good

w in e needs

n o bush,” and the sam e ought to be

true for a good book. A foreword should be unnecessary. M y
reason for writing this one is that w hen The V iking Book Of
Aphorisms was published, in w hich M r. Kronenberger and I
had included a num ber of quotations from R osenstock-H uessy,
a reviewer com plained that he had never heard of him .
I first heard of him in, I should guess, 1940, w hen a friend
gave m e a copy of Out of Revolution, of w hich tw o chapters
are included in this selection. (T h e w hole, I am happy to say,
has been re-issued as a paperback by Argo B ooks.) Ever since
I have read everything by him that I could lay m y hands on.
I should warn anyone reading him for the first tim e that, to
begin w ith, he m ay find as I did, certain aspects of RosenstockHuessy's writings a bit hard to take. A t tim es he seem s to claim
to be the only m an w ho has ever seen the light about H istory
and Language. B ut let the reader persevere, and he w ill find, as
I did, that he is richly rewarded. H e w ill be forced to adm it
that, very often, the author's claim is just: he has uncovered
m any truths hidden from his predecessors.
I was born and raised in E ngland and always thought that
I knew the history of m y country betw een the accession of
H enry V III in 1509 and the accession of W illiam III in 1688
fairly w ell, but it took a G erm an to show m e, w hat no E nglish
historian had done, th e connection betw een the execution of
Sir T hom as M ore in 1535 and the execution o f Charles I in
1649, to explain the real m eaning of the terms Restoration and
Glorious Revolution, and w hy the revolutionary and perm anent
changes m ade by C rom w ell had to be concealed and denied
by calling the years from 1640 to 1660 The Great Rebellion.
Again, I am a poet by vocation and, therefore, do n ot expect
to learn m uch about Language from a writer of Prose. Y et,
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half of w hat I now know about th e difference betw een Personal
Speech, based upon Proper N am es, and Second and First
Personal Pronouns, words of com m and and obedience, sum 
m ons and response, and the im personal “objective” use of
words as a com m unication code betw een individuals, I ow e to
R osenstock-H uessy. H e has also clarified for m e m any problem s
of translation, for instance, the historical reasons w hy one can
not translate C o m m o n Sense literally into French or Geist
into English.
W hatever he m ay have to say about G od, M an, th e W orld,
T im e, etc, R osenstock-H uessy always starts ou t from his ow n
experience as a hum an being, w ho m ust pass through successive
stages betw een birth and death, learning som ething essential
from each of them . For this reason I w ould recom m end a
reader of this selection to start w ith th e tw o autobiographical
pieces at the end. H e w ill understand better, I believe, w hen
h e reads the others, exactly w hat the author m eans by his m otto
R espondeo etsi m utabor (I answer even though I have to be
ch an ged ), and w hy he attaches so m uch im portance to it.
Speaking for m yself, I can only say that, by listening to
R osenstock-H uessy, I have been changed.
W . H . A uden
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Editors' Introduction
B e t w e e n 1920

1970 over tw enty books by R osenstockH uessy have been published in G erm any and the U n ited States.
Y et the circle of his readers has been a sm all one. T o date he
has rem ained the private enthusiasm of tw o groups: his ow n
students and the avant-garde am ong contem porary thinkers.
Poets like W . H . A uden and Carl Zuckmayer, on the one hand,
and theologians like Leslie D ew art and Harvey C ox, on the
other, have sensed his im portance.
In publishing I A m A n Im p u re T h in k er and a com panion
volum e, Sp eech and Reality,1 Argo Books is asserting its con
viction that R osenstock-H uessy’s tim e has com e: that h e can
m ove from private enthusiasm to public recognition and readership. T h e icy expanses of traditional philosophy, theology and
natural science have begun to thaw and break up. A thinker
and a doer w ho is n ot at h om e in the old categories is no
longer an outcast bu t a leader.
R osenstock-H uessy’s life work and writings were foreseen by
a m an younger than h e w hose voice still rings out over our
tim es. B efore h e was killed by th e N azis, D ietrich B onhoeffer
wrote that C hristianity could no longer be interpreted in a
religious sense and that m odern m an was m oving toward a
tim e o f "no religion at all.” It is toward such a tim e that
R osenstock-H uessy speaks. H is work m ight be sum m ed up as
the discovery o f a post-theological language: a language in
which w e can talk about the old concerns of theology. W e can
rediscover, for exam ple, w ith R osenstock-H uessy the "pragmatic
significance” of th e term "soul.”
and

1 Rosenstock-Huessy, Eugen, Speech and Reality (Norwich v Vermont:
Argo, 1969). In this book Rosenstock-Huessy reveals his method of think
ing and speaking. He contrasts his method based on speech with the
mathematical or objective method which has dominated contemporary
science.
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W ith the exception of Chapters 1 and 11, the essays in this
book have not been published before. T h e editors have m ade
the selection from R osenstock-H uessy’s unpublished writings
w ith a view to introducing the reader to the diversity of his
thought. H e is not an “im pure thinker” by chance but to serve
a particular purpose. H is im purity is intended to redirect our
thought, to give us a new orientation to our world.
R eorientation, indeed, is perhaps the best single word to
describe w hat R osenstock-H uessy is , up to. H is writings and
life have been devoted to grasping the strands of history w hich
led up to the W orld W ars and to reweaving from these strands
a new fabric of thought and action w hich w ill enable us to
cope w ith the changed tim es in w hich we live. As he writes in
T h e Christian F u tu re: “T h e two W orld W ars were the form of
world revolution in w hich this new future reached into every
body’s life. . . . T h e real transform ation was m ade by the wars
and it m ade the G reat Society final. She is th e heiress of State
and C hurch.”2 R osenstock-H uessy’s books, including this one,
recapitulate this quotation since they deal w ith the three major
areas of hum an life: our history, culm inating in the period of
nation-states; our beliefs as preserved by religion; and our
society, as revealed by social science.
T hroughout R osenstock-H uessy’s works one finds these
three areas of hum an experience rewoven in new ways. A nd
tw o great them es appear again and again as w e discover the
underlying unity in his diversity: tim e and speech. As we com e
to appreciate w hat tim e, tim es and tim ing can really m ean,
and as w e plum b the depths of hum an speaking w e realize how
R osenstock-H uessy has indeed translated th e old concerns of
theology into a language that w ill m ake sense to future
generations.
It m ay help the reader to recognize the way tim e and speech
becom e this book’s real subjects if we describe briefly in the
follow ing paragraphs how R osenstock-H uessy interprets and
relates these tw o great them es.
All his life our author’s love affair has been w ith “the

2 The Christian Future (New York: Harper, 1966), p. 5.
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tim es.” H e is a passionate historian. H e tells history as our
own story. O ver thousands of years history has m ade us w hat
we are today. M ore, h e brings back into our consciousness the
great im pact that our ow n future exerts on us, after centuries in
which “space” was king in the m inds of m en. “Space” reigns
where a m ind, from its inner space, looks at the world, the
outer space, to observe, measure, weigh; or where m inds build
great scaffoldings of thought. T his is the world of th e “pure”
thinker; it is also the academ ic world. It teaches us to analyse
but it knows nothing about life and death and does not help
when “we are concerned w ith the survival of a truly hum an
society” (p. 2 ).
Into this world governed by space the author brings back
again the powerful tim es, not as slaves of space but in their own
m ighty influence over us, as past and future, bringing about
our present. U nder the im pact of life w e are “im pure thinkers”;
w e have to change, to give in, to balance, and to respond to
the unforeseeable.
T h e tim es’ great vehicle is speech. T h e broad river of speech
over the centuries links all generations of m en, and the “lan
guages” of the past still help w eave our future. Such languages,
the author tells us, are not French, Swahili, or Latin. T h ese are
but dialects of the spirit of m an as it has been incarnated into
languages. N am es— Caesar, C rom w ell, L incoln, E instein, and
words— marriage, poetry, reform ation, parliam ent, solidarity,
have becom e our com m on language over th e centuries. Speech
has indeed to do w ith tim e: it survives those w ho speak, it
bridges death, it is the carrier of th e hum an spirit. W e are all
both heirs of speech and its testators. W e cannot help but be.
Our author traces the origin of speech back into the distant
past in “T ribalism ,” “M odern M an ’s D isintegration and the
Egyptian Ka,” and “H eraclitus to Parm enides.” H e reveals
w hat is still alive of the old “languages” in our Times. H e tells
us the story of the hum an spirit.
In Jesus, R osenstock-H uessy sees the great teacher of tim e
and tim eliness. C hristianity is not a religion but a process in tim e.
O nly for a certain period in our history was C hristianity con-
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cerned w ith the growth of th e C hurch and living w ithin the
C hurch. For the last m illennium it has been spilling over into
our secular world, form ing and shaping it, and still doing so,
as described in “T h e R eproduction of G overnm ent.” Jesus was
the first to trust com pletely th e spirit that lives in the word
and survives death. H e did this “by sim ply speaking to tw elve
average m en ” as w e are told in “W h en the Four G ospels W ere
W ritten .”
C hrist invested his life; h e put his death before the life of
the spirit. T h at is w hat w e call faith. It is not a pious belief
but a fundam ental law o f the hum an spirit. “In nature birth
precedes death. In nature life tries to shun death. In the spirit
death precedes life. In the spirit the founder’s death guides his
h eirs lives” ( “T h e T w elve T ones of th e Spirit,” p. 72) . Spirit
cannot survive death w ithout faith. Faith, again, has n oth in g to
do w ith Sunday schools; w e need it for living since “w e grow
into society on faith, listening to all kinds of hum an im pera
tives.” Faith has to do w ith tim e; it has to do w ith the future.
T h e reader m ay now be prepared for th e radical translation
o f C hristian faith into secular language w hich h e w ill find
throughout this book and in the wider realm o f R osenstockH uessy’s work. As you im agine w hat your children or their
children m ay b e able to say of their C hristian inheritance, con
sider w hether this radical translation is n ot w hat our tim es call
for. Is it n ot w hat D ietrich B onhoeffer m eant w hen h e foresaw
a “religionless C hristianity?”3
Freya von M oltke
C lin ton C . G ardner
N orw ich, V t.
M ay, 1970

3 Bonhoeffer, Dietrich, Letters
Macmillan, 1962), pp. 163-164.
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*
tercentenary, 1936-1937, was also the
tercentenary of a great intellectual event. T hree hundred years
ago the rational foundations of m odern science were estab
lished. It was then that the *‘W eltanschauung’’ w hich lies at
the root of our m odern universities was first put into a book.
Its author had intended to write som e com prehensive volum es
under the proud title, Le Monde. B ut that philosopher, R ene
Descartes, was dissuaded by religious dangers from publishing
them in full, and lim ited his task to the fam ous Discours de la
Methode. In it th e great idealistic postulate of the “Cogito
ergo sum” (I think, therefore I am ) was form ulated, and there
with the program m e of m an's scientific conquest of nature.
Descartes' “Cogito ergo sum” opened the way to three hundred
years of incredible scientific progress.
W h en D escartes cam e forward w ith his “wondrous strange"
Discourse, the scholastic type of university had long since been
in decay. H e replaced th e principles by w hich m edieval thought
had been guided ever since A nselm 's “Credo ut intelligam” (I
believe so that I m ay understand), w ith his “Cogjito ergo
sum ” A m ong the possible starting points for our powers of
reason, scholasticism had singled out m an's faith in th e re
vealing power of G od: D escartes seconded it w ith his no less
paradoxical faith in th e rational character o f existence and
nature.
T

h e

y e a r

o f

h a r v a r d 's

1 From Out o f Revolution , Autobiography o f Western M an , pp. 740758. Originally published by Morrow, 1938. Third Edition published
1969 by Argo Books.
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T h e “Cogito ergo sum ” for its rivalry w ith theology, was
one-sided. W e post-W ar thinkers are less concerned w ith the
revealed character of the true G od or the true character of
nature than w ith the survival of a truly hum an society. In
asking for a truly hum an society w e put the question of truth
once more; but our specific endeavour is the living realization
of truth in m ankind. Truth is divine and has been divinely
revealed— credo ut intelligam. T ruth is pure and can be scien
tifically stated— cogito ergo sum. T ruth is vital and m ust be
socially represented— Respondeo etsi mutabor (I respond al
though I will be changed ) .
Our attack on Cartesianism is inevitable since “pure”
thought encroaches everywhere on the field of social studies.
H istorians and econom ists and psychologists cannot stand the
idea of n ot being “pure” thinkers, real scientists. W h a t a frus
tration!
I am an im pure thinker. I am hurt, swayed, shaken, elated,
disillusioned, shocked, com forted, and I have to transm it my
m ental experiences lest I die. A nd although I m ay die. T o
write a book is no luxury. It is a m eans of survival. By writing
a book, a m an frees his m ind from an overw helm ing im pres
sion. T h e test for a book is its lack of arbitrariness, th e fact
that it had to be done in order to clear the road for further
life and work. I have done, for exam ple, all in m y power to
forget the plan o f Out of Revolution again and again. H ere
it is, once more.
T hrough m an’s own revolutionary experience, we know m ore
about life than through any outward observation. Our ecodynam ic m oving through society is the basis for all our sciences
of nature. D istant nature is less know n to us than m an’s re
vival, through constant selection of the fittest, and through
conscious variation. M an ’s m em ories of his ow n experiences
form the background of all our know ledge o f society and of
creation.
Science, and history in its positivist stage, underrated the
biological elem ent in both nature and society. T h ey took phys
ics and m etaphysics, m easurable and w eighable m atter and
logical and m etaphysical ideas as th e elem entary and basic
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foundations on w hich to build our know ledge. By beginning
w ith abstract figures in physics, or general ideas in m etaphysics,
they never did justice to the central point in our existence. For
neither physics nor m etaphysics can offer us any practical base
from w hich to enter the fields of biology or sociology. N either
from the laws of gravity nor from the ideas of logic or ethics
is there any bridge to lead into the realms of life, be it the
life of plants and anim als or of hum an society. D ead things
are forever divided from the living; figures and ideas belong
to the lim bo of unreality.
W e can drop the m ethods o f the past. T h e schem es of that
era, whatever they m ight be, were based on either physics or
m etaphysics. Som e were subjective and som e were objective;
som e were idealistic and som e were m aterialistic, and m any
were a m ixture of both. B ut they were unanim ous in assum ing
that scientific thought should proceed from the sim ple facts
of physics or general ideas. T h ey were unanim ous in assum ing
that either th e laws of gravity or the laws of logic were primary
and central truths on w hich the system o f know ledge m ust be
built. T hey all believed in a hierarchy w ith physics and m eta
physics at the bottom , as primary sciences, and a ladder reach
ing upwards to the second and third stories o f the house of
knowledge. O nce w e see the cardinal fallacy of this assum ption,
M arx becom es as m uch the son of a bygone era as Descartes
or H um e or H obbes. T hey all look astoundingly akin. T hey
all set out w ith abstract generalities on m an’s m ind and on the
nature of m atter.
W e renounce their approach to know ledge. “T h ou gh t” and
“being,” m ind and body, are n ot the right points of departure
for the m asteries of life and society. Physics, interested in the
mere being of abstract m atter, and m etaphysics, speculating
about m an’s ideas, are at best m arginal m ethods for dealing
w ith reality. T h ey do n ot touch the core, since they begin by
investigating dead things or abstract notions. T h ey are not
concerned w ith the real life, either of natural creatures or of
society. It is quite true that the universe is full of dead things
and the libraries of m en full of abstract concepts. T his may
explain the former presum ption that, in studying a vast quan-
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tity of stones, gravel and dust, or an endless series of doctrines
and ideas, one was attacking the substances w hich preponder
ate in the world. Y et this presum ption rem ains a vicious circle.
In a w hole valley of stones and lava, one blade of grass is
enough to refute a system w hich pretends to explore th e grass
by w eighing and m easuring all the gravel in the valley. In the
sam e way, the presence of one living soul am ong the three
m illion volum es of a great library offers sufficient proof against
the notion that the secret of this soul is to be found by reading
those three m illion books. C oal can be explained as th e em 
balm ed corpse of ancient forests; no tree can b e explained by
investigating anthracite only. Physics deals w ith corpses, and
m etaphysics w ith form ulas from w hich the life has passed away.
B oth sciences are concerned w ith secondary form s of existence,
rem nants of life. T h e scientific treatm ent of these rem nants
m ay be very useful; yet rem ains a secondary form of know l
edge. L ife precedes death; and any know ledge of life in its tw o
forms of social and cosm ic life can rightly claim precedence
over both physics and m etaphysics. T h e tw o m odern sciences
of life, biology and sociology, m ust cease to take orders from
the sciences o f death, physics and m etaphysics.
In a recent series of publications on biology, called “B ios”
and inaugurated by the leading A m erican, G erm an, and E n g
lish biologists, the first volum e, w ritten by A. M eyer and pub
lished in 1934, is devoted to this C op em ican revolution. M e^er
shows that physics has to do solely w ith an extrem e case in
nature, its m ost rem ote appearance. Therefore, physics can
m ore fittingly be described as the last chapter o f biology than
as the first chapter of natural science. T h e sam e holds good
for the social sciences in their relation to m etaphysics. A nd the
details w hich interest th e sciences of death and abstraction are
useless for the task w hich lies before the explorers o f the life
that goes on betw een heaven and earth, in the fields of eco
nom ics and bionom ics.
B y the way, since th e sciences under the spell of the old
hierarchy o f physics and m etaphysics are usually characterized
by th e ending -ology (viz., sociology, philology, theology, zo
ology, e tc .), a different suffix for the em ancipated science! of
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life w ould be convenient. W h en we speak of physiology, psy
chology, etc., w e generally m ean the sciences in their old form
still biased by the physicist's and the m etaphysician's errors.
W h ile speaking of T h eon om y— as now com m only vised by G er
m an thinkers— B ionom ics— as the E nglish usage goes— and E co
nom ics, we have in m ind the m ature and independent sciences
of life w hich have becom e conscious of their independence
from the sciences of death. Since w e are facing the em ancipa
tion of these bio-sciences from '‘am algam ate false natures," a
change in nam e is highly desirable to discrim inate betw een
their enslaved and their em ancipated status.
T h e reality that confronts the bionom ist and econom ist
cannot be divided in to subject and object; this custom ary
dichotom y fails to convey any m eaning to us. In fact, M r.
U exkuell and the m odem school in bionom ics insist on the
subjective character of every living object that com es under
the m icroscope. T h ey have rediscovered in every alleged "ob
ject" of their research the quality of being an "Ego." B ut if we
are forced to agree that every It is also an E go, and every E go
contains the It, the w hole nom enclature of subject and object
is revealed as am biguous and useless for any practical purpose.
Sociologists like M aclver have taken the sam e point of view
in the social sciences. T h e division of reality into subject and
object is becom ing worthless, ay, even m isleading. It should
be clear that in the fields^of bionom y and econom y it is an
outrage to com m on sense to divide reality in to subject and
object, m ind and body, idea and m atter. W h oever acted as a
m ere subject or a m ere body? T h e E go and the It are lim iting
concepts, luckily seldom to be found in vital reality. T h e word
"it," w hich m ay not give offence w hen applied to a stone or a
corpse, is an im possible m etaphor for a dog or a horse, let
alone a hum an being. A pplied to m en it w ould reduce them
to "cheap labour," "hands," cogs in the m achine. T hus a wrong
philosophy m ust necessarily lead us into a wrong* society.
T h e four hundred years' dom inance o f physics inevitably
leads up to the social revolution of th e "It's," th e "quantity"
into w hich th e workers are degraded by a m echanistic society.
T h e politics and education o f the last centuries proved a dis-
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aster w henever they tried to establish the abnorm al and m ost
inhum an extrem es of E go and It as norm s. A n im agination
w hich could divide the world into subject and object, m ind
and m atter, w ill not only accept the cog in the m achine w ith
perfect equanim ity, but will shrink even less from th e cold
scepticism of the intellectual. H is disinterested yet self-centred
attitude, typical of the deracine, w ill be thought of as norm al.
M oreover, w hen hum ankind approaches a developm ent by
w hich one of its m em bers, a class or a nation or a race, is to
be enslaved and m ade into an “it,” a m ere stock of raw m ate
rial for labour, or freed to becom e, as a group or class, th e
mere tyrannic E go— a revolution w ill arise and destroy these
extrem es, Idealistic subject, the E go, and m aterialistic object,
the “It,” are both dead leaves on the tree of m ankind. Our
survey of revolution shows that they are both insupportable
extrem es. T h e positions of E go and It are deadening carica
tures of m an's true location in society. T h e great European
fam ily of nations was not concerned w ith the production or
fostering of ideals or m aterial things, bu t w ith the reproduc
tion of types of the everlasting m an, such as daughter, son,
father, sister, m other and, of course, their com binations.
T h e abstractions and generalities that prevailed in philos
ophy from D escartes to Spencer, and in politics from M achiavelli to L enin, m ade caricatures of living m en. T h e notions of
object and subject, idea and m atter, do not aim at the heart
o f our hum an existence. T h ey describe th e tragic possibilities
of hum an arrogance or pettiness, the potentialities of despot
and slave, genius or proletarian. T h ey m iss the target at w hich
they pretend to shoot: hum an nature. T h ou gh m an tends to
beco m e an E go and is pressed by his environm ent to behave
like an It, he never is w hat these tendencies try to m ake of
him . A m an so pressed into behaviourism by awkward circum 
stances that he reacts like m atter, is dead. A m an so com pletely
self-centred that he is constantly behaving as the sovereign E go,
runs insane. Real m an enjoys the privilege of occasionally sac
rificing personality to passion. B etw een action as an E go and
reaction as a thing, m an's soul can only be found in his capacity
to turn either to active initiative or to passive reaction. T o v€er
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betw een E go and It is the secret of m an’s soul. A nd as long
as a man can return to this happy balance he is sound. Our
know ledge of society should no longer be built on non-existent
abstractions like G odlike Egos or stone-like It’s, but based on
you and m e, faulty and real “m iddle voices” as we are in our
m utual interdependence, talking to each other, saying “you”
and “m e.” A new social grammar lies behind all the successful
tw entieth century attem pts in the social sciences.
King Ptolem aeus’ grammarians in Alexandria first invented
the table w hich all of us had to learn in sch o o l: “I love, he
loves, we love, you love, they love,” Probably that table of
tenses set the keystone into the arch of the wrong psychology.
For in this schem e all persons and forms of action seem to be
interchangeable. T his schem e, used as the logic of philosophy
from Descartes to Spencer and as the principle of politics from
M achiavelli to M arx, is a grammar of hum an caricatures.
H ow far, in fact,.d oes the “I” apply to man? For an answer
to this question let us look into the Im perative. A m an is com 
m anded from outside for a longer tim e in his life than h e can
dispose of the “I.” Before we can speak or think, the Im pera
tive is aim ing at us all the tim e, by m other, nurse, sisters and
neighbours: “Eat, com e, drink, be quiet!” T h e first form and
the perm anent form under w hich a m an can recognize him self
and the unity of his existence is the Im perative. W e are called
a M an and we are sum m oned by our nam e long before w e are
aware of ourselves as an Ego. A nd in all weak and childlike
situations later we find ourselves in need of som ebody to talk
to us, call us by our nam e and tell us what- to do. W e talk to
ourselves in hours of despair, and ask ourselves: H ow could
you? W h ere are you? W h a t w ill you do next? T here we h |jjj
the real m an, w aiting and hoping for his nam e and his Im p e lF
tive. T here we have th e m an on w hom we build society. A
nation of philosophizing Egos runs into war, a nation of pure
“cogs in the m achine” runs into anarchy. A m an w ho can listen
to his Im perative is governable, educationable, answerable.
And w hen w e leave the age of childhood behind us we receive
our personality once more by lo v e : “It is m y soul that calls
upon m y nam e,” says R om eo. It cannot be our intention at this
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m om ent to follow up the im plications of this truth in all detail.
T h e hour for such a discussion w ill quite naturally arise after
the facts expounded in this volum e have received better con
sideration by the general public.
H ow ever, one central result cannot be repressed even at this
early stage of the “ re-alignm ent o f th e social sciences” through
the study of hum an revolution; and that is, that this study
offers m ore realistic notions for m an than the study of his m ind
or body. For the fam ous concepts derived from m ind or body
were, as w e have said, “subject” and “object”; they are not
to be found in healthy m an in a healthy society. M an as a sub
ject or as an object is a pathological case rather. T h e everlast
ing m an as a m em ber of society can only be described by re
view ing th e faculties w hich he has show n to us in the due
process of revolution. H e proved to be a beginner and a continuator, a creator and a creature, a product o f environm ent
and its producer, a grandson or an ancestor, a revolutionary
or an evolutionist. T his dualism that perm eates every perfect
m em ber of the civilized world m ay b e sum m ed up by tw o
words that fittingly should supersede the m isleading “objectiv
ity” and “subjectivity” so dear to the natural scientists. T h e
new terms are “traject,” i.e., he w ho is forwarded on ways
know n from the past, and “preject,” i.e.; h e w ho is throw n out
o f this rut into an unknow n future. W e all are both, trajects
and prejects. As long and in so far as our civilization follow s p.
clear direction w e all are sitting in its boat of peaceful evolu
tion, and are safely trajected to the shores of tom orrow accord
ing to the rules of the gam e. W hereas w henever society show s
no sign of direction, w hen the old boat of its institutions seem s
n o longer afloat, w e are challenged by th e pressure of an
em ergency to take to an unknow n vessel that w e have to build
ourselves and in th e building of w hich m ore than one genera
tion m ay be devoured. T o build a new boat w ithout precedent
in an em ergency, is the im perative of the* revolutionary. O ur
trajectedness and our prejectedness, then, are our social im 
peratives. T heir interplay is the problem of the social sciences.
Traject is the evolutionary; preject is th e revolutionary predi
cate for m an.
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W e are aware of the bearing of this attack on Cartesian sci
ence, bound up as it is w ith D escartes’ form ula, “Cogito ergo
sum.” W e take the full risk of leaving his platform forever.
T hought does n ot prove reality. M odern m an— and one need
not turn to exaggerations like Ulysses by Joyce— is m ade into a
bundle of nerves by thought. T h e m odern m an is pervaded by
so m any “foreign-born” ideas that he risks disintegration by
thinking. T h e m ind is not th e center of personality.
Before bidding farewell to the “Cogito ergo sum” w e should
once more realize its power and m ajesty. T his form ula invited
us all to join the army of research in its fight against irrational
nature. W h en ever a m an was trained for the abstract E go of
the observer, our mastery over nature was at stake. O n this uni
fying war-cry o f “I think, therefore I am ” m an founded his
glorious technical conquest of the “objective” forces and raw
materials of th e world. T h e G eorge W ash in gton Bridge across
the H udson is, perhaps, one of the finest results of this religious
co-operation betw een rational Egos. N ob od y can rem ain un
m oved by its crystal-clear form . T h e alliance betw een all the
thousands and m illions w hose co-operation was needed before
man was capable of such a technical m iracle is certainly in 
spiring. Or as President C oolidge said w hen he w elcom ed
Charles A. Lindbergh h om e from his flight to Paris: “Particu
larly has it been delightful to have him refer to his airplane
as som ehow possessing a personality and being equally entitled
to credit w ith him self, for w e are proud that in every particular
this silent partner represented A m erican genius and industry.
I am told that m ore than one hundred separate com panies fur
nished m aterials, parts or service in its construction.” A nd
Lindbergh h im self ad d ed : “In addition to this, consideration
Should be given the scientific researches that have been in prog
ress for countless centuries” This army of m an enlisted against
nature under the password of “Cogito ergo sum” deserves our
lasting support.
B ut am ong m en, in society, the vigorous identity asked of
us by the “Cogito ergo sum” tends to destroy th e guiding Im 
peratives of th e good life. W e do n ot exist because w e think.
M an is the son o f G od and n ot brought into b ein g by thinking.
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W e are called into society by a m ighty entreaty, “W h o art
thou, man, that I should care for thee?” A nd long before our
intelligence can help us, the new-born individual survives this
trem endous question by his naive faith in the love of his elders.
W e grow into society on faith, listening to all kinds of hum an
im peratives. Later we stam m er and stutter, nations and indi
viduals alike, in the effort to justify our existence by respond
ing to the call. W e try to distinguish betw een the m any tem p t
ing offers m ade to our senses and appetites by the world. W e
wish to follow the deepest question, the central call w hich goes
straight to the heart, and prom ises our soul the lasting certainty
of being inscribed in the book of life.
M odern m an no longer believes in any certainty of ex
istence on the strength of abstract reasoning. Y et he is
dedicated, heart and soul, to m an's great fight against the
decay of creation. H e knows that his w hole life w ill have to
be an answer to the call. T h e short form ula w hich w e have
proposed at the beginning of this chapter m ay be of som e use
to condense our w hole endeavour into a sort of quintessence:
“R espondeo etsi m utabor ”— I respond although I w ill be
changed. T his form ula w hich we propose as the basic principle
of the social sciences, for the understanding of m an's group life
is as short as D escartes' “Cogito ergo sum ” D escartes assum ed,
in his form ula, that the sam e subject that asks a question and
raises a doubt solves the problem . T his m ay seem true in
m athem atics or physics, though today w ith E instein even this
lim ited hypothesis has becom e undem onstrable. In any vital
issue, h e w ho asks and w e w ho answer are w idely separated.
T h e problem is put to us by a power w hich far transcends our
free will and by situations beyond our choice. Crisis, injustice,
death, depression, are problem s put to us by th e power that
shaped our miseries. W e can only try to give a m om entary
answer, our answer, to the everlasting protean question. Our
know ledge and science are no leisure-hour luxury. T h ey are
our instrum ents for survival, for answering, at any given hour
of life, the universal problem . T h e answers given by science
and w isdom are like a chain of w hich every link fits one special
cog on the w heel of tim e. T h e greatest and m ost universal
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answers that m an has tried to give, like the R eform ation or the
Great R evolution, even these, as we have seen, were temporary
answers, and had to be supplem ented after a century had
passed.
T h e “I think” has to be divided into the d iv in e: “H ow w ilt
thou escape this abyss of nothingness?” and the m an's or na
tion's answer, given through the devotion of his w hole life
and work: “Let this be m y answer!” “M an” is the second per
son in the grammar of society.
H aving discovered, in every serious problem , the dialogue
between the superhum an power that puts it and those am ong
us to w hom it appeals, we transfer the questioning I to regions
more powerful than the individual. E nvironm ent, fate, G od,
is the I that always precedes our existence and the existence of
our fellow creatures. It addresses us: and though w e m ay per
haps voice the question, we are no egos in serving its m outh
piece. Persons w e becom e as addressees, as “you.” W e are chil
dren of tim e and the em ergency of th e day is upon us before
we can rise to solve it.
W henever a governing class forget their quality of addressees,
a suppressed part o f m ankind w ill raise its voice instead for
an answer. Society shifted from an unsupportable dualism of
haughty E go and suppressed It into its proper place as G od's
addressee at the point of outbreak of every great revolution.
A new psychic type took over the part of answering the ques
tion of the day w henever a province of C hristianity was denied
its own proper voice. W h en Italy was a m ere tool of the H oly
Em pire, as in 1200, w hen Russia was an exploited colony of
western C apitalism — as in 1917— a new sigh was wrung from
the apparent corpse: and no E go, but a new appealable group
was born. N o governing class ever survives as a m ere selfasserting E go. It w ill always survive by responding to its orig
inal claim as G od's “you.”
N ations are grateful. As lo n g as a shred of th e original prob
lem is before the nation and as long as the m em bers of the
governing group show the faintest reponse to it, nations tol
erate the m ost atrocious eccentricities in a perfect patience.
T his patience and gratitude m ay truly be called the religion
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of a nation. W h en a m an— or a nation or m ankind— wishes to
be re-born, w hether from too m uch solitude or ou t of the
crowd, h e m ust leave both the study of the P latonic thinker
and th e m achinery of m odern society behind him , and becom e
an addressee again, free from egocentric questions and from
the m aterial chains of th e It. In our natural situation, that of
being an addressee, w e are neither active like the over-energetic
E go nor passive like the suffering under-dog. W e are swim m ers
in a buoyant and everlasting m edium . T h e dawn of creation
is upon us, and w e aw ait our question, our specific m andate,
in the silence o f the beginnings of tim e. W h e n we have learned
to listen to the question and serve towards its solution, w e
have advanced to a new day. T h at is th e way in w hich m ankind
has struggled forward, century after century, during th e last
tw o thousand years, building up the calendar of its re-birthdays
as a true testam ent of its faith.
T h e responsibility of inventing questions does n ot rest on
th e living soul. O nly the devil is interested in bringing up su
perfluous and futile problem s. R ightly, T ristram Shandy begins
w ith an outburst against the “If's." T h e real riddles are put
before us n ot by our ow n curiosity. T h ey fall upon us ou t o f
the blue sky. B ut w e are “resp on d en ts/7 T h at is m an's pride,
that is w hat m akes him take his stand betw een G od and nature
as a hum an being.
T hus our form ula has been given in three sim ple w ords: /Respondeo etsi mutabor, I answer though I have to change. T h at
is, I w ill m ake answer to the question because T h o u madestm e responsible for life's reproduction on earth. Respondeo etsi
mutabor: by self-forgetting response, m ankind stays “m utative"
in all its answerable m em bers. T h e “Cogito ergo sum 7 becom es
on e version of our form ula, that version of it w hich was m ost
useful w hen m an's path opened up into the co-operative dis
covery of nature. In the person o f D escartes, m ankind, sure
of the divine blessing, decided on a com m on and general effort,
valid for all m en, that w ould transform the dark chaos of
nature into objects of our intellectual dom ination. For the suc
cess o f this effort, it was necessary to cast the spell of the Cogito
ergo sum over m en to overcom e their natural weaknesses and
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to remove them far enough from the world that had to be
objectified. “Cogito ergo sum ” gave m an distance from nature.
N ow this distance is useful for a special phase w ithin the
process of catching the questions and pondering over the an
swers and finally m aking the answer know n. For the phase dur
ing which w e doubt, we are sure of n oth in g bu t our thought;
for that phase, then, the Cartesian form ula was fortunate in 
deed. A nd since, in natural science, this phase is the m ost essen
tial, natural scientists thought m ankind could live on this phi
losophy at large. B ut w e know already that the expressing of
truth is a social problem by itself. In so far as the hum an race
has to decide today on a com m on effort of how to express or
represent truth socially, th e C artesian form ula has nothing to
say. A nd the sam e is true about the impression of truth on our
plastic conscience. N eith er th e centuries that prepared and
finally produced D escartes nor w e post-W ar people can found
our com m on international and interdenom inational efforts on
a formula that says n oth in g about th e dignity of im pressions
and expressions, of learning and teaching, or listening and
speaking to our fellow m an.
T h e centuries of the clerical revolutions w ere concerned
with giving us th e good conscience and the certainty of the
illum ination on w hich Cartesius was able to found his appeal
to the general reason in every on e o f us. T h ey had to study the
problem of im pression, i.e., how m an can learn w hat to ask
from life. For that purpose, they had to establish another kind
of distance w ithin the thinking process. A nd the establishing
of his kind o f distance had to precede that secondary distance
betw een subject and objects as established by D escartes. If
Scholasticism had n ot done away w ith all th e local m yths about
the universe, D escartes could n ot have asked the reasonable
questions about it. In order that m an m ight becom e able to
think objectively at all, h e had to know first that all w ishful
thinking of our race was outw itted by a superior process that
originated and determ ined the part played by ourselves in the
universe.
T h e real process of life that perm eates us and gets hold of
us, that im perils us and uses us, transcends our off-hand aim s
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and ends. By revering it, w e can detach ourselves from our fear
of death, and can begin to listen.
As a principle of efficient reasoning, this detachm ent was
transferred into philosophy by the greatest E nglish philosopher,
A nselm of Canterbury, in a sentence rivaling w ith th e Car
tesian in conciseness: “Credo ut intelligam77 is the principle
distancing m en from G od in their intellectual practice. W e
m ight translate the Latin (w hich literally m eans: I have faith
in order that I may com e to understand) in our term s: I m ust
hpve learned to listen before I can distinguish valid truth from
m an-m ade truth. T his, again, turns out to be but another ver
sion of our proposed form ula in its triangular relation. In
A nselm ’s statem ent the em phasis is on the hearing, as the
organ for inspiration by truth. In C artesius’, it is on the doubt
ing as the organ for transform ation of this divine truth into
hum an know ledge. In our phrasing, the em phasis shifts once
more, and now to the process of m aking know n, of speaking
out at the right tim e, in the right place, as th e proper social
representation. W e no longer believe in the tim eless innocence
of philosophers, theologians, scientists; we see them write books
and try to gain power. A nd this w hole process of teaching
again needs the sam e century-long self-criticism applied by
A nselm ists and Cartesians to the processes of detaching us
from G od and from nature. In society, w e m ust detach our
selves from our listeners before w e can teach them .'
/
B oth the Credo ut intelligam and the Cogito ergo sum
worked very w ell for a tim e. H ow ever, finally the Credo ut
intelligam led to the Inquisition and the Cogito ergo sum in to
an am m unition factory. T h e progressive science of our days o f
aircraft-bom bing has progressed just a bit too far into the h u 
m anities, precisely as theology had dogm atized just a b it too
m uch w hen it built up its inquisition. W h e n Joan o f Arc was
questioned under torture, her theological judges had ceased to
believe. W h en N ob el Prize winners produced poison-gas, their
thinking was no longer identified w ith existence.
Our form ula “Respondeo etsi mutabor” rem inds us that h u 
m an society has outgrow n the stage of m ere existence w hich
prevails in nature. In Society w e m ust respond, and by our
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m ode of response we bear witness that we know w hat no other
creature k n ow s: the secret of death and life. W e feel ourselves
answerable for life’s “R enaissan ce/’ R evolution, love, any glo
rious work* bears the stam p of eternity if it was called into
existence by this sign in w hich Creator and creature are at
one. “R espondeo etsi m u ta b o r” a vital word alters life’s course
and life outruns the already present death.
T h e Survival V a lu e of H um or

Let us turn a last tim e to the venerable D escartes, our
adversary, the great seducer of the m odem world. In his book
let on m ethod, h e seriously, w ithout any trace of hum or, com 
plained that m an had im pressions before his m ind developed
to the full power of logic. For tw enty years, so his com plaint
runs, I was im pressed confusedly by objects w hich I was unable
to understand. Instead of having m y brain a clean slate at
twenty, I found innum erable false ideas engraved upon it.
W h at a pity that m an is unable to think clearly from the day
of his birth, or that he should have m em ories w hich antedate
his maturity.
Have these naive confessions of the dem igod of m odern sci
ence, the inventor of the m ind-body dualism , m et w ith the
only success that they deserve: unending laughter? T his brings
up the serious question of w hat the om ission of laughter, or
its application, m ean in the evolution of science. Scientists
seem to be unable to grasp the folly of D escartes’ remark. C o m 
m on sense, however, acts on the principle that a m an w h o fails
to apply laughing and w eeping in the discovery o f vital truth
sim ply is im m ature. D escartes is a gigantically expanded
adolescent, full of curiosity, loathing his m ental childhood,
and frustrating his m ental m anhood.
Descartes w ished to have m an’s plastic age erased. H e w ished
to transform m an from a plastic preject thrown into life and
society so that it m ight be im pressed and educated, into an
em pty subject to be filled w ith objectivity. T h is am ounts to
saying that the hum an m ind should decipher only the impres-
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sions m ade on those parts of the world that are outside him self.
C onsequently the scientists today, for they all represent the
practice of C artesianism , think that they m ust not be im pressed
them selves, that it is their duty to keep cool, disinterested,
neutral and dispassionate. A nd they try hard to develop this
lack of hum or. T heir inhibitions and repressions are such
that they give vent to their passions for trifles, and rpost un
consciously, only because they do not dare to adm it them as
the greatest capital of hum an investigation.
T h e more a m an represses the im pressions m ade upon h im 
self, the m ore he m ust depend, in his orientation and conclu
sions, on vestiges and im pressions m ade by life on others. H e
is suppressing som e of the evidence of the world he is studying
w hen he claim s to work w ith pure m ind. L et us com pare very
briefly the physicist or geologist, the biologist or physician, and
our ow n econom ics and “m etanom ics” of society. T h en it w ill
becom e clear that they all form a logical sequence.
G eology depends on im pressions m ade by floods, earth
quakes, volcanoes. T h e m ountains tell the story of their oppres
sions and rebellions. T h e outstanding data of this science of
M other Earth are those furnished by the m ost violent im pres
sions that mark an epoch in evolution.
T urning to m edicine, w e easily observe that a physician w ill
n ot recom m end a new drug before som e living beings have
tried it out. T h e serum or antidote becom es of interest w/ hen
it leaves a real im pression on or in a living organism .
A ll true sciences are based on im pressions m ade on parts of
the world, on stones, m etals, plants, anim als, hum an bodies,
from atom to guinea-pig.
V ery w ell, if the im pressions m ade on stones have brought
forth a special science, that o f stones, and if the im pressions
engraved in bodies have built up m odern m edicine and b iol
ogy, then the im pressions that are pow erful enough to shake
our m inds m ust be of greatest scientific fruitfulness. A ping,
how ever, the natural sciences, the brahm ins o f the know ledge
of m an boast of their ow n neutrality and im passive indifference
to th e issue. N o science being possible w ith ou t im pressions,
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they turn to an artificial laboratory where they produce effects
on guinea pigs, and substitute the experiences of the guinea
pigs for their ow n.
T he truth is that the great Cartesius, w hen he obliterated
the im pressions of the child R ene, m aim ed him self for any
social perception, outside natural science. T his is the price
paid by any natural scientific m ethod. As far as it is applied,
and neutralizes th e geologist or physicist or biochem ist, it
obliterates their personal social and political experiences.
H ence, the sciences develop a habit w hich is disastrous for
the social thinker.
N o scientific fact m ay be verified before it has m ade an
indelible im pression. T h e terror of revolutions, war, anarchy,
decadence, m ust have m ade an indelible im pression before we
can study them . “Indelible” is a quality that differs w idely
from “clear.” In fact, the m ore confused and com plex and
violent the im pression, the longer it w ill stick, the m ore results
will it produce. A revolution, then, is the m ost im portant fact
for understanding, because it throws our m inds out of gear.
By definition, a revolution changes th e m ental processes of
m an. T h e scientists w ho sit in objective judgm ent before they
are overw helm ed sim ply disable them selves for their real task,
which is to digest the event. T h ey do not expose their m inds
to the shock. In other fields of life this is called cowardice.
T h e cowardice of th e social thinker w ho denies that h e is
impressed and shell-shocked personally by a revolution or a
war-scar, makes him turn to statistics describing the buttons
on the uniform s of the soldiers, or m akes him list the botanic
names of the trees on the parkways where the insurgents fell.
T he im pressions that m atter, as they are given, for instance,
in T olstoy’s W a r and P eace (his ow n fears, hopes, e tc .), h e is
at a loss to adm it: and so he looks for second-rate im pressions
that are too funny for words. A nd again, nobody dares to laugh.
H ence, scientific progress in the social field depends on the
regulating power of hum or. H um or precludes w rong m ethods
by sim ply ridiculing them , h e ridicule tue. A nd as m uch as
chem ists need laughing gas, we need, to exclude the preten-
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sions of impassionate thinking, a strong dose of humor. If we
could place mirth on the throne of society, the war-scar that
produced this volume would finally have vanished.
My generation has survived pre-War decadence, the killing
in the War, post-War anarchy, and revolutions, i.e., civil war.
Today, before anybody awakens to conscious life in this nar
rowed world, unemployment, or airbomb-strafing, or classrevolutions, or lack of vitality, or lack of integration may have
cast the die of his fate, and stamped him forever. We daily
emerge out of social death by a miracle. Hence, we no longer
care for Cartesian metaphysics which lead man's mind beyond
his physical death in nature. We are groping for a social wis
dom that leads beyond the brutal “nomical" facts of economics
and the monstrosities of the social volcano.
As a survivor, man smiles when realizing how narrowly he
has escaped. This smile, unknown to the dogmatic idealist
or the scientific materialist, twists the face because a human
being has survived danger and therefore knows what matters.
Humor illuminates the inessential. Our modem sciences, on
the other hand, die from the carloads of inessentials that are
dumped daily on the student's brain. In modern society the
idea prevails that science is on the increase in bulk. They are
adding, adding, adding to the mountain of knowledge. The
man who survives is starting, starting, starting. For he is re
covering his mental powers after a social catastrophe. And^he
looks into the blossom of a flower with greater surprise and
delight at seventy than when he was a child. The survivor
in us, though he may lose in curiosity, gains in astonishment.
The “metanomics" of human society are tokens of the surprise
that man survives. Beyond, that is to say “meta," the “nomi
cal," the all-too-mechanical brutalities of social chaos, “meta
nomics" arise. They constitute the gay knowledge that
Nietzsche was the first man to acclaim as “gayza S c ie n za ”
mirthful science. The results of “metandtnics" form the frame
to the joyous exultations of life; they allow life to be resusci
tated and revitalized whenever it has spent itself. The results
of a “gay science" do not neutralize life, they protect its ex
uberance. They bind together, in a common mirth, the sur-
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vivors and the new-bom. Thus, “metanomics” has its definite
place in the autobiography of the race. Whenever the sur
vivors have experienced death they are able to instil their
dearly bought humor into the vigorous joy of youth. Never did
mankind acquire a common knowledge by storing it away in
libraries. Tell me, however, that you are willing to experience
your life as a sentence in humankind's autobiography, tell me
how far you share responsibility with the blunderers of the
past, and when you have shown me to what extent you are
capable of identification with the rest of mankind, I shall
know whether your knowledge is survival knowledge, <‘meta
nomics” of society as a whole, or merely your private meta
physics.
My generation has survived social death in all its variations,
and I have survived decades of study and teaching in scholastic
and academic sciences. Every one of their venerable scholars
mistook me for the intellectual type which he most despised.
The atheist wanted me to disappear into Divinity, the theolo
gians into sociology, the sociologists into history, the historians
into journalism, the journalists into metaphysics, the philoso
phers into law, and— need I say it?— the lawyers into hell,
which as a member of our present world, I never had left. For
nobody leaves hell all by himself without going mad. Society
is a hell as long as man or woman is alone. And the human
soul dies from consumption in the hell of social catastrophe
unless it makes common cause with others. In the community
that common sense rebuilds, after the earthquake, upon the
ashes on the slope of Vesuvius, the red wine of life tastes bet
ter than anywhere else. And a man writes a book, even as he
stretches out his hand, so that he may find that he is not
alone in the survival of humankind.
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T H E S O U L OF W I L L I A M J A M E S 1

I.

On T he Significance of T he Term “Soul”

a modest country mansion near
Avignon, the city of medieval Papacy, in southern France. The
time: the end of August, 1903, five months before the Russian
fleet was attacked at Port Arthur by the Japanese fleet, and
sixteen months before the First Russian Revolution broke
out. So, in August 1903, the ideas of the French Revolution
drew to a close. And truly, their era was embodied in the old
man at La Verdette who filled the last days of his life with
sublime conversations on three topics: Freedom, Justice, and
the Fall of France. That sage was Charles Renouvier, “the
director of French conscience for a quarter of a century/' “the
inspirer and teacher" and converter of W illiam James.
Renouvier was 88 years old. On his deathbed, he confessed
his sadness: “The French may cease to be a nation; a Prussian
General may come to rule them. W e await the beginning of
an intellectual and moral decadence which will lead us quickly
to a new night of the spirit as well as of the heart. . . . M ech
anisms and gadgets made by the work of man will make life
easier, and will make man the worker proud of himself; no
serious literary, philosophical, scientific culture will remain.
This night may last long." W illiam James had proposed that
this Frenchman who thus spoke on the last day of his life
should be a candidate for the Prussian Academy of the SciT
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1 An address delivered on the 100th birthday of William fames, Janu
ary 11, 1942, at Dartmouth College.
‘
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ences. For James recognized Renouvier as the dean of Euro
pean thinkers.
Our greatest American philosopher owed his own emancipa
tion to his meeting with Renouvier. During the tragic era
when God died, James had sunk deep into moral depression.
In 1869 he shared the heresy of industrialism that not a wiggle
of our will happens save as the result of physical laws. Then
he met ‘The inspirer, Renouvier.” “Yesterday was a crisis in
my life. I finished Renouvier’s definition of free will. My first
act of free will shall be to believe in free will.” Three years
later, by Renouvier’s teaching, he was renewed “in the mood
of hopefulness and buoyant self-expression.” “Charles Renou
vier,” he also said, “was one of the greatest of philosophical
characters, and but for the decisive impression made on me
(by him ), I might never have got free from the . . . super
stition under which I had grown up.” And later again he
wrote: “Since, years ago, I read Renouvier, the center of my
Anschauung has been that something is doing in the universe
and that novelty is real.”
The last European philosopher of classical coinage saved
the soul of the first absolutely American, absolutely New
World, philosopher. Renouvier could not save the soul of
France. However, a transnational, transcontinental, stream of
consciousness made him continue the conversation within the
human family. Thought is just as frail as family life, as all
life. Life cannot be begotten without succession. And here the
succession literally rested on Renouvier looking with both eyes
on that young, deterministic American, and inspiring him to
break his chains. Great history always is a story between real
people. This case, Renouvier-James, is like a testament to the
American colleges to believe in personal education. Mark
Hopkins’ log remains our symbol. Any inspiring education is
propagation. If we propagate ideas instead of selling them, we
shall not be in need of that sad substitute for propagation—
propaganda.
James has all the freshness which only those men retain
who have bathed in the “mother-sea” of thought. Whereas
Renouvier’s France died, Renouvier’s W illiam James was called
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at the time of his death "the prophet of the nation that is
to be.” He is the American of letters who has a message for
the future of humankind beyond this world upheaval. Simply
compare James and Henry Adams, his contemporary. Adams
embodied the American who despaired of his own country
and was ruined by Europe. James was built up by Europe,
and believed in America. He was the prophet of an America
which is not New England nor Newfoundland, not New
Rochelle nor New Haven, but New Europe— a Europe reinvigorated and transformed, a New Western World.
W hen I asked a friend of W illiam James what kind of
man he was, she said: "W ith him, anything seemed possible.
The whole world began every day anew when one was in his
presence.” "He seemed to be born afresh every morning.”
W illiam James recognized no limitations for the' human
soul. And nothing illustrates this better than his own handling
of the term "soul " It occurs incessantly in his conversation
and correspondence. Yet in his psychology he insisted that it
was a useless term. He defined the science of the soul, psy
chology, as the science of the mental processes, and said that
in psychology he had no use for a soul. Yet such was the
majesty of his own freedom that he wrote: "Some day, indeed,
souls may get their innings again in philosophy— I am quite
ready to admit that possibility— they form a category of
thought too natural to the human mind to expire without
prolonged resistance. But if the belief in the soul ever does
come to life, after the many funeral discourses preached over
it, it will be only when someone has found in the term a
pragmatic significance that has hitherto eluded observation.
W hen th ft champion speaks, as he well may some time, it
will be time to consider souls more seriously.”
This centenary of W illiam James, which finds the world
at war, is reason enough to consider souls more seriously, to
consider the soul of W illiam James more seriously. The result,
of course, may be something like his own description of his
father. Once the old spirit of mischief revived in his breast
and he described the baldness of his majestic father in these
terms: "M y modest father with his rippling raven locks.” I
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tremble lest I paint a bald James though his hair rippled, and
a solemn soul, though he rocked with laughter. But if this
moment, in this country and in our whole world, demands
proof of souls, nobody better than James himself can offer it.
In times of crisis, the term “soul” is of “pragmatic signifi
cance” because it signifies our power to survive mortal fears.
W hen Thomas Paine exclaimed: “This is a time that trys
men’s souls,” he did not mean men’s bodies or men’s minds.
And we know it. And at the end of his speech before Congress,
Winston Churchill suddenly dropped all pretense of being
slangy, witty, superior, and struck at his audience suddenly:
“If you will allow me to use other language.” And then he
did use their language indeed. For he continued: “I will say
that he must indeed have a blind soul who cannot see that
some great purpose and design is being worked out here below,
for which we have the honor to be the faithful servant.”
These words are semantic blanks for the logical positivists;
they swept Congress off their feet. Neither bodies, athletic
bodies, nor minds, the most subtle minds, perceive honor,
faithfulness, service, the things which count in war. Soulless
men could not prevent the Japanese at this moment from
being in San Francisco or the Germans from hovering over
New York. Men could not go to war if they had no souls.
For war is a struggle for the survival of others than ourselves,
in honor, faith and service, a struggle for a purpose which is
not of our making and which can only be accepted after we
have thrown off mortal fear. In the peaceful years between
1865 and 1910, W illiam James held that “however rare heroic
conditions might be in fact, the true creed must be adapted to
them. For only the extremes of heroic action and belief cover
the whole range of life.” “Heroic” signifies the absence or the
neglect of the fear of losing our lives. And so I now turn to
a “more serious consideration” of the soul of W illiam James.

II
You have heard of W illiam James’ work in the field of
science. He ruined his health at this work. W ork was the
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gospel of his age. “It works” was the famous catch phrase of
pragmatism itself, the school to which James seemed foremost
to belong. The vocabulary of labor— toil, work, production,
results— colored the industrial era. James paid his toll to the
religion of his time. Compared to Montesquieu, who composed his Esprit des Lois in indescribable nonchalance and
insouciance compared with any man of the eighteenth cen
tury, W illiam James worked like a laborer in a modern tool
shop.
James did his hard work in the service of science, in the
classrooms of a university and of a great college. All work
has its code of specialization, and this code requires resigna
tion. In the industrial system work is not done by the whole
man. James suffered more than any man I know from the
routine of work and from its destruction of wholeness, yet he
accepted the code; he resigned himself even when he hurt his
own subject. For instance, in his “W ill to Believe,” he argued
about the energy called “faith” in such a manner as to exas
perate John Jay Chapman, who blurted out to James: “The
course of reasoning, or say state of mind, of a man who justi
fies faith by the consideration you mention, is well enough.
But he’ll never convey it, arouse it, evoke it— in another.”
There are forces in life which are murdered when they are
not conveyed, aroused, evoked in others. And the gospel of
objective work in science does not allow for growth, expansion,
transmission of the powers of man. You might expect that
James would have contradicted Chapman’s accusation that he
falsified these forces simply by bringing them to a standstill.
Not at all. Humbly, James replied: “Damn me, if I call that
faith, either. It is only calculated for the sickly hotbed atmos
phere of the philosophic, positively enlightened, scientific
classroom. To the victims of spinal paralysis which these studies
superinduce, the . . . treatment, although you might not be
lieve it, really does good.”
Through resigning himself to the “atmosphere” of scientific
work, James the expert won the admiration and love of his
psychological and philosophical confreres. Taking upon himself
the limitations of the gospel of work, joining hands with all
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the millions who in those decades increased and expanded our
means of intellectual and material production, he became
the exponent of his era, the outstanding thinker of America
at the turn of the century.
However, mere work would not have made him such a leader,
if he had not tempered the iron age of work by a glow from
another quarter. He was a gentleman through and through.
And he could get very angry at plebeians. The gentleman, the
man of independent means, and the hard-working plebeian do
not go together easily. In work, things have to get done. There
is a ruthlessness in work, as in any objective activity of man.
How can it be mitigated by qualities which stem from social
intercourse? W ork can be done in a gentlemanlike fashion,
even in modern society, by the most scrupulous respect for
any other man’s contribution to the work. James became
famous for cultivating this trait to a sublime degree. Although
not a team worker like one in a modern laboratory, he breathed
the spirit of a team. He saw greatness, usefulness, memorability,
everywhere. In him two opposite types were fused: in him were
perfectly united the natural type of his age, Meunier’s worker,
and the social type of his age, the sensitive gentleman.
By such achievements, we obtain a passport throughout
one time only. But James is still with us. How is this possible?
When Stanton said of Lincoln: “Now, he belongs to the
ages,” he linked his hero with times, people and manners far
distant. In a similar manner, we celebrate our hero today
because he is linked to people of the past and of the future,
outside bis code of work or manners. James’ roots went down
in the soil of time before the great French Revolution; the
branches, if I may say so, of his thought will stretch beyond
the coming peace conference. Though a citizen of the peaceful
era—between our Civil W ar (that last wave of the French
Revolution) and the next great wave of the two World
Wars,— W illiam James belongs to the ages. In order to do him
justice, we must connect the worker and gentleman of 1900
with the non-conformist and free thinker of the 18th century
and the soldier of the 20th century.
Since you all know hard work and fair play, you can all
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identify yourselves with the worker and gentleman in James.
You sympathize perhaps less readily with the non conformist
or the soldier. The free thinker in James, at least, is no stranger
among us.
Like the “enlightened” men of the 18th century, James
possessed an uncanny and sometimes absurd curiosity about
anything and everything under the sun. He also was quite sure—
at least most of the time— that all that man could say dealt
with “things” in the universe. It was left to the generation
after James to show that man and the world and God are not
reducible to each other, and that they can not even borrow
language from each other. Yet James belonged, with Bergson,
to the generation that sought deliverance from mere worldliness and mere things. Though he actually defined man as
“a thing which,” he at least disliked that state of affairs.
The free-thinker is often confused with the non-conformist.
But the two differ as widely as the worker and the gentleman.
The free-thinker, like the worker if left to himself becomes
ruthless; he feeds on his objects like a bird of prey. The non
conformist emigrated to America for his conscience’ sake. He
created there a non-conformist environment— a church, a con
gregation— at terrible expense: the non-conformist incarnated
himself in his every breath and act and step, in the home,
the school, the meetinghouse. Is W illiam James such an
“expensive” thinker and professor of his faith?
f
Listen to the words he asked to have repeated to his son:
“Tell him to live by yes and no, yes to everything good, no
to everything bad.” And: “I can’t bring myself tq—blink the
evil out of sight, and gloss it over. It is as real as the good;
and if evil is denied, good must be denied, too. It must be
accepted and hated and resisted while there is breath in
our bodies.” The non-conformist knows that evil exists (a
fact which the “enlightened” age so often forgot), and that
evil increases automatically. Inertia, laziness, cowardice,
death, are self-multiplying. The Methodists, Baptists, Quakers,
Shakers, the Jehovahs Witnesses, all agree in this, that good
not, except by propagation; it is not in anv man, but
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originates only between teacher and student, between father
and son, between a Renouvier and a James.
Exactly as children are begotten, so the gifts of the spirit,
the fertility of goodness, the contagion of enthusiasm, the
fecundity of thought, the influence of authority, are interhuman
processes which spring to life only between people. No man
is good. But the word or act that links men may be good.
And by link-work evil has to be constantly combatted. Whereas
the dogma of hard work and the pride of free-thinking
ignore this constant reproduction of the good, and leave the
arousing, evoking and conveying of goodness to accident, the
non-conformist in James checked the abnormal curiosities of the
free-thinker, and the reckless experimentation of the worker.
This power came to him from a rare relation to his family.
Of his father, our hero had this to say: "He was a religious
prophet and genius if ever there was one/' W ithout anything
else to do, Henry James senior poured out a whole original
system of theology in home and family. For forty years,
William James and his brothers and sisters were exposed to
an inspirational pressure of .unique volume. Speech and thought
came to him not as the individual gifts of an upstart but
they entered him as they enter or should enter, all of us, as
rays from the radiant crown of a gigantic family conversation.
Out of this cone of rays, W illiam was the ray which fell upon
philosophy. His father’s theological refraction still has a future.
It seems to me that because God was the most certain reality
to James senior, W illiam could overemphasize the world
and its naturalness and could make extreme statements like
"the thing which” when speaking of Hamlet or, equally
horrible, that "the universe engendered our intelligence.”
In this sentence and in many others, he gave man over to the
world too completely, in line with the American secular tradi
tion. But his father’s freedom from the world came to life in
him again through Renouvier, and he checked himself By inter
polating freedom, novelty and goodness into this man-engen
dering universe. In an era of factory pragmatism, of more
means for the sake of more means, James remained free to
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resist trends, to combat tendencies. And when the era of fever
ish, ruthless work also began to destroy the fiber of the inten
sive groups built up by the non-conformists in family, church,
and small minorities— when a coarse nationalism replaced all
the more delicate groups— James stayed on the side of the
small “oozing capillaries” between persons.

Against the madness of nationalism, small groups fight
a losing battle. Renouvier implored his French colleagues to
become members of small Protestant churches, but he was
not able to save France. James, too, would still belong to the
past only, if he had no message for the armies that must over
come fruitless, sterile work for work's sake, production for
the sake of production, bigness for the sake of bigness. Fortu
nately he has such a message. In fact, there is in W illiam
James a legacy which is pernicious unless he is seen in his
twentieth century promise. The twentieth century W illiam
James must help us against his admirers styled 19th century.
These admirers know everything about James and ignore
his call to action.
James the lover of the universe, and James the pragmatist
may be misconstrued as the American Spengler and /the
American father of Fascism. Mussolini read James, and many
Americans have admired Mussolini. Fascism “works” as the
Nazi victories show. And I see many American liberals falter
and bow in admiration to mental cocktails like Rosenberg’s
Myth of the 20th Century and similar pluralistic humbugs,
because James accustomed them to “a pluralistic universe”
and to an impotent, finite God. Polytheism is rampant in
our days, as a consequence of James’ jesolve, however mis
understood, to give up logic squarely. Bradley warned James:
“You are going back from Christianity to something lower.”
And James Ward wrote: “Your use of the word “consciousness”
seems utter nonsense, and leads to disaster.” The masses rr^y be
made conscious of anything; if “consciousness” is man’s whole
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pride, you can fill man’s consciousness with the intent to mur
der as the Nazis do, and make them feel fine. And James’ “W ill
to Believe” ushered in the revolt of the masses, because it with
drew from our faith in God its prop: God’s faith in Man.
The masses are plunged into night when the word “faith”
is made dependent on human will, instead of meaning that
God holds us in the palm of his hand. The Greek and Hebrew
word for faith means God’s faithfulness and trust. Your
belief and mine is but the poor reflex of God’s faithfulness
to all of us together. If God did not keep his promises to
mankind, nobody could talk to anybody else with any hope
of success. Hence, we may admit that a pluralistic universe,
with a finite, object-like God in it, is the American edition of all
the heresies that devour Europe before our eyes. They also
teach that “will to believe” in any kind of God or in many gods,
instead of in the true God who does not trust in one man
or one nation, but in us all, and thereby unites us.
However, the dangerous crest of this wave may soon pass,
because the generation that followed James will correct
his misinterpretation of God. God is not a concept but the
right name; and the whole Bible is nothing but the search for
God’s right name. On the other hand, Man is not found
except in his conversation with his brothers. God and Man are
not found as long as we use language about “things,” “world,”
“nature,” certainly not in laboratory tests. Henry James senior
could not reach the world because he started with God.
William James could not reach God because he started
with things. The third corner, man, of the triangle GodWorld-Man, James did reach, but only by “giving up logic
squarely and forever”; in other words, James made a break
between W orld and Man, but did not make the same break
between the universe and God. The principle, however, is the
same. Neither the right names for God nor the vital dialogues
of Men can be deduced from concepts used for the things
of this world. Concepts cannot be “experienced,” words and
names can. Man makes the world work, not pragmatically
for his own ends, but as the faithful servant of some higher
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design and purpose, in honor and valor, with the eyes of the
soul wide open.
W illiam James owed to his theological father the inexhaus
tible power of his language, although James did not admit
any unshakeable truth, eternally begotten, historically made
known once and forever, and applicable daily. He did not
admit such truth, only because he knew that theological
language was gone for good; his own father's life and work had
proved this. From his father's frustration, W illiam James
knew of the deadlock of theology from the start. That philos
ophy was in a similar impasse he was able to learn only
through a struggle of forty years. But in the process of learning
this he begat in himself two qualities which the new century
needs and which must fill our veins if western man shall
survive at all. And the mobilitvj of his soul led him to a more
and more complete mobilization towards that twofold end.

IV
W e are at war today. Please, therefore, face the simple
question: what loyalty keeps us here together, in the unselfish
company of education? Obviously not theology or a dogma
any longer. But neither have we a philosophical system from
which the many sciences receive their orientation. So where
do we get any common orientation? It is easy to see that 6ur
loyalty at this juncture is largely renewed by common danger.
The most primitive loyalty rests on the common defense against
an enemy. It is not enough to be a thinker or a worker, the
two shibboleths of 1776 and 1900. The third secular branch
of man's government over the earth is his being a soldier.
Philosophy cannot omit from its tenets the phenomenon that
man must be ready to die in the war against an enemy. Any
philosophy which glosses over your duty or mine to die for
a cause is eyewash.
And W illiam James recognized this claim of the soldier to be
accepted on his own terms. He worked on a book on the military
virtues for two years. He never finished it. But at the same time,
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he addressed clerks and educators, pacifists and women, so that
they might become aware of this quite different mode of life.
The soldier, he said, represented the heroic qualities of our
soul, the Sunday qualities which alone gave meaning and sub
stance to our week-day routine in work. Our untapped resources
of energy, our “second wind” became the most vital problem
for all individual or national education in his eyes. He began
to see that the cities of Man would not survive unless every
citizen was made to act as their founder or refounder. In the
face of effeminacy, self-castration, prohibition, he exclaimed:
“Fie upon such a cattle yard of a planet.” In this spirit, saluting
the soldier as an essential element in human nature, he wrote
his “Moral Equivalent of W ar.” The Carnegie Foundation for
Peace twice declined to reprint it. I don't wonder, for here we
enter into a soldier's society—but a soldier's who embraced
the heavenly combat and the earthly, both under the one term
of war. In making every man a partner of war, James did prac
tical repentance. He restored the solidarity and brotherhood of
all Men which his theory left undefended and indefensible.
Only the man who has once done the impossible, who has
once moved in the sphere of the infinite risk, can return safely
to his city as a law-abiding citizen. James saw the nonsense
of an absolute either-or-ness between war and peace. The more
people go to war in peacetime, the fewer people have to go to
war in wartime. The difference of soldier and worker is the dif
ference between mobilization of the whole man and specializa
tion of a part of man. And so James' “Moral Equivalent of
W ar” is the bridge from the 19th to the 20th century, from the
millennium of statehood to the millennium of one unified
Society. As long as wars were external, between states and
nations, philosophers could ignore the essence of war. James
made the soldiers' heroism the perpetual and indispensable
check on the worker's utilitarianism. In this way, warfare was
sublimated from an accidental role in wars between states, to
an eternal quality of human society as a whole. He made war
a special application of the attitude which makes man man,—
the attitude of conquering the impossible, in freedom from
fear.
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V
Desirous to become a citizen of this New Europe, this
Western World, I have walked with the spirit of William
James during the last nine years. He has been the star of my
Americanization. In the Old World I had not known his
works. He gave me hope even when I saw him forgotten by
his own New England and, alas, his too-New England environ
ment. This environment finally rose to fulfill his will. Young
men from Dartmouth and Harvard lifted the ban from William
James' alleged impracticality. At the thirtieth anniversary of
his death, in founding Camp W illiam James,2 they made his
Moral Equivalent of W ar work. They realized that total mo
bilization should prevail, not only in armies or in times of socalled war, but just as much at the domestic front and in
times of so-called peace. They believed as our prophet who
ominously said: “Until an equivalent discipline is organized, I
believe that war must have its way."
In that sentence, he prophesied this war. And he himself
embodies his conviction. As early as 1887, one of W illiam
James’ friends interpreted his portrait to him in this way: “You
could not have done a nicer thing for me than sending your
picture. It is a head for anything; but if seeing it, I had been
asked, ‘W h at manner of man is this?' I should have said, ‘A
soldier in the larger sense’ . . . If you will put shoulder strafps on
it, most people would take it for a picture of General Sherman."
“A soldier in the larger sense . . ." Yes. As Sherman marched
through Georgia, James marched through Victorianism with
an increasing determination, because he saw a desert there,
spreading under the illusions of a decaying manhood. And so
he lifted the martial virtues to a universal plane, blending the
militia of the State and the militia of Christ into one.
The future of America is in an impasse because of the
cleavage between a pacifist theory and a belligerent actuality.
2 Camp William fames in Tunbridge, V t. was a voluntary work service
camp, first organized in 1940 as an experimental camp within the Civil
ian Conservation Corps. Professor Rosenstock-Huessy was its principal
adviser. The camp was a forerunner of the Peace Corps.
«*..
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America may remain paralyzed if the Moral Equivalent of
W ar is not used to unify the soul of America. Here is a civil
ian mind, a lover of peace who discovers war and has the
courage to “think” it, for the sake of peace, by showing that
war and loVe of the enemy are not incompatible, but enter a
new stage today.
I
wish I could be more eloquent now. Let me say this
simply, that the worker, thinker, soldier, hit hard at the ob
jects or objectives of their will. They are “natural” types of
man. The gentleman and the non-conformist are “social” types.
They treat man as a member of a congregation or of a society,
and mitigate his ruthlessness by making him regard his neigh
bor. The soldier’s steel also must be tempered by the fire of
the soul, if he is to remain the brother of all men. The soldier
who today is not a member of the whole of humanity endan
gers it. No enmity between humans can be allowed to be
more than relative, lest a world totally at war perish.
Now, James revealed this secret in his own life. A few days
before his death, a friend said to him: “I know of no one
more universally beloved. I at least never heard an ill word of
you from any one.” And as early as 1871, James exclaimed: “In
America, a regular advance is possible because each man con
fides in his brothers.” A soldier does not idly speculate on the
abstract brotherhood of man: he himself remains a brother,
still loved even when he contradicts, fights and resists. A W il
liam James who can be loved is not simply James who loves;
he sets the example of a new world order.
Today, soldiers must restore the capital of our faith which
competitive workers and smug intellectuals have consumed.
And W illiam James, who confided in his fellowmen, has en
nobled the soldiers’ task, to convey, arouse, evoke faith. You,
the youth of America, on this January 11, 1942, may have a
good conscience, because the most illustrious American thinker,
worker, and soldier has pre-lived your total
and
it beyond mere imperial war. He has made your way of
one form of creating, through the martial virtues, the unity
of the earth; one way of curing our blind souls so that some
great design and purpose for the whole of mankind can be

lifted
life

mobilization,
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worked out here below, for which we have the honor to be
the faithful servant; one way not of talking about the brother
hood of man, but of bringing it about.
“Bring it about,” W illiam James would say; it will not come
about by education, or by accident, or by progress, or by fate
or by any causation and mechanism. The universe in which
we move is cleft and plural. You have to fill the gaps between
its banks and edges, as thinkers, workers, soldiers. The great
traditions of the race— freedom, faith, hope— never exist unless
thou insisteth upon them. Make nationalism shrink so that
the universe can grow.
And so the soul of W illiam James will converse with us
when we, in work, in thought, in battle, bring about a grow
ing universe of free people.
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Disintegration of the Ego
M o d e r n m a n 's p e r s o n a l i t y is weakened. Modern man is no
longer certain of the sources of personal integrity. W e see the
adults take flight into their expert knowledge, into their “fields"
to find certainty and character and distinction. The modern
adult does not like politics or any general confession of faith
or the emotional vagueness of a “movement." He concen
trates on his profession and he is as good a specialist as he
can be. But simply by watching how the word “adult" has
spread, we may gain an inkling that the modern “adult" is
not too strong as a personality. He is called an “adult" from
the evidence of statistics about his biological age. W hen per
sons are called “adults," there is a divarication of biological
and social maturity. W e see the boy and adolescent stay
young, brutish, shapeless long beyond the years in which his
grandfather took shape as a personality and took his place in
society as a citizen, in the congregation as a member.
Shapeless youth and specialized or unemployed adults are
losing the path towards “personality." This is coupled with
a good deal of confusion about “personality." Many* a leading
scientist, for example, honestly thinks that he owes his person
ality to his science. Many white collar men and employees
honestly think that only scholars or artists can be personalities.
Again and again, I hear the college students protest against
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the idea that they could aspire to personality. “I am just a
human being,” they stammer. The moderns prefer to be re
duced to Egos, to the I, and that is as far as they will go in
their self-identification. The recent trends in psychology have
elaborated this desolate state of the Ego. It has been said that
the Ego seeks the love of a “thou,” and that the Ego is often
overruled by the subconscious “it.” But though propagated
by special schools, like psychoanalysis, the public discussion
has not seen fit to face squarely the question of Ego and per
son. There is no general understanding what an individual (an
Ego) and a personality are, how they are related to each other,
whether they form a necessary sequence, or whether they are
mere words.
The Ego is one special aspect of the person, developed since
1600, since Descartes' identification of the mind with the soul.
Personalities break down today because of the unbalanced vic
tory of the Cartesian doctrine of man as being the Ego, the
mind written with the capital “M ” of modern idealism, real
ism, and pragmatism. It is the thesis of this paper that these
three schools of thought and in fact all post-Cartesian philoso
phy entertain a lopsided view of man, and that the simple
fact that you, my dear reader, are good enough to read these
lines proves that there is in you another force which is not
the Ego, but the “thou.” Only because you are a listening
“thou,” listening as to a command, as much as you are a
thinking Ego, can you be a person. He who has not listened
cannot think.
All modern thinking about man is based on too narrow a
concept of his nature. This can be proven with certainty. The
fact that you chose to read this essay must have reasons that
transcend your and my Egos. As long as you read this essay
you act as a listening “thou,” not as if you were an Ego. And
as little as you are an Ego when you read this, so little is the
author whom you read the Ego to whom you consent to listen.
But this question is related to the central one at hand: Can
man be a person when he starts with the assumption of his
being an Ego? Is it an essential a priori of a person to listen,
to read, to respond? Is responsiveness an a priori of
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ality? As a requisite for personality, it officially does not exist
among the moderns. Descartes saw our most personal quality
in our power to check, to control, to observe and to doubt
responses. These constitute the powers of the mind, in the
eyes of the moderns. Is this definition wrong? W e say that
it is. W e say that its propagation desiccates all sources of
personality today, that modern man's flight into his special
field as an expert observer, etc. is the catastrophe of the ma
chine age by which the only source for personal life is buried.
In order to prove this point we shall use Egyptian source
material. It is of help to travel to foreign countries and pe
riods for disentangling ourselves from the accidents of birth
and environment. W e shall find a world in which Descartes'
“mind” did not exist, and in which personalities did live. W e
shall understand finally why neither ancient Egypt nor modern
France covered the whole ground in which the sources of
personal life rise. This will caution us against narrowing our
concept of a person either in the Cartesian or the primitive
direction. Making it more comprehensive than it has been
during the last three centuries, we shall be able to tap the
sap of life at the very core of the tree again. For modern
man is just one branch on the tree of life of humanity, and
we must reclaim our connection with the whole.

I
The Ka in Egypt is a sign that is represented by two up
lifted hands.1 It bestows life on the king or individual. One's
Ka is the “power behind the throne,” the life giving genius.
The Ka is mentioned in every inscription. It is the essence
that has to be listed as present if the individual is to fulfill
his function in this’ world or in the next.
The interpretation of the exact meaning of Ka, then, is of
great importance. There have been two schools o f thought.
And in examining them we shall see that the differentiation
between the “thou” and “I” state of mind offers the key to
our understanding.
1 See our picture No. 1, page 192.
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Maspero held that the Ka was the alter ego, a duplication
of the individual, himself once more. Erman, the greatest
authority, saw in Ka the embodiment of the general supply
of living energy; Steindorff saw man's genius.
Now. it is a fact that the king’s Ka alone is represented in
pictures. "T h e king being a God on earth, has, ever since he
is born, the privilege of being united to his Ka. This is not
the share of ordinary people; the latter reach union with their
Ka after death only.” (A. Moret, Le Nil. etc., 1926 p. 361
n.l.) The representation of the royal Ka shows a bearded man
who carries the shield with the name of king.2 Ka is intimately
connected with the name of the king. The Ka is called in
Memphis the product of the "Tongue.” The Tongue-God
made all the Ka-s. (Erman, Berliner Sitzungsberichte, 1911, p.
940). The one Ka unfolds into many Ka-s, representing special
qualities of the royal power: his hearing, seeing, perceiving,
splendor, glory, spellbinding, longevity, his being Reverend,
thriving, may all be listed as individual Ka-s. The list some
times comprises, seven, sometimes twice seven, fourteen, but
without any persistency in it. The power of the Ka includes
everything that characterizes the influence of the king on
earth; all special qualities emanate from the central majesty
embodied in the Ka.
In Pyramid text 1653, Atum, the god, creates the first two
gods in the following manner: "After having made them, he
put his arms around them and these arms contained the hfa,
and by doing so he gave them divine existence and perma
nence.” And Atum, in this same text As implored to bestow
the Ka on the dead king in the same manner.
So far so good. But modern man could not resist the temp
tation to modernize this strange concept. Von Bissing (Miinchener Akademie 1911, Versuch einer neuen Erklaerung des kai7
p. 5) by his argumentation does us a real service. Taking
modern man’s psychology for granted in the old times, his
logic comes as a real eye-opener. Von Bissing finds that the
plural Ka-s (Kau) may represent the power which comes to
the dead from the sacrifices. From our general conception of
2 Our picture No. 2.
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the Ka, this is but one more emanation of the Ka. Just as
much as old names of persons run: “Re is my Ka,” “Ptah is
my Ka,” so the offerings are the dead man’s Ka-s and the
effect of the offerings on the person for whom they are given
is to restore his original power or life energy. Hence the of
ferings for the dead enter the field of force called Ka, and
may finally be called Kau themselves. But Von Bissing, in
stead of starting with the royal Ka, starts from these Ka-giving
offerings for the dead and sentimentalizes on this. He sees the
hieroglyph of the two extended arms, and he concludes that
the Ka- hieroglyph signifies the arms of the longing soul that
extend themselves towards the offerings. He has been refuted
by Kees (Hermann Kees, Die Jenseitsvorstellungen etc., Leip
zig, 1926, p. 75). But for our purposes his slip is valuable.
His interpretation is perfectly reasonable on the basis of
our current subjective psychology which teaches every indi
vidual to look into the world from his own self as the center
of reasoning, as a mind. To identify the Ka with the arms
that man stretches out imploringly, lowers the Ka to the level
of human weakness and subjectivity. It would be the very
opposite of strength or of the process by which man is given
a name for himself by the world. W e would then have in
early Egypt the idea of the “self-made man” indeed. The Ka
would be man pulling himself up by his own boot straps.
Von Bissing is so sure of the universality of his own era’s
logic that he does not know that this one interpretation is
excluded under all circumstances by the Egyptian tradition.
The name is always “given” to a person, and for instance the
vulture-goddess of upper Egypt carries the Ka protectingly over
the king’s head. Before the Cartesian mentality conquered,
man never thought that the mental processes originated in
himself. The Ka always is a power that is given to man, not
made by him. Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet has a verse
that shows the root of the Ka in the human soul. W hen
Juliet has called Romeo, Shakespeare makes Romeo exclaim:
“It is my soul that calls upon my name.” To the vulgar psy
chology this is sheer nonsense. Is the soul then outside of
Romeo since he is called from the outside by the name? Vul-
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gar psychology holds that the body of Romeo is here and
now first, and that the word Romeo is just a label, a word,
by which he may register in documents or statistics.
Modern psychology and logic starts thinking at the aspect
of speech as hanging words upon things. Modern logic puts
the objective fact of “somebody,” first, the social fact of his
being labelled Romeo, second, and the fact that other people
may define this Romeo comes third. Thus their a priori is the
body, and their aposteriori is the label. 1. self, objective Ego.
2. label, concept, classification. 3. use of this classification or
label by others. The Egyptian logic and, I suppose, all nonCartesian logic does just the opposite. It does not even know
that man may use the term “The Ego.” This term does not
occur before 1780. This coupling of the demonstrative article,
which points outside into the external world, with the word
“I,” which always points inside to the living power, the “sacred
vigour” of the Homeric kings and the majesty of all those in
authority who may speak in their own name, is not even two
hundred years old. It is a hybrid formation. The deadlock of
modem logic results from the fact that it is not understood
as a hybrid and irrational form. “The Ego” is a contradiction
in terms.I.

II. Powerless and Powerful Language
/
In order to learn from Von Bissing’s wrong interpretation
of the Ka in Egyptian religion all that modem thinking may
learn from it for the evaluation of the Ego concept, we must
now ask the reader to enlarge on his assumption that language
consists of words. This assumption is too narrow. To, say that
language is contained in the dictionary is a half truth. The
state of language in the dictionary is a special state of affairs.
A dictionary is the “reduction” of language to the aggregate
state of mere words. “Words” are language which is power
less, which is dismissed or spent. “W ords” are spent language
waiting for resurrection. As mere words language finds itself
between two other phases of its circulatory process, between
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the use of language for conceptual purposes, for thought, and
its use for the other purpose, nearly overlooked, ridiculed as
arbitrary: for naming things. This nearly lost distinction be
tween concept or word and name is parallel to the paradox
of Ka and Ego. W hat is the distinction between a word and
a name?
The name is the state of speech in which we do not speak
of people or things or values, but in which we speak to peo
ple, things, and values. The words “forget,” “me,” “not” are
three words of the English grammer. However, “Forget-meNot” is the name with which man addressed this plant. They
are the right words for the plant. The right word is that word
under which the thing so named will move and obey and
come forth and be a part of the realm created by my lin
guistic influence. W hen Orpheus invoked the walls of Thebai
to go up under the tones of his music, he moved people or
stones to do that which he wanted them to do. All perusal
of language in the form of names has exactly this intention.
To speak of the Congress of Industrial Organizations is to
use words. To speak of the C IO , is to speak of it politically,
making use of all its associations with feelings of antipathy
and sympathy, with emotions and motions. Names today are
hidden in letters like AAA, C C C , NYA. I deem this significant
for the philosophy of our era.
For centuries our philosophy has been exclusively concerned
with words on one hand, and concepts on the other. The
social life of language, however, is that of names which have
power to move people and things. And since Ifro^ds were
denied this quality in our era of reason, the power of names
crept back into our lives through the back door of letters
which read so similarly to the formulas of chemistry. In chem
istry, at least, we all admitted the step from analysis to syn
thesis, and in chemistry, the analytical formula served the
technician to produce, to resuscitate, to commandeer the sub
stance thus labelled. Now, in a carry-over of this scientific
process from word ( “Oxygen” ), to “O ” = 16, to recipe ( “take
two units of O and mix them in such and such a way” ) we
today are recognizing the power of the C IO over millions of
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people. The C IO is, so to speak, the Ka that gives life, glory,
dignity, to unskilled workers all over this country. It is quite
obvious that C IO is not a word which they use but a name
under which they are addressed and which they recognize as
being their address. And “C IO ” is the right way of addressing
them as far as the C IO is successful.
T he name is the right address of a person under which he
or she will respond. The original meaning of language was
this very fact that it could be used to make people respond.
The very word “responsiveness’lJlbday is less popular than its
often invoked variation— “responsibility.” I am responsible for
something objective. The complaint is heard often that people
are not responsible enough. However, may it not be true that
we cannot be responsible when we are not allowed to be
responsive first? If no soul calls upon our name, we perhaps
are too weak to shoulder responsibilities. As long as we are
only taught and addressed in the mass, our name never falls
upon us as the power that dresses our wounds, lifts our hearts,
and makes us rise and walk.
The right words, i.e. “names,” guarantees responsiveness.
Responsiveness is the lying open for being empowered. W e
have long spoken of an open mind. But the mind is open for
conceptual understanding of the things outside. The other
openness of any human being is to an appeal made to him in
the power of his name. “As an American, as a human being,
as a Christian, as a believer, as a child of God, you must
listen/' this appeal might say. “All members of the C IO do
so and so,” is another form which this appeal may take. W e,
too, have not just one Ka under which we are moved. The
first name, the family name, our professional title as a doctor,
or scholar, or a farmer, as a native of this state, a resident of
another, may be listed as so many kas which bestow on us
responsiveness.
Now, the power of a name lies in the fact that it eases our
conscience. The simple fact, that the mother calls the child
by the right name, makes the child smile. The cry, which is
the first utterance of the child when it enters the world, is
transformed into the smile of response through the infermedi-
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ary of the name. The name pacifies the child and gives it
ease in this new and cold world which it did not enjoy before.
Names give orientation. As long as we are addressed with a
name that has power we feel that we are led. W e may smile,
because, even when an enemy calls our name, we still are not
confused. W e know where we are. In as far as our society is
imperilled today it is because people are not addressed in the
powerful manner which might give them orientation.
All religion tried to give orientation. All religion is out for
the right word in the right place and time. All superstitions
arose because religions wanted eternal recipes for giving names.
The true life of human speech defies all recipes. The names
under which the parts of the world must be made to move
change with the times. But that does not mean that the ap
peal must not be made. The fact that no one name lasts for
ever in its power over an open heart only means that our
minds do transform constantly powerful names into mere
words and concepts. And once a word is definitely analyzed
and conceptualised, it has lost its quality of name. Any defi
nition cuts the umbilical cord between the use of an element
of speech as a name and the use of the same element as a
mere word.
Because we need orientation, we wait for our soul to call
upon our name. This fact leads to one other difference between
words and name. All words can be used by everybody and
can be carried over to any number of things and objects either
by definition or metaphorically. But the same element of
speech when used as a name is neither a metaphor nor a
classification. It is exclusively used between you and me. If
the child was not sure that the mother meant him, Johnny,
only, and nobody else, the child would not smile. The name
is personal, or it is no name. Personifications are possible
only as long as language is name-giving. Because name is per
sonification. The word is generic, the name is specific A Names
are exclusive speech between a person and somebody whom
he tries to make into a person by calling him with the right
3
This is essential for the solution of the dispute over the “universalia.” ft cannot be understood without dealing with the “names” of

God.
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name. Whereas a description of the outer world may be given
in words, the orientation of you or me in the world can only
be given us by a specific name-giving process to which we
then respond. Orientation and response are two aspects of one
and the same process. The child which hears itself called by
the same name again and again, responds and thereby gains
orientation.
“Orientation” is the objective aspect and “response” is the
subjective aspect of one and the same social process of giving
or using the right name.
Words classify, but names orient. Words generalize, but
names personify. Words dismiss living subjects into the realm
of objectivity. Names pick up the little baby or the flower or
the sun, and incorporate them into one society of communi
cation. W ithout names, communication would be impossible.
For before two individuals may talk to each other in words
about things, they must be mutually responsive, they must
recognize each other as persons. Each must make more and
more of a person out of his interlocutor by giving each other
names. Even abusive name-calling is better than nothing. Be
cause, although negative reaction, it is a condition for the
person in the individual who is “called names.”
Our present-day discussions about communication usually
stress the Babylonian confusion in terminology. As many peo
ple, as many definitions of democracy. But communication will
not improve on the objective front of definitions as long as
we do not make sure in whose name we speak to each other.
W hose name do we carry when we speak to each other about
the weather, or about the true, the beautiful and the good?
The great problem of our days is whether man speaks to man
anonymously or only as an incognito slowly to become known
as a person. Communication can take place between people
who are eager to personify their interlocutor more and more.
Communication dies down between "people who wish to re
main anonymous to each other forever.
The linguistic elements in their name-giving phase are the
“word” with a capital W ; as words they are mere words, and
used in vain. As concepts, they are purified and wait for their
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resurrection. And this constant process from name to word
to concept to name again, is the life of the W ord. Whenever
any one phase is omitted, society disintegrates because its
members lose orientation.

III. Orientation in Egypt
The Egyptian Ka oriented the King. It authorized him to
govern in wisdom, knowledge, in right perception and insight,
glory permanence, as Horus, the reborn son of the ever dying,
ever resurrecting Osiris. It is not difficult to trace the develop
ment of the Ka from the gods to the king and only much
later to the individual Egyptian for his life after death. W ith 
out pretending to say the final word here, we may however
mention some indisputable facts.
Before the Nile and its inundations created the unity of
work and law in Egypt, the life in Egypt did not differ from
that in the Libyan oasis and other parts of Africa.4 The chief
tain of any tribe, in this hot climate, was responsible for the
rainfall. And he gave way to a successor every seventh or ninth
year because the magical power of rain-making had to be
regenerated regularly.
When Osiris discovered the possibilities of the Nile valley,
and the regular flow of the fertile mud between July and
October, the Egyptians gave up the universal fear of primi
tive men against the low land of the valleys, and closed the
new “city” ( “nwt” ) of Egypt against Northerners, Westerners,
Easterners and Southerners,5 rejected the God of Libya, Seth,
and turned their new temples to the service of the two gods
that did not simply represent the unruly wind, rain, and
clouds of the sky— as Seth— but who did represent the un
broken order of this sky as horizon and sun, Horus and Ra.
The sun, a curse in this hot climate so far, now became a
blessing because “he” could set a unified law and order for
4 Wainwright, G. A., T h e Sky-Religion in Egypt, p. 8 ff., 1938, C am 
bridge.
5 fames H. Breasted, D evelopm ent o f Religion and T hou ght in Egypt,
New York, 1912, pp. 13 and 14.
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the thousands of miles of Egypt’s length. The pyramid stone
on the obelisk in Heliopolis became "the great occasion for
chaining a cosmic power to a definite and specific place of
worship.”6 Here, the sun cut out a definite place, a temple
on earth that reflected the recurrent order of the sky. A tem
ple is the mirror of heaven. As long as the sky god Seth
governed, no "temple,” but altars only, had been possible.
The Egyptian temple reflects eternity.7 The chieftain of old,
the rain sorcerer, now became the owner of the magical mirror
of heaven on earth. T h e Pharaoh was not a king in our mod
ern sense of the word. He was the owner of the first revealing
and sacred house of man on earth, of the "city of Egypt”
given by the gods to man in the sacred order of the year that
from eternity to eternity guaranteed the fertility of the land
through the inundation of the Nile. The word Nile now be
came the word for rain, too. And instead of seven or nine
years of government, Pharaoh shared the eternity of the celes
tial orders. W hen he built his pyramid in imitation of the
benben stone in On (Heliopolis), he thereby became the
undying Sun-god himself, Ra.
So Pharaoh was lifted up from a rain sorcerer of Libyan
days, to the steward of God’s house on earth, the Sun God.
The sun was lifted every morning by the god Nun up to
heaven with two outstretched arms.8 W e find pictures show
ing the God lifting the fiery ball over his head.9 Then w^ find
two outstretched arms based on the two signs for eternity
("dcd” ), and life, and again these arms throw up the ball of
the sun.10 In other pictures the celestial god reaches out with
his two arms for the sun, when the night gives way to the
morning.11 The gesture of the two arms that lift up the sun
every morning signalizes the central problem of the new faith
that was the "Constitution” of Egypt. Now, if the sun, Ra,
6 Herman Kees, T oten glauben und Jenseitsforstelhm gen der alten Agyfi
ler Leipzig. 1926, p. 35.
7 Kees, p. 7.
8 Kurt Sethe, Altagyfitische V orstellungen vom L au f der Sonne, Preussische Akademie der W iss., phil.-hist. Klasse, SB, 1928, 259 ff.
9 Sethe, p. 262, our picture no. 3.
10 Sethe, 271 f, our picture no. 4.
«
11 Sethe, 268 and 276.
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the model of every Pharaoh, had to be lifted by the god of
the source waters up to the horizon every morning, Pharaoh
too had to be lifted up to his throne by the Ka.
On the other hand, the individual Egyptian had nothing
to do with the sun in the beginning except to worship “him”
—certainly he could not think of identifying his own life on
earth with that of Ra. It took fifteen^ hundred years before
every Egyptian saw his own life finally end in an atonement
with the course and orbit of the Sun in after life. His first
great model of the eternal, undying, recurrent life, with “d e d ”
permanency, in the houses of “millions of years,” as the tem
ples were called,12 was not Horns, the god of the celestial
horizon, or Ra, the sun, directly; his model was his king who,
by entering the City of Egypt, the “settlements made in the
name of Horns,”13 had been lifted from a mere chieftain and
medicine man into the Pharaoh, the surveyor13a of the divine
house that reflected heaven on earth and forced heaven down
to earth. The King's Ka or majesty consisted in the fact that
his raiment no longer was a barbaric tattoo or mask, but the
cosmic house and temple itself. The King of Egypt was the
first human being who dropped all tribal masquerading and
went clean shaven, unmasked and untattooed. For this king
had donned the garment of celestial order. It is too weak a
word to say that Pharaoh “inhabited” the cosmic gates. His
whole life was transplanted upon the celestial wheels, and fol
lowed the cosmic calendar hourly and daily and annually in
the house.
The Egyptian king was the link between heaven and earth,
and in the king’s “name” the forces of the cosmos and the
recognition by society coincided. The radiations of the Ka
range from alimentation to glory. But this, though it has
puzzled many an Egyptologist,14 will always result from a
happy intersection of the cosmic and the social. W e all crave
for a necessary role in nature to be recognized by society. W e
12 A. Moret, L e N il et L a Civilisation Egyptienne, 1926, p. 148.
13 Breasted, p. 14.
13a Pharaoh surveyed the orientation of every temple.
14 See especially von Bissing, p. 1 ff. and M oret’s famous book of 1902.
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all wish to yield a reasonable, necessary and, that is, natural
function under the official sanction of society. The doctor can
function as a force in nature only through the power which
he wields over real processes of life and death: he operates,
feeds, and treats and these are real interventions with the cos
mos. On the other hand, he is called a doctor, hands out pre
scriptions which go to the pharmacist, and talks to the patient’s
family and nurse, and all these are social processes of being
named and recognized by organized society. In the same man
ner, the Pharaoh who reconciles Egypt with the life of heaven,
who is lifted up by eternal alimentation to the millions of
years of the stature of the Sun, is lifted up before his people
by his name and authority and glory. Both cosmic reality and
social recognition are two aspects of one and the same thing.
W e all crave for this unity between our cosmic and our social
role. No wonder, then, that both are covered by the gesture,
the process, the divine event which is called “ka.”
In Abydos, Pharaoh Seti the First sits before his table of
offerings; behind him, his “ka” walks as a bearded man, carry
ing on his head the Ka-sign, the two uplifted arms with the
name of the God-King “Horus Ra.” That is, the name by
which he is lifted up to the millions of years of the run of the
celestial orb. Besides, the Ka-carrier has in his right hand the
sign of eternal life, and in the left arm he lifts a pole like
the one on which the Romans carried their eagles. But, instead
of the eagle, the ka sign is on this pole. Above the hieroglyph
for the god-king and inside the two outstretched arms of the
ka sign balances the sign “sa,” protection. To be lifted up as
the sun rises every morning, means to be protected, to have
both a necessary role in the cosmos and an established name
in society. T o have one’s ka— who would not wish that his
nature and his society could agree in so perfect harmony as
the Ka of Pharaoh?
The Ka was held up above the king" so that he might feel
that he only had to respond. Names unburden our soul im
measurably from our own choices. They tell us what our des
tiny is. The Egyptian ka is an eternal category because it
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unifies the meaning of the name and of the orientation of a
person. Persons are oriented individuals.
IV . Disintegration and Orientation
A person is not an individual that can think. But a person
is an individual whose soul has called upon his name and
thereby determined the direction of his life. A person is a
man who has been given direction. W hen a scientist follows
his logical analysis, his laboratory experiments, his die is cast.
He has responded to the direction of his life; he has acknowl
edged the imperative written over his own life: there shall
be science and you shall be the servant of science. Nothing
that this scientist thinks or writes or publishes within his
scientific field makes sense outside this decision that he had
made long before. He responded to the call of science long
before he knew what he would do during his life as a scien
tist. He got his orientation by moving along on the wave
length that had appealed to him when he dialed his reception
apparatus. Descartes is the founder of modern science because
he made a decision in 1620 that his life would be oriented
solely by the idea of a progressive scientific research program.
You do not share the answer given by Descartes, the scientist,
but you share the response given by Descartes, the man.
The response to science precedes any scientific statement in
particular. Man is called upon by other vocations of a nonscientific character just as well. And any science of society
must penetrate behind the decision made by the scientist, must
see that the scientist is not the normal type of human being
but just one among others, in order to discover the essential
composition of the good society. The notion of persons in a
society and the notion of scientists must never be allowed to
coincide. The orientation of an individual that makes him
become President or scientist or baker is a decision that makes
president and scientist and baker equals as responsive and
oriented persons long before their various ideals of presidency,
scholarship, and bakership begin to operate upon them. The
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democracy of a scientific age can only be retained and saved
when the scientist willingly remains a part of the people in
this democracy. How can this be done? The scientist must
hold to the faith that every person that decides to become a
scientist does so not as a scientist but as a human being who
harkens to his deepest calling. Then he will realize that his
own decision unites him with all people who grow into re
sponsive, named, oriented persons. The scientist is a person
ality as a member of humanity, not as a member of the
academic class.
The Egyptian world, literally in the childhood of humanity,
explored the one and uppermost experience of the child’s
mind: that of being addressed, of having been loved and called
upon and directed by elders who did not run away as animals
do when they have fed their fledglings, but who stood by the
young, the children, the grandchildren, the great and greatgreat grandchildren forever. The Ka, the name-giving character
of speech became the aspect of all logical processes that was
realized and revered and fructified to the extreme.
Our era has suppressed the very notion of this mental situa
tion. Descartes complained that for twenty years his brain had
been corrupted by confused and wrong notions. He complained
that Descartes the man had been anteceded by Descartes the
child. The confidence between his father’s religion and his own
science was destroyed. He thought that the name-giving rela
tions in society were sheer waste. He and his followers have
destroyed the cement that connects the living bricks of our
social temple, called persons. This cement is the right name.
Neither Descartes nor Egypt are wholly right. The name which
a man is given binds him to two achievements equally diffi
cult: to go forward as a specialist and to remain a human
being as the perfect men before him. The essence of the era
in which we live is that man as a specialist shall progress and
have an open mind. But this era will end in catastrophe if
it forgets that, as a human being, man must have the same
open heart that made the first fully human being the heart of
the world. The mind listens to words for objects; the heart
listens for its clue for personal orientation, its proper name on
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the stage of history. T h e open m ind that understands words
and the responsive heart that is called by its nam e represent
the polarity of hum an m entality w hich we m ust uphold.
T he Ego and the Ka are both real sources of our personal
life. W e now can form certain conclusions from the fact that
the Ego w ho uses words to m anipulate things and the Ka
that calls m e by m y nam e to m ove m e, have opposite princi
ples of political econom y. W h en I use words, I always try to
get a m axim um result w ith a m inim um effort. If I can say
som ething in three lines, I shall not w aste four paragraphs.
He w ould be a fool w ho w ould waste his energy on a task for
which he need not spend m ore than five m inutes w ith the
right tools.
D o as m uch as you can w ith as little effort as possible, is
the m otto of the anonym ous, im personal, objective, scientific
mind. T his Cartesian m ind has successfully discovered how to
use fewer and fewer m eans for bigger and bigger results. A
modern factory is the ideal display of this econom izing in
words, in organization. T his econom y, however, cannot apply
to m an him self. H e m ust still find som e incentive for an “allout” attitude. M an m ust still feel called forth as being good
for som ething. H e w ould be a rascal who, out of sheer in d o
lence, would not use his full energy. Cartesian logic reduces
m an’s responses to m inim um responses. For every individual
or particular task this reductionism is valuable. B ut w hen it
means that these, savings in tim e or effort reduce m an ’s stat
ure, w hen it m eans that because I only have to work three
hours for m y daily bread in the future, I also w ill only be
fully alive three hours of m y day, then the person is thwarted.
For a person is a m an w ho responds w ith his w hole heart to
his calling. A nd any elem ent of the universe that whispers to
a hum an being, “respond lest I die,” calls forth this m an per
sonally to his hum an destiny. “A ll ou t” is the attitude of the
man w ho has heard his calling and w ho knows that Tie can
only becom e a person in the process of responding to his call
ing. M an m ust be both indolent and all out. W h en his m ind
can find a shorter way, a better tool, he m ay save energy. T h e
m ind is our saver o f energy; this is w hat w e call the Ego.
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B ut the soul is our investor, our spendthrift, our saviour w hen
life seem s to die from inertia and indifference and lack of
orientation.
T h e “th ou ” is n ot a figure of speech, but a corollary to the
“E go.” W h en th e concept o f the Ka in E gypt hardened and
w hen the concept of the E go as conceived by D escartes be
cam e the only m otor in the life of the m ind, then both ob
struct the m ental process. E gypt w ent fossil because Ka, nam e,
was every word. N o nam e could die. O ur society disintegrates
because no nam e is allow ed to authorize and to call forth
persons. T h e Ka of E gypt and the m ind o f D escartes each
alone obstruct the constant flow of creative speech through
individuals that m ust guarantee the orientation of society.

/

CHAPTER 4

THE FOUR PHASES OF SPEECH
Introductory N o te

Dr.

E ugen R osenstock-H uessy had, in
1922-23, studied Paracelsus together in G erm any. K och taught
m edicine at the U niversity of Frankfurt and was Franz R osenzweig's doctor. H e fled N azi G erm any in 1937, w ent to Russia
and worked as a physician in E ssentuki on the Black Sea.
After the Second W orld W ar K och in Russia and R osenstockHuessy in the U n ited States w rote to each other again.
Koch w rote to R osenstock-H uessy because he, now a brain
specialist, believed he had discovered in the “lam ina quadrigem ina” in the hum an brain an organ w hich acts as the seat
of the great im pulses of the species. H ere the im pact o f w hat
our senses register, and w hat others say to us, here our profoundest insights, K och says, are recorded. T h e individual cor
tex then acts as a brake to the total reaction w hich is received
in the “lam ina quadrigem ina.” T h e cortex, so to speak, cuts
this total im pact into pieces. T h e “lam ina quadrigem ina” is
situated betw een the spinal cord and th e cortex. A ll vertebrates
have this organ in com m on. So far n ot m uch has been know n
about it, however it has been considered to be an archaic
organ.
Koch w anted to tell R osenstock-H uessy that th e “lam ina
quadrigem ina” m ight furnish the anatom ical proof for Buber's,
R osenzw eig’s and R osenstock-H uessy's insights in to hum an
speech. T h e speaker, they say, never speaks as an individual
only, but always for the species.
Koch was scheduled to report his findings to the Institute
r ic h a r d

koch

and
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for N eurology at the A cadem y of M edical Science in M oscow .
H e died from heart failure before this could take place, shortly
after his last letter to Eugen R osenstock-H uessy in 1947.
A

Letter to R ichard K o ch r Essentuki, Russia

N ov. 4, 1947
Dear Friend:
A fter m y long letter to you I cam e in the lecture room upon
the sam e com plex of questions. In telling the students o f your
Q uadrigem ina T heory, I continued the conversation w ith you.
You say that the blocks of the cortex prevent an invasion of
our pictures of the world by a total reaction. V ice versa, it is
equally true that speech saves the totality of experience in the
m idst of the blocks and channelizes it through these blocks.
Speech is, in fact, the m eans by w hich a total experience
penetrates in an orderly fashion into the departm ents of con
scious life. If I understand you, your analysis of the brain
starts from the fact that the brain is m eant to prevent a short
circuit in the form of an explosive total reaction to a total
experience. I start from the creative aspect of this im pedim ent.
Som ething is achieved by this system of brakes and this som e
thing is n oth in g less than the social digestion of any experi
ence m ade by one m em ber of the hum an fam ily. If one
“individual” could and w ould “react” to his ow n experiences
fully and get them “out of his system ” by him self, m an w ould
not be m an. W e always experience as specim ens of the species.
Our experiences enter the w hole of society because w e have
not experienced before we have responded as specim ens of
the species. T h e total reaction is blocked up in order to force
com m unication upon the m em ber of the hum an fam ily w ho
is out in front.
W h a t then is the difference betw een individual and speci
m en? T h e specim en is seed and fruit. W h en ever w e experience
totally, on faith, the species represented by us experiences. A nd
these experiences acquire new faculties. Speech is the way of
transm itting acquired faculties. T h ere is no other. It a way,
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as I need not un d ed in e to you, w hich is material. T o speak
does som ething very powerful to the realm of m atter. Sounds
have energy.
T he articulation of a new experience can be com pared to
the refraction of light in a prism. T h e spectrum of colors con
tains yellow, blue, red, etc. although they all reflect “ligh t.”
For our analogy yellow , blue, red are th e great fundam ental
persons of grammar: politics, art, law, science; thou, I, we, it.
And “faith” is the believed-in unity of the total experience
while it undergoes its diffusion or articulation in the brain's
departm ents.
Light and colors cannot be separated. In the sam e m anner
faith and the forms of speech cannot be separated. T h e forms
of speech are the articulation of one act of faith into its
worldly acts of penetration and com m unication and naturali
zation.
H um an speech never was intended for expressing platitudes
like “the weather is bad,” or “com e,” or “I am happy,” or
“the m oon rises.” H um an speech corresponds to the con
struction of our brain so as to perm it the transfer of acquired
experiences to the race. Speech enables us to gain tim es and
spaces for “settling” a question. Speech connects the depart
m ents of experience. T h e event w hich is expressed can only
be expressed in four phases. A nd the event has not happened,
has not eventuated at all unless it has m obilized all the four
phasic responses. N o t only m ust the experience pass through
these four distinguishable phases, aspects or m odes, but also
the sequence of these m odes is fixed. A nd the cunning of indi
viduals in om ittin g one phase or the other is doom ed to failure.
Our w hole civilization tries to om it one phase or the other
and is for that reason doom ed to failure. Speech holds on to
the proper order by its rules of grammar.
T he four phases of speech m ay be distinguished as fo llo w s:1
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fiativum
Subjectivum
P erfectum
Abstractum

(political even t)
(art and literature)
(legislation)
(objects in nature)
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T h e terms are chosen to show the polarity o f 1 and 3, 2 and
4. T h ey also could b e grouped around the specific eccentricity
show n by the specim en in each phase. For the experiencing
specim en is 1. prejected in the fiativum into the unknow n. H e
is 2. subjected to the uncertainties of suspense w hile h e sighs,
sings, swears and undergoes the pressures of the agenda in
process. H e 3. is trajected over the river of tim e w henever h e
can report back “order fulfilled” : w e have done it. H e 4. is
object of his ow n analysis after it is all over and h e has been
dism issed from the exigencies of the situation. T h en the
object, the event, is a m ere “it.”
1. Preject
2. Subject
3. Traject
4. O bject
everybody experiences w hen he:
1. Falls in love prejectedly: Love me!
2. C ourts and is lyrical— subjectively.
3. Stands at the altar: we have done it,
w e have com e across.
4. Introduces her to the first stranger as
“m y w ife,” objectively.
In a closer analysis of th e four phases, m any m ore serious
processes receive their place. First, the “H arken Israel,” th e
event w hich m eans you and nobody else, destines and singles
out. T h e fam ous principle of selection of D arw in occurs right
now and here w henever on e specim en listens. For if he listens
in the full sense of the term , then the “th ou ” w hich listens
com prises his genitals, heart, brain and hands and stom ach,
altogether.
Second, th e subjectivum creates the social, m ental or in tel
lectual group w hich is introduced to the event together w ith
the first person w ho is struck by th e lightning. Subjective sub
m ission to an event leads to lyrical utterance w hich is always
dem ocratic. A m an w ho sings his heart out im parts this heartsubjectivity to all his equals. T his dem ocratisation of an ex-
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perience enabled M oses to im part his listening to G od to all
Israel. It enabled G oeth e to im part his conquest of suicide in
his W erther to innum erable readers. T h at experience is in
tended to be personal plus com m on is show n by the polarity
of any fiativum w hich befalls one— the hero o f this issue or
event— and the subjectivum w hich gives him com rades for the
experience.
T he “m ind” accom plishes this dem ocratic m oulding of a
dictatorial experience. T h e first person w hich m oulds the m ind
is always subjective. T h e hero never is: he is prejective because
he is m ade over into a new realm of experience and has not
yet any “feelings”; h en ce the hero is “th ou ”; to him self the hero
appears as the instrum ent of G od, as the servant of the word, as
the ear of a m outh. T h e “and G od spake to M oses” sim ply is
the correct observation of M oses’ plastic situation. In D euter
onom y w e have the sam e M oses’ subjective song depicting hi§
“m ind.”
In the sam e book, w e have his laws, w hich are the event
when it is reported. T his is the third phase, the perfectum . T h e
subjective pressure of a deep em otion is transform ed into the
narrative of a past w henever the hero’s “th ou ” and the subject’s
“I” can be tranquillized into a “w e.” Lindberg called the
book about his transatlantic flight W e in a m ost felicitous
phrase, as it told th e tale of his plane and him self, and tales
require som e “w e.”
From this w e can see that the gram m atical form o f the
“indicative” is at h om e in the perfect and the past. T h e future
has the im perative and the present has the subjective form s
which we call optatives and subjunctives, as indispensable
modes of their very existence. N eith er the future nor the pres
ent is in need o f a form o f speech in the indicative. H owever,
“we have flown to Paris” cannot be expressed in any other way
than by the statem ent of fact. “W e got m arried” is therefore a
more primeval form o f speech than “I run,” “I go.” In fact, the
long “o ” of L atin in amo (I love) is clearly subjunctive and
shows that the alleged indicative of the present for th e first
person is a m ere borrowing from the originally unique form of
any “I,” the subjunctive of suspense.
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T hus, the tale of an event is the tail light of the event.
N oth in g has happened w hich is not reported back as having
happened. H istory is not arbitrary staring at bygone things.
H istory is the articulation of the event itself in its participants;
as the event goes by, it proves its passing by being told as a
tale. T h e historian certainly is not th e onlooker of an event but
th e last m an w hom the event produces. Or in the m an who
does and tells, the tale w hich he tells of his hunt is necessary
to the restoration of his ow n freedom from the event. Psycho
analysis allows people to tell the end of their tales because the
fixation of the fiativum can only cease by transform ing the
patient's fiativum and subjectivum into his perfectum, his tell
tale stage. O f course, the psychoanalytic m ode of expression
is superfluous in all the positive circuits of speech where the fiat
is not abortive but succeeded by the com m unicative lyrical and
the statutory historical m odes of speech.
T hese three phases of speech— dram atics, lyrics, epics— have
been know n to all m en always as indispensable and as norm al.
T h e fourth phase, analytics, is indispensable too, but the m en
of antiquity denied that it was normal. O n the other hand, our
tim es have declared that the first three phases were dispensable,
and that the fourth phase was both norm al and im perative.
T h e analytical phase of speech is the abstractum as opposed
to the subjectivum. In this phase the m ovem ent dies and is dis
carded as m erely natural. "Nature" w e call everything w hich
exists w ithout "you," w ithout "me" and w ithout "us." O r more
correctly, "natural" is any experience in as far as w e look at it as
though it had nothing to do w ith us. W h en w e tell a crim inal
that his act was only natural, he is relieved. For w e tell him that
h e is not responsible for it, that he need not w aste any feelings
about it and that he need not report it to the police. N o w these
three things precisely constituted his crim e before it becam e
natural: his selection for this villainy was his heroic dram atiza
tion. H is qualm s of conscience were Ms subjectivum, and his
relation to the law was th e historical place achieved for his act.
In the "natural," the act is dism issed. "Nature" laughs at
G od's "let there be light" as it is the attitude w hich cannot say
anything except "there is light." T h e fourth phase o f speech is
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the spirit's death. If we call the im petus by w hich a total experi
ence subjects one m an to the four phases through w hich the
experience is realized “spirit,” i.e., a breath of life, then phase
four is the phase in w hich the spirit dies but the specim en
recovers. If phase four did not abstract us from our spells, free
dom could not exist to start a new phase. In phase four we
expire one act of faith so that we m ay be inspired again. In liter
ature our tim es have created the analytical novel, the naturalis
tic picture of an event. T his is neither drama nor lyrics nor epics;
it is scientific prose. O f course it has never flourished before, as
only we have m ade a cult of the abstract, of phase four. W e
have inserted death into all cycles of inspiration. G eneralisa
tions have becom e our gods. T h ey are abstract. G reat liberty
has thus been achieved. B ut the deification of the abstract is
im possible. Speech remains speech, and its cycle still requires
obedience. T o say “light is w aves,” seem s to too m any to replace
the other three forms of truth:
1. “L et there be ligh t.”
2. “Let us praise the ligh t.”
3. “T h e sun has risen.”
After these three, no. 4, “light is waves” is in order.
T he appropriation of an experience cannot succeed in any
other order than in the order of fiativum, subjectivum , perfectum, abstractum. T h y soul, m y m ind, our statute and its nature,
all color any event. A fter they all have colored it, it has a place
in tim e and space. A nd that m eans it is know n as a necessary,
digested, transm itted experience of the hum an race.
All things w hich are introduced as ideas or as facts to us re
main playthings. T h e only open sesam e to an historical experi
ence is a specim en's love for it to such a degree that he w ill be
ready to die for it. Idealists and m aterialists are irrelevant to
history. Love alone can incarnate any new experience into our
bloodstreams. A specim en w ho dies in battle im pregnates the
species w ith specific qualities, w ith the qualities w ith w hich he
is in love and w h ich he defends or propagates. A specim en is
not an individual but the fruit o f the specific tree o f m ankind
which holds power over both his individual and his genital
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elem ents in turn. T h e historical specim en— in contrast to the
abstract natural individual— experiences an event alternatingly
by his propagatory and his individual organs. A n incorrect
m ethod of experience leads to a castration com plex w hich proves
that the experience affects the species-organs directly.
T h e “quadrigem ina” or four phase process of gram m atical
and articulated speech seem s to alternate betw een the sexual
and the individual organs o f the specim en in m aking its appeals.
B ut there can be no doubt that speech begins w ith an appeal to
the species and the specim en’s m em bership in the species, be
cause all speech disarms and invites th e putting dow n of the
speaker’s physiological defenses. A m an is taken outside him self
by his voice and invites those w ho listen to accom pany him on
this ride in to the new environm ent w hich his speech delineates.
A ll speech rides the future of a new heaven and a new earth.
A ll speech draws out the speaker from behind his isolation
into a realm of com m unality w ith the person or persons who
listen. T his realm is n ot a m ere fantasy; som e m aterial partition
in space and som e historical bridge through tim e m ust result
from speech w hen it is in full force.
T h ese facts require a m ore detailed consideration . T o prepare
for an understanding that all articulate speech articulates chang
ing spaces and distinguishes changing periods, please observe
that you experience tim e in a m anner directly opposite from
space. It is m ere indolence w hich com pares space and tim e as
by and large parallel frames of reference. T h ey com e to us as
extrem es on opposite poles. Space is at the start universal, com 
prehensive, one. T im e is at the start m om entary, split, atom ized,
m any seconds. W e always begin by experiencing innum erable
tim es and one space. A nd w e try desperately to reduce the num 
ber of disconnected m om ents and to increase the num ber of
subdivisions in space! E ach hom e, each nation is intruded into
the world of space as an afterthought. Property is a dividing
line driven into space w ith absolute propriety because w e con
sider all space as a task for partitions, walls, boundaries and
lim itations.
T h e opposite is true of tim e. In tim e w e all crave growing
units o f hours, days, weeks, years, centuries, eras. Onfe single
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history, however, seem s utopian to this very day. B ut it is of the
greatest practical concern to us at this m om ent. For only the
com m unity of O ne T im e and O ne H istory m ay now be possible.
Any shorter aspect of the tim es has becom e suicidal. B ut any
aspect of the tim es w hich exceeds this second seem s purely
arbitrary and a m ere convention to the “natural” m ind. So
epoch and periods m erely “exist.” T od ay’s historians discount
them by ways of abstraction.
W e say, against such “historians,” that the only purpose of
all speech has been to m ake an epoch and to m ake the new
epoch stick. T h e tim e-building power of speech is the first cause
for speech. T h e space-dividing power of speech is its second
cause. T he tim e-building power always aim s at the species. T h e
specimen speaks him self and his listeners into a new type o f
species by taking on a new nam e, as A m erican or Indian or
Christian. T h e space-building power always aim s at the indi
viduals. W h ich then are the tw o greatest achievem ents of the
human spirit? If w e are right, then the greatest achievem ents
would be the sm allest space partition and the m ost gigantic
time bridge.
This is literally true. A ny marriage is the w h ole story of
Christ and his C hurch. T h e new T estam en t says, w here tw o or
three individuals are gathered in his nam e, the w h ole spirit of
mankind is alive and present and condensed! H ow frail this
cell is! V ice versa, from A dam to the end of the world stretches
a line of continuity w hich is terribly shaky and delicate and
often seem s to fall out of our hands into the abyss of tim e.
W hole nations and w h ole continents leave^this continuum and
lapse into barbarism. B ut for this very reason one history for all
men is the greatest act of mastery over tim e. O ne history for all
is not a coarse and crude but a delicate achievem ent, as delicate
as a full com m union o f heart and soul betw een tw o or three in
one room ’s secrecy or privacy.
W h y is that so? T h e sm aller m y hom e, the m ore do I depend
for my property on every other m an’s good w ill. It is easy for
the U .S. to be left alone. B ut the Swiss are integrated into the
whole world for their few square m iles of land. Palestine de
pends on everybody else for its becom ing a Jewish hom estead.
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T h e G erm an invasion took your Caucasian hom e. B ut now turn
to the tim e in w hich you believe as a doctor and anatomist.
T his tim e is m easured in terms of progress. As an anatom ist of
the brain you build on so m any past achievem ents; ergo, you
operate there w ithin a tim e continuum w hich you deliberately
support and expand. T herefore “space” and “tim e” never are
the frame of reference w ithin w hich w e m ake experiences but
they are them selves the phases of realization in our experience.
Because in the fiativum, the projection into a new situation, we
are lassooed into a tim e corral. W h a t else is the w hole history
of Israel but the rem aining spellbound under the one “Harken
Israel” over 3500 years? As soon as a m an gives tim e, heeds any
m essage or any confession, h e creates a tension over many
seconds of tim e, he extends his faith in this fiat into all the
m om ents w hich it takes to carry out the m ission. T h e fiativum
creates extended tim es. Just in doing this and holding the club
of an order to be fulfilled over m y head the fiativum is re
sponded to by m e w ith the subjectivum. In this I challenge
space to give m e a place in w hich m y w ill to carry out the order
m ay take place and take root. Sentim ent requires room around
itself, the poet says.
B ut w hy is the fiativum the true revelation of tim e, the sub
jectivum the true realization of space? B oth lead the individual
beyond him self into th e species and the society, that is into his
conquest of his true tim e chains and real space contacts. Every
pow erful nam e takes m e outside m y ow n physical isolation and
m akes m e the bearer of a significant m essage for the species.
Speech conquers death.
M en are m eant to speak so that the hum an race m ay be like
the Single Specim en w alking the earth through the ages. Speech
is our victory over individual death. It does not abolish death
but it trium phs over it. T h e four phases by w hich experience
enters a m an are, then, not m eant for his private enjoym ent
but for his historical service as th e c e ll of one body politic
through the ages.
T h us all happening begins as religious order to love unto
death; it passes on to intellectual ideal; it becom es a historical
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act; and it goes out of our system as a natural fact. T h e four
styles or aspects are elem ents of the even t’s taking place. T h e
articulation of a total experience to the specim en is religious,
idealistic, historical, natural in this order, so that it m ay com e
into existence at all.
But this is one side of the w hole process only. W h ile the
experience com es into existence and “takes place,” w e ourselves
create the place in tim e and space for this event. A nd w e do
this by transform ing our previous notions of tim e and space.
No event can take place unless w e m ake room for it. A nd this
entails a radical reorganization of our ow n tim e as w ell as space.
Hence, the grammar of experience m ay open our eyes to w hat
we really m ean by these abstract terms “tim e” and “space.”
The inexplicable laziness of the idealists has thrown around
these terms “tim e” and “space” as though any hum an being
ever had experienced tim e or space in the singular. N ob od y ever
has. W e know of tim es and spaces. A nd we know of them
under the strict condition that we create and support and b e
lieve in at least two spaces and two tim es sim ultaneously. W e
know of tim e only in the form of tw ofold tim e— w e distinguish
before and after, and w e know of space only in the form of
duplicate space-—w e distinguish inner and outer. T h ese four
units, two tim es and tw o spaces, are the four phases of the
total experience. In order to know of them and to m aster them
our faith m ust drag us through all four of them and m ust keep
us going w hile in any of the four. H ence, all m en always have
known of their quadrigem inal existence, as otherw ise gram m ar’s
dramatic cycles of “go, let us go, w e have gone, going,” this
unity in diversity, could never have been created.
M an connects the duplicate tim es and the duplicate spaces
through w hich experience takes the w hole m an and speaks to
him as T hou, I, we, he, alternatingly. B ut it is the w hole m an,
not the individual, w ho lives through the phases of grammar.
It is the child, the son, the lover, the father in us, that is l o say
our genitals, our heart, our stom ach, our hands, all four b e
come representative of the experience in turn. T his is no em pty
phrase but literally true. A m an’s genitals are eloquent w hen-
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ever a m an dies for a cause. For h e then prefers the death of
his individuality to the extirpation o f the species in the form he
him self as a specim en w ants it to have.
Idealism has turned the truth topsy-turvy. Idealism starts
w ith one tiny space called the atom and on e im m ense tim e as
pect called infinity. W h a t idealism considers is only th e fourth
stage of our experiences, the abstract situation in w hich we
dum p one certain order, dism iss it from our conscious support
into our m erely latent “understanding” as a by now naturalized
fact. N ature is our space for historical corpses. N atural science
expedites historical funerals. Science allows us to start from
scratch. It restores the universe and the split second so that we
m ay build new partitions and new tim e spans.
Gram m ar, tim es and spaces, social history, science, religion,
illum inate each other. Politics, the arts, law, science are, in this
order, thou, I, we, he, w ritten large. R eligions attem pt to insure
th e circulation of the living m en through all th e four phases.
Society is n ot m uch interested in the details of political m ove
m ents, the arts, law, or the sciences. It is vitally interested in
their interplay. H e w ho denies the interplay is society's enem y
num ber one! T h e health of society is “diagnosable” by the
intim ate circulation from person thou, to person I, to person
we, to person he, and by a w holesom e respect for th e sequence
thou, I, w e, he as inexorable.
/

CHAPTER 5

THE QUADRILATERAL
OF HUMAN L O G I C 1
mensuror, quia existo;
respondeo, etsi mutator?

Cogito, ergo sum;
audio, ut fiam;

the A ristotelian tradition is useless
for those processes of thought w hich do n ot deal w ith objects
only, but w ith ourselves. T heir lim itation to the tw o logical
links of “therefore" (ergo) and “because" (quia) restricts their
usefulness to th e classes of either subject or object.
N o connection betw een subjects can ever be explained on
these premises. By a logical self-betrayal, thinkers have spoken
of a res cogitans, a thinking thing, for m an. B ut betw een an
object thought and a listener, no bridge can be established.
The phrase res cogitans is a pious lie. By definition, things are
the objects spoken of, never are they spoken to w ith ou t ceasing
to be res, or object. A ny transition from “thing" to “listener"
or “speaker" is unwarranted and im perm issible. T h at I w eigh
150 pounds and that I can be w eighed in for this am ount is
totally unrelated to the verity that I m ay speak, in the least
propitious m om ent.
It is, however, this pious lie w hich has enabled th e ration
alist to pose as a thinker during the last 300 years; for the pre-
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1 A paper contributed by Rosenstock-Huessy to a symposium on his
thought held at the Center for the Study of Religion and Social Issues,
Hole, Mass., 1965.
2 I think, therefore I am; I will be measured because I exist; I hear
that I may come to exist; I respond although I will be changed.

Woods
so
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ceding 1500 years, it always was adm itted that the tw o classes
of objects and subjects are quite insufficient to cope w ith any
serious question of life and death. D ead things, Cartesius could
try to understand, and the m entality needed for their under
standing he could define. H is relations to his D u tch sweetheart
and their illegitim ate child were quite outside the Cartesian
world of understanding. H e only underw ent them , but did not
understand them .
Since, however, even today the average laym an is a Cartesian,
I have explicitly added tw o m ore guiding sentences on those
statem ents w hich have nothing to do w ith a subject or an object
but w hich concern us as fellow s o f other m en. A nd th e thought
processes and statem ents w hich prevail betw een people are
obviously divided into those by w hich I am told by others who
can dem and that I listen to them and into those by w hich I am
entitled to tell others w hat I think of them .
T h e “H arken, Israel” is the m ost general com m and or de
scription o f our duty to listen to others. A nd I have only re
worded it in a concession to the egocentric Cartesian form ula,
by writing: audio ut fiam in the place of “Harken, thou m an.”
T o be called by his true nam e is part of any listener’s process of
becom ing his true self. W e have to receive a nam e by others;
this is part of the process of being fully born. T h e U n ited States
of Am erica did not exist before they were called the U nited
States of Am erica. T his remains ununderstandable to a Greek
m ind. A nd the Cartesian blindness to this reality of nam es dis
figures m ost investigations of psychologists, sociologists and
historians w ho do not know that they are paralyzed by their
Cartesian origins.
So far w e have introduced three conjunctions into our anal
ysis: ergo, quia, u t. T h ese conjunctions in them selves offer
nothing spectacular. “T herefore,” “because” and “so th at” do
n ot transcend the prose of everyday logic. It is different w ith
the term etsi, “although.” N o pagan logic adm its the “al
th ou gh .” T h e C hristian era has added this step into novelty and
continued creation. N ew ness is not m an-m ade. M anufacturing
com bines know n things by “because,” “therefore,” and “so
th at.” But that w e m ay becom e changed m en, although w e
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suffer, although w e have to suffer, aye, even to die, is incom pre
hensible to a G reek m ind and yet it is the everyday experience
of any living soul.
In the respondeo, although I may be changed, the scientific
m entality is transcended. Already the scholastics, especially
Bonaventura, saw clearly the insufficiency of the G reek m ind.
The Greeks tried to judge us from things; hence, their apes
could coin the ridiculous phrase of a res cogitans. C reativity
comes to self-forgetfulness. H e w ho rem ains inside his own
consciousness is im potent, incapable of experiencing real new 
ness. T h e old consciousness m ust die, m ust be abandoned,
must be forgotten in the passionate surrender to an unforeseen
situation. N ecessity overcom es the im possible. T h at w hich
hitherto has been deem ed im possible dem onstrates the prison
walls of today’s consciousness. It is by the strange conjunction
of “although” that the new necessity overwhelm s the m ost
reactionary part of our organism , id esty our obstinate “con
sciousness.”
“Our little system s have their day.” Our ow n regeneration,
the regeneration of know ledge, and the progress of science are
conditioned b y the application of the non-G reek conjunction,
“although.” A lthough nobody has thought this possible hither
to, it is true just the sam e, is the m ost general form ula for the
continuous renewal of hum an thinking. In this gram m atical
form, consciousness takes second seat and stands corrected by
the martyr, the discoverer, the naive, and the good Sam aritan.
All these types act “although” that w hich they do has never
been done before and therefore is classified as im possible.
M ost of m odern m ethodology skips this test of originality,
the courage to say “although.” T o the Christian Era, only this
mind m ay be said to belong, w ho has The guts to defy his ow n
consciousness by the nobility of his passion, by the energy of
his research, by the selfless courage of the B illy M itchells.3 T h e
chain of events w hich w e call the history o f science is form ed
by these steps w hich, in com plete self-forgetfulness, lead m an
beyond his self-consciousness.

3 A famous flyer of World War I who accepted being courtmartialed
for his bold criticism of the Air Force.
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O f “disinterestedness,” m uch has been said in the 19th cen
tury. T h e term w ill not do in an era of m onetary corruption. “I
respond although this w ill dem and m y ow n transform ation,”
m y ow n loss of position, is the only m ethodological protection
against the cheap research of the m od em m asses of academ ic
proletarians. T h ey m ust be left behind; their naive interest in
them selves is not good enough.
O ur old A dam , our inherited m entality, has to be shed and
left behind by the etsi, the “although.” Bonaventura has called
this “an excess of the m ind,” a getting beside ourselves. It is
th e condition of any progress. The quadrilateral of man as

thinking, as being an extended substance, as being a listener,
only is completed when we make room inside ourselves for
b ein g made over. T h e term “ creative” nowadays is th e fashion.

It is m eaningless, as w e certainly are not G od alm ighty, but
very m ortal, very corrupt and terribly stupid. T h e term “crea
tive” w ill lead the people astray, unless they recognize that w e
only m ay becom e creative by transcending the boundaries of
our ow n yesterday-logic, by responding to a need although it
dem ands our ow n abandon.
T h e reader has found at the beginning of this essay the
quadrilateral of a revised logic. T h e tw o tim es, from th e b e
ginning to m e, and from the end to m e, are represented by the
audio ut fiam (listen in g com pletes m y historical existence) and
the respondeo etsi mutabor.
As “subject” and “object” are conceived in the G reek vefsions
cogito ergo sum, mensuror quia existo, so w e m ay label the
heroes of the second pair of statem ents “traject” and “preject.”
T h e Quadrilateral, the Cross of R eality, to sum it all up*, de
m ands and requires that w e rem ain w illing to be alternatingly
“object,” “subject,” “traject,” “preject.” A nd we m ay add that
there are four religions possible, according to the priority given
to anv of these four attitudes of m an.

CHAPTER 6
T HE T W E L V E T O N E S
OF T HE S P I R I T 1
S IS )

than death. H ence, w e cannot
do w ithout them unless we condem n ourselves to sterile futility.
For to love m eans to becom e fruitful, and to be inspired m eans
to overcom e and to lim it death. W h en th e body dies, the spirit
remains. T h e spirit proves itself to be divine w henever the trails
blazed by creative, loveable lives are travelled by deliberate suc
cessors, heirs, pupils, follow ers, or w hen devilish trails are re
nounced and abandoned by w arning p o sts: N o trespassing!
H ence, the ultim ate test of the spirit is the heritage o f new ly
acquired faculties w hich future generations gratefully receive
and accept. A ll the various expressions of our fa ith : presence of
G od, future, regeneration, adoption, children of G od, n ot of
M an, the very term s liberty, G od, Spirit, D evil, history— have
tried to transm it to us this good news that w e had prede
cessors w ho have endow ed us w ith acquired faculties, acquired
by them and bestow ed on us if w e only respond by accepting
them . A lso, the good news was contrasted w ith th e bad new s.
And w ithout the bad news, the good news is ununderstandable.
Perhaps the good news w ill m ore readily becom e audible again
after w e speak explicitly about the bad news. T h e bgd news
says that a child is better than a hoary head, that new is better
than old, that stim ulation and sensation drag us along from day
to day as they presum e to guarantee us better values. T his badSp

ir it
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stro ng er

1An address to members of St. Augustine Church, Santa Monica, Cali

fornia, 1961.
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ness is very bad indeed. T h e truth is that neither is the child
better than the old m an nor is the old m an better than the
child. G od is incalculable. H e makes som e children and som e
adults very good indeed and others, elders or children, very
w icked. H e is incalculable and certainly is quite indifferent to
the date or year at w hich w e are born. It is equally difficult at
all tim es to live the good life.
T h e good news, in em phasizing this com plete indifference of
G od to the year of our birth or our death, also says that w e, in
follow ing the trail blazed by the Firstborn Son, m ay becom e
the people o f H is inheritance, H ence the good news is related
to a perpetual relation of founder and heir, o f testator and suc
cessors. T his truth is obscured today. E ven th e old term “ Im ita
tion of C hrist” has been w eakened. T o o often it is understood
not as the inheritance of Christ's acquired faculty but as a
pedantic im itation and aping. L et us restate the good news.
Christ has acquired a new faculty, the tim ing of the Spirit.
A nd he has im parted to us this rightly tim ed spirit, this power
not only to talk, to think, to write, to proclaim , to sing, b u t also
to obey these prom ptings in G od's good tim e, neither too
early nor too late.
H ere, I forego the tem ptation to accuse the naturalists of
robbery and plagiarism . I could accuse them of having em 
bezzled all our terms of the Spirit's life, presence, future, hered
ity, survival, history, acquired faculties. O riginally, all these
terms of Darw in hail from the B ible. B ecause only G od carf^be
present. O nly the children of his inheritance can have a future,
only the fruits of the spirit can survive death. A nd only the
apostles can succeed in transm itting the new ly acquired facul
ties of our Savior. B ut I shall leave it to you to draw these
conclusions yourselves.
H ow ever, I m ay perhaps have to rem ind you that in society,
in our historical com m unity, we m ove as m en born through the
living W ord into our tim es and places, into our future destiny.
W e have the singular privilege of contributing to the everlast
ing survival of acquired faculties w hich we em brace and to con 
tribute to the everlasting relegation to hell of those acquired
faculties w hich w e wish to see extirpated. T hus, C reation is
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taking place under our very noses. A nd nobody can stay neutral
in this spiritual war betw een bequeathing the good qualities to
the future through faith or giving up from despair the task of
weeding out the diabolical qualities.
T h e way by w hich we are threaded into G od ’s creation, day
after day, that is into his history, is through the tw elve stages
or tones of the Spirit. Because G od ’s processes are know n to
everybody, nobody seem s to pay m uch attention to their beau
tiful order and ineluctable sequence. N o generation seem s to
have been so callous about this process as ours. Im patiently and
with great haste, the w hole inspiration is sold to us over the
counter. "Inspiration” is advertised, pointed out to us as In
spiration Point, etc. But, alas, inspiration takes tim e. It m ust
fill ninety or a hundred years of a long life. Is it not highly
probable that the Spirit befalls us, through a long life, in very
many variations? Y ou know as w ell as I that the Spirit per
meates our carnal bodies in at least three step s: H e enters into
us. T his stage is called childhood. Everything, in this phase, is
received by the child w ith the zest of “first-ness”; "new ” equals
"inspiration,” during childhood.
T hen, however, this spirit begins to work in us. H e stirs us
up. H e abides in us and transforms us. T his phase we m ay call
adulthood. Lastly, the Spirit being a power cannot be secluded
inside of us. H e holds forth, h e proceeds outside. T his stage w e
may call elderhood, or w ith the G reek corresponding term,
priesthood.
Upward was the Spirit in every child of A dam . Inward he
operates in every m an or w om an w hen they com e of age. O u t
ward from us upon society w hen w e hold office. T oday, this
tripartition does not suffice. W e m ust be m ore specific. T h e
num erous processes of the Spirit have not been discerned very
clearly since the R eform ation. Perhaps, the second article of
the Creed, i.e. the sentences on the Savior, have m onopolized
the labors of theologians. T h e philosophers, on the other hand,
have usurped the first article and by isolating it, they have m ade
it m eaningless. But the third article of th e Creed is the first
article of our experience. T h e apostles experienced the Father
through the Son in the H oly Spirit. In other words, before G od
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cam e upon them as the spirit of P entecost, neither the Son nor
th e Father was accessible to them . T h e strange yearnings of
the Pentecostal sects of our tim es should warn us that an ex
perience of the spirit w ill have to precede any understanding of
either Son or Father in the T rinity. T h e legitim ate Church
m ust fight the G reek arrogance by w hich our so-called m inds
are n ot considered the receptacle, the vehicle, or the carrier of
the O ne Spirit through the ages, but as the free agents o f our
little atom ized, innum erable, different selves.
W h en w e approach the m ental processes in ourselves as the
process of the Spirit from others usward, w ithin us and from
usward to others, an order of three tim es four spiritual attitudes
w ill becom e audible. T h e dying m an, w hen he gives back the
spirit to his Creator, is allow ed by our laws to leave b ehind a
last w ill and testam ent. T his is the m inim um spiritual honor
the com m unity vouchsafes him . H ence, the spiritual life of all
of us should be traced from our dying hour backward. W h ile
in “nature” birth seem s to precede death, and life is described
as the sum of all the processes this side of dying, th e Spirit
reverses this order of naturalism .
In
In
In
In

nature, birth precedes death;
nature, life tries to shun death.
the spirit, death precedes life;
the spirit, the founder’s death guides his heirs’ lives.

H ence, the first spiritual com m and is: leave a w ill, endow ,
bequeath. T his is the first com m and because it gives direction
and m eaning to all our previous steps. H e w ho experiences his
dying day as fulfillm ent is blessed. T herefore, this person, w hat
ever he believes to be bliss, he w ill project backwards from his
dying day upon his antecedents. H e w ill w ish to have this ful
fillm ent from the w hole tim e span of life. O nce w e unlock this
secret door of the spiritual order in C hristianity, w e suddenly
understand w hy C hrist indeed unlocked the gates of death to
our soul.
O ur dying day and Our suprem e w ill and legacy are directed
towards future generations; from this fact w e m ay easily illum i
nate all the previous stages of life. T h e last com m andm ents
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must dom inate all earlier ones. A fter all, they shall enable us to
make our perfect w ill, that ultim ate w ill by w hich th e hum an
inheritance m ay be increased and by w hich it m ay becom e the
fruit of our lives’ seed.
T he stage o f testator therefore w ill usually be preceded by

1
i

■;x

■>;

1
'■i

prophet or warner
teacher or educator
leader or legislator
sufferer or perseverer
protester or rebel
critic or analyst
doubter or despondent
player or singer
learner or wanderer
reader or conceiver
listener or obeyer
This order has been forgotten in secularism . In application
by the secular thinker, the spiritual order is reversed. In secular
psychology w hich begins w ith the child itself, w e are told that
it should pull itself up by its own bootstraps and becom e itself,
express itself, live by itself. O f this the inexorable consequence
must be that it w ill have to live and m ay also have to die by,
for and unto itself. A horrid spectacle indeed.
W h en the learning of speech is seen as th e tw elfth spiritual
tone, i.e. as the first intim ate of the Spirit w hen H e enters a
newborn soul, then w e perceive that this tone w ells up, in m an ’s
life, so to speak from his death bed. T h e child ’s first sm ile is on
the other end at the farthest distance from Jesus’ words on the
Cross or from the farewell address of G eorge W ash in gton , or
from the last speech of M oses. T h e tone of the spirit reverber
ates first w ithin us w hen w e obey. T h e child w hich is n ot m ade
to obey is denied the power ever to com m and. T o com m and, to
identify ourselves w ith G o d ’s w ill, is our perfection,Tm r destina
tion. Any person w ho m akes a w ill, in any field of hum an en 
deavor, com m ands, or, better still, becom es a com m and.
Lincoln, Cardinal N ew m an, M oses are com m anding figures
after death. A ll their powers seem to have gone into that part
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of them w hich during their lives they could not realize. The
greatness o f M oses lies in just this, that he did n ot enter the
prom ised land him self. In this lies the divinity of Christ, that
he did not use the Spirit for his ow n tim e but gave this spirit
to the apostolic succession.
H aving thus restored the tw elfth com m and, “listen ” or
“obey” to its rank as the corollary to the first com m and, “leave
your spirit to posterity,” w e shall have no trouble in dividing the
keyboard betw een the tw elfth com m and and the first into
approxim ately ten periods of about six years each and three
periods of about tw enty years each.
I. Y outh or childhood; in
12. obey existential
II. read
m ental
10. learn selective
9. sing
all this tim e,
11.
8.
7.
6.
5.

society represented by the artist.
involved
detached
half involved, half detached
as your hour has not yet com e

A dulthood; in society represented by the fighter.
doubt and w ithhold
half involved, half detached
analyze and synthesize detached
speak up and, insist
get involved
w ait and persevere
stay engaged

III. T h e Elders; the universal priesthood of the believers.

4. lead and legislate
3. teach and instruct
!
2. prophesy and warn
1. “testate” endow and bestow
A ll tw elve com m andm ents or tones of the Spirit perm eate all
the phases of our life. A cam p counsellor obviously m ay be 19
and yet act in the capacity of tone 4 or 3 already. T his does not
alter the fact that each tone should be given one period of life
for its fullest cultivation. W h en children of 12 are trained for
leadership, it only goes to show that the educators, psychologists,
politicians heap all the crowns of adult and elder on youngsters
w ho m ust perish under this burden.
O f each tim e, a w hole book could and m ight be written.
For instance, “teach” is a “m u st” in any m aturing person's life.
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Man m ust teach. O nce this is understood, the raising of
teachers w ill appear to be infinitely m ore difficult than the
raising of children or the building of school palaces. A lso it w ill
become clear that w e teach w hat our students are m eant to do,
to carry out, to uphold, to render because w e cannot do it all
ourselves. In other words, there is a proportion betw een gov
ernors and teachers. T h e father is the governor, the teacher, and
the prophet as well as the testator for the next generation. H e
leads them into the future, teaches about the future, prophesies
the calam ities or obstacles on their way into the future, and
tries to leave them som e m eans for coping w ith this future. A ll
this belongs to his priestly office.
H ence com m ands 1, 2, 3, 4 (testate, prophesy, teach, rule)
are one and the sam e com m and spelled out in its four aspects!
The same is true of the 4 com m ands for the fighting adults and
the four com m ands of childhood.
Also, at close harkening, the reader m ay observe that children,
adults, elders or artists, fighters, priests— are in a different phase
with regard to tim ing. A child plays and is not yet serious b e
cause it “has tim e/' m ore precisely because its day has not yet
come. T h e m eaning of play is that the play remains this side
of the process by w hich G od proceeds in wars, calam ities, crises,
revolutions.
Children have infinite, m ore precisely, “undefined" tim e.
Conversely, the fighters press on. T h ey try to be ahead of their
times. T hey are im patient. As a Protestant should try to hurry
the com ing of the D ay of the Lord. Paul wants us to b e im 
patient as w ell as patient, because w e are both children w ho
play before G od and fighters w ho fight for G od. T h e relation
of the elder to tim e again is different. H is genius is in the
timing. B etw een the abolitionists (th e “adults” ) and the in
different ones (th e playboys) L incoln proved to be the good
governor because o f his tim ing. H e tim ed the em ancipation of
the slaves to perfection, to the perfection prophesied *thirty
years before by John Q uincy Adam s. A dam s prophesied that
the slavery issue after 1828 had reached an im passe w hich only
the com m ander-in-chief in a tim e of war could break. T his, by
the way, is a good illustration of the genuine role of prophecy
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in the spiritual process. Prophecy is not prediction or forecast
ing the weather. Prophecy speaks from the last Judgm ent Day
backwards into our ow n days. H ence, it always places betw een
our today and our last day som e terrible calam ity. For the
prophet acknow ledges that the present generation does not
m ove in the direction of our destiny. Judging the present in
the light of our destiny, he know s that the obstacles throw n up
by our m oving in the wrong direction first m ust be removed.
Prophets then are n ot predicting how to get rich b u t prophesy
ing that our heirs w ill be visited for our ow n greed or trespass
ing.
T h e prophet, then, is as intim ately connected w ith th e future
as governors, teachers, or testators. M oses, Isaiah, Ecclesiastes,
King Jonas, Stephen, John, Luke, Peter, th e first four in the
O ld, the second four in the N ew T estam en t are united although
we m ay discern am ong them kings, teachers, prophets, and
testators. Because all of them live out of th e future, ou t of the
solidarity of G od's creature M an, into their present day.
W h en we w ould recognize them as the tones one, tw o, three,
four on the Spirit's harp, the childishness of our educational
situation today m ight easily be conquered. For then it w ill be
seen that a child cannot learn to speak by sw allow ing nouns,
mere words, but only by carrying out orders existentially. T he
verbs are the root words by w hich the child is put in action.
O ur m achine age w ith push button m echanizing is threatening
our children because, instead of enacting th e verbs go, push,
pull, tear, lift, answer, speak, write, m ove, clim b, etc., the child
is surrounded by dead things w hich by one and the same
m otion can be m ade to respond.
W e cannot becom e eloquent unless w e enact the words
spoken to us existentially.

CHAPTER 7

HERACLITUS TO PARMENIDES

Preface

fiction nor forgery. It is a
conjuration. A deep m ental sickness of our tim e is attacked and
conjurement or exorcism is n ot an unheard-of cure. In a strange
obduration of our vision, w e are taking it for granted that any
body born in G reece betw een H om er and Plotinus had to have
a “Greek” m entality, unalloyed by Jewish, id est prophetic and
m onotheistic elem ents. O n the other hand, w e are not surprised
to find that in Israel, the E gyptian or the C anaanitic or G reek
features have often eclipsed the genuine Israelitic function.
T he approach to th e peculiarly G reek errancy (as th e G reek
Fathers of the C hurch called the O dyssey of the G reek m ind
in retrospect), w hich w e here propose, is a different one. From
Homer to Parm enides the road was still open, the door to a
com m on spirit of m an was n ot closed. Solely after or w ith
Parmenides did the m etaphysical prison start in w hich subject
and object, m ind an<J body, nature and society were forever
split. From Parm enides to H eidegger a tim e-continuum exists
and whoever enters this m aze called m etaphysics or even p h i
losophy, loses his m em bership in the pre-Greek hum anity. In
revenge, he calls this pre-Greek hum anity prim itive or uncivil
or barbaric. It is true that all philosophical term s are of
origin as the term philosophy itself is; logic, ethics,
physics, theology, all are G reek terms and products of the m ind
beginning w ith Parm enides seceded from the rest of the
T
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race as peculiarly G reek and is found in all “sophisticated”
m inds today.
T h e point of em barkation— and this is no accident but occurs
at any such decisive epoch— was marked off by Heraclitus.
H eraclitus was left behind by the philosophy of “b eing” and by
the record of his protest w e have the m eans of finding our own
bearings w hen overw helm ed by the lures of “reason” in our own
age or in any age. T h e C hristian Fathers have given Heraclitus
this honor of having been a C hristian before C hristianity. And
w hen the socialists— after H egel— tried to free m ankind from
the fetters of abstraction and ideology— Ferdinand Lassalle
chose H eraclitus as his “G reat A rgum ent” in contrast to Marx
w ho attacked the m odern Parm enides of his day, H egel. Every
tim e has its new form of sophistry and philosopher. W e have
sym bolic logic, we have H eidegger and Sartre. A nd again,
H eraclitus m ay save us. Aye, it seem s to m e that this tim e, once
for all, we m ay really break the vicious circle o f the m etaphy
sicians. T hanks to the sufferings of the last forty years, the
bluff of m etaphysics can be called. T here is one m ore hurdle in
our way. T h ey w hose jargon nobody can control or check, have
nicknam ed the sim ple and political and straightforward Hera
clitus “T h e Dark” lest anybody read him . For the naive, primi
tive, norm al m em ber of any com m unity, H eraclitus is simple,
and the gentlem en from Parm enides to H eidegger are th e ones
w ho sit in the sm oke-filled room of their ow n definitions. Hence
the follow ing docum ent is com posed w ith the utm ost /espect
for our sources and tries to conjure up the eternal issue in terms
w hich identify our situation and the situation in 500 B .C .
Heraclitus of E p hesu s to Parm enides of Elea

E phesus, O n the day of Zeus thunders
M y Parm enides,
Y ou kindly w rote to m e of your new generalizations. O n e of
them you call “the b ein g,” to w hich you oppose that which
should not be, m ee on. A nd you request m y opinion.
If I was the gruff m an they pretend m e to be, I w ould simply
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say the new term “the being” is the only m ee on to m e, th e one
term which w e should never use, because it was not m eant to
be said or thought by m ortal m an. B ut I am not as gruff and I
see you and m e quite w ell defined, standing in a totally different
situation and therefore aim ing at the very opposite types of
articulating.
0
My point of view and your point of view are loci standi,
and we do not stand in the same place. I once found m yself
as the legitim ate appointed first mayor of our free port and
city. I have succeeded into a succession of illustrious nam es
and offices of the past. Your words aim at the m inds of young
men who still play around. T h ey do not yet serve their coun
try under any specific appointm ent or nam e. Y ou, so to speak,
address that elem ent in a m an w ith w hich he still is a stu
dent before graduation. T o the m an before he is initiated you
address your generalizations.
My aim has been to speak to those w ho can think because
they have been appointed. In practice, this m ay seem to be
quibbling. Your reader m ay be as old as m ine. B ut to talk to
a man on the first day after he has taken office and to gener
alize for him as I have tried to do, so that he m ay find his
way in the m aze of innum erable contradictory functions, is
one thing. And to speak to m en to w hom the w hole universe
is still on undivided space because th e powers that be protect
them in their wanderings and m usings, as you speak, is quite
another. Their universe is a world of play.
Let m e prove this first of all. Y ou m eet m inds at play. For
the real world is not one undivided space. T h e know ledge of
the real world is entrusted to m en after they have cut out
paths through tim es and spaces by their bestow ing nam es,
rank, and degree to those w ith w hom they live, in m utual rec
ognition. A ll know ledge of the world is predicated on m utual
recognition by nam e and introduction to each other. O f m y
listeners I have thought as people w ho had experienced how
names opened up opportunity, how they stipulated in so m any
words as were required to perform so m any acts am ong th em 
selves. T hey w ould address each other by nam e so as to let
each other pass or block the way. T h ey w ould give orders,
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the orders of their office, so that it m ay be done and then
enacted as having been done at such and such a date. My \
listeners, then, use nam es to help or to obstruct each other,
and they use verbs to begin or to end an act w ithin society, j
T h ey respect verbs not as statem ents of facts but because they j
m ake us turn agenda into acts, acts into facts, and conjugation ;
is the purpose of their speech.
j
It is th e illusion of the open heath, of th e em pty walls of ;
study halls, to think o f words as devoid of action, of action as [
possible outside o f speech. T his illusion now is nourished by
you, Parm enides. Your term “being” tries to m ake th e play
grounds sovereign. Let m e explain to you how I feel about
the w aterfall of unpolitical thought w hich you are about to
unleash. Y ou w ill perhaps adm it then that I am n ot ignorant
of the relative truth of your procedure bu t that it strikes me
as absurd that you try to give it the prim acy in truth. There
fore, I first have to give the devil his due. Yes, you m ay talk
about anything under the sun in your theories, Parmenides.
B ut you cannot alter the fact that there always rem ains a dif
ference of the first order betw een speech and talk. T h is distinc
tion consists in the fo rm of these tw o m anners of expression.
Speech is form al, talk is inform al. Som e truth cannot be ex
pressed inform ally. B ut you proceed to do it just the same.
H ence, a foreshortening of the truth m ust result if th e formal,
“highbrow ” truths of courthouse and tem ple, council and army
are translated into the inform al language o f academ ic discus
sion and private dialogue and fireside chats.
In our nurseries and playgrounds, after m eals and in the
bosom of the fam ily, w e do n ot speak but talk. T h e speaker
is in harness in the uniform of his office; the talker is in shirt
sleeves and slippers. For to talk m eans to have relaxed. W hile
w e relax, w e m ay be inform al. T h e sam e judge w ho sends a
murderer to the gallow s, m ay crack inform ally a joke five
m inutes later. B ut he cannot pass the sentence by talk nor
m ay he joke by using form al language. A nd here you see the
dilem m a. T h e judge cannot pass his sentence validly except
by using form al language. B ut he could blasphem e against the
sanctity of his office by playing w ith its form ulas. O n ly he
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“may” not if he w ishes to be a good judge. E verything hinges
on this distinction betw een “can” and “m ay.” Form al speech
may not be used by the m agistrates as a joke. Inform al talk
cannot be used by the officers w hen officiating. Y ou cannot
pass sentence by talking off the record. Y ou m ay not pass the
time by underm ining the sanctity of your office.
Our children play hopscotch. T his is a play w hich im itates
the serious procession o f the dead through heaven and hell,
when they are brought before their judges in the after-life
as we were taught by the Egyptian priests. T h e distinction
between speech and talk w ould never be lost if w e still lived
in the days of the ancients w hen neither w om en nor children
spoke at all. B ut now everybody learns language. A nd now ,
the forms of the law and of worship are extensively played
with by the young. In fact, all our children toy w ith the
legal processes of their elders. T hey play marriage and war
and pawnshop, and due process of law, in their playing w ith
the forms and categories there established. A nd in their child
ish tongue, the distinction betw een the forms w hich m ay not
be used and w hich cannot be used, vanishes. T herefore, let
me make this distinction betw een form al speech and inform al
talk the m ain topic of m y letter. For if children could fuse
low-brow and high-brow ad libitum , your choice of the term
“being” w ould be im peccable. It w ould just round ou t th e
vocabulary of inform al thinking. T o m e, how ever, the realm
of informal talk can n ot transgress certain lim itations. T h at it
is im possible to say the things of greatest im portance arbi
trarily and inform ally, m ay be seen from a list of exam ples.
W h en I sent an em bassy to M iletus, m y m essengers prob
ably said rather inform ally, as w e are good friends: “W e have
come to tell you such and such.” B ut the stark truth behind
their inform al talk was the herald's or the usher's form al calling
out: “T h e ambassadors from E phesus,” and the form al address
of their credentials: “T o the People of M iletu s,” lest They be
liars. W h en a child says “daddy” and “m om m y,” the stark
truth behind these inform al words is that the parents are the
child’s father and child's m other and that a public record
actually calls them so. T h e public record cannot speak of
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daddy and m om m y; for the opening of a com m on life is
granted to those only w ho are called fathers and m others in
our city.
Y ou have w ritten to m e about your find because I am Her
aclitus and you are Parm enides. T here is m ore persistence in
your being Parm enides than in the “you” applied to Parmen
ides by H eraclitus in this present letter. Som ew here this, your
official nam e, m ust occur although I m ay not use it in the
context of th e letter at all. For sim plicity's sake, w e here
speak of you and I and m e, and w allow in inform ality. Simi
larly, at our sym posia, w e m ay rant and curse that som ething
is rotten, and the wicked w ill be acquitted anyway. Never
theless, in back of such “som ethings” and “anyways,” definite
m isdem eanors m ust be understood. W h en I get up in the
m arket place, I cannot sim ply say that som ething is wrong.
I m ust say w hether the m ayor is a tyrant, or the dem os an
archical, or the judges corrupt.
Inform al speech can never identify reality to its highest
possible degree. N either “I,” nor “you,” nor “h e” nor “it”
are the com plete procedure fox identification. T h ey are pronouns. T h e list,
daddy
I
he
this
anyway
Jennie

m om m y
you
it
that
som ehow
M ike

/

is a list of pro-nouns w hich we use instead of nouns when
we talk inform ally.
Pronouns are a com prom ise betw een the real nam e of a
person or a thing and the pointing finger w hile such person
or thing is w ithin the reach of our sense perception. T o call
a spade a spade is one thing; to point to the spade w hile it
lies before us, w hich sim ply requires the gesture and a “there!,”
is a totally different act. O n e is the act of nam ing, the other
is an attem pt to reduce nam ing to its inform al m inim um .
K eep these tw o situations in m in d : the solem n
of call-

way*
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ing out names while in our temples or at our gatherings, and
the animal ways of crying and whistling, and you will no
longer overestimate the compromise affected between the two
by the young. In the presence of folks or food, the animal
cub and his mother get by with grunting and barking and
whistling. Our children compromise and we the parents gladly
compromise with them, whenever we use pronouns, nicknames,
slang, between the full names of the initiated and the laziness
of the private home.
Forgive me when I repeat once more, in contrast, that no
body can function in his office unless his name is recognized.
I must repeat this because from there we may go on to your
generalization's strange assault on life's functioning.
The mariner calls out: gangway for the doctor, and that
may save a sick sailor's life. The political power of names
makes people circulate. Names signify our division of labor.
They make room for a man and a thing. The “throne," the
“hustings," our “tongue" as Greeks, the “eye of justice," the
“thunder of Zeus," those were all names whose invocation
made people move out or in. I understand that, among you,
the words for “things" are thought of as mere etiquettes for
physical objects. And “mother tongue," “the eye of God,"
“the thunder of Zeus," you call metaphors. For heaven’s sake,
Parmenides, “mother tongue" is the original meaning of
tongue. A chair or throne was a throne first before it ever
was a “thing." Sp eech is creative metaphor. And only talk is
emptying thrones, tongues, hands, thunders, into mere physi
cal objects. But let me be forgiven for getting angry at this
point. For it was not my purpose to digress about the priority
of metaphor. What I really wish to agree with you on is the
necessity that all names are reciprocal.
Names make no sense unless they stand in mutual relation.
Mother is not mother unless she may call, under the law,
somebody the father. Brother is brother to a sister. And unless
he calls her sister and she calls him brother, the name is
worthless. The general and the sergeant, the master and the
apprentice, the army and the navy make room for each other,
in the wonderful whole of names. All names belong to this
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, to society. No name is good without the others. The
Pan of the universe drives people panicky, that is they lose
speech. The holon of the city gives everybody a name in such
a manner that everybody else now can be named by him, too.
When men philosophize about the world, the whole nomen
clature of real titles, offices and names must be on their minds
before they may generalize. Zeus and Artemis are the Gods
of Ephesus. Only informally, we talk of them as “the divine.”
The divine comes in handy when we dislike to be solemn. But
it has to be added to the list of pronouns. Neuters are one
more version of the eternal pronoun of our informal nature.
Why? Because Zeus and Artemis are reciprocal interests, “the
divine” has lost its mutuality of functioning names. Nobody
can be sure to what other part of reality “the divine” recipro
cates. To those who never have invoked one single God, fear
ful to use the right name for him, the divine does not mean
a thing.
Please allow me to sum up the argument as it has unfolded
so far. There are three stages of linguistics: animal sounds,
formal speech, informal talk. The step which separates the
animal world from man is not the step from the rooster's cry
to the baby's lullaby. It is in the jump from a sound to a
name. In the formal world of names, all names are reciprocal
and make room for speakers and answers or give way to each
other, in one holon. Then rises the realm of the
informal,f. in
.
which words lie together as the toys of a child in the circle
on the beach, encyclopedically, and that is without reciprocity
of speakers and listeners.
There could be no informal speech unless we had created
and did retain formal speech. Names have priority over pro
nouns. One cannot derive names from pronouns. Names are
free creations; pronouns are natural derivatives.
By now, I hope that I have convinced you that the low
brow is the reflection of the highbrow, in the mind of the
young, the relaxed, the players. Unless I have convinced you,
the second half of this letter on “being” itself will not satisfy
you. For in this second half I intend to apply the findings
holon
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for our names to the meaning of verbs, in human speech. The
noun-pronoun relation is of old standing. But you now parallel
this relation by a verb-proverb relation. And this is new.
We have gotten over the shock of daddy and mommy and
“it rains” for Zeus rains. But that Zeus who thunders, shall be
said to “have being,” Artemis who hunts, to be subsumed
under “being,” shocks us still. You say that verbs may be
turned into an omnibus ersatz pro-verb, as names may become
pronouns. As the children play with the city, so you invite
us to play with the gods.
What of it, you will reply. Is this not ineluctable? It is the
obvious trend of evolution.
My Parmenides, Gods are not men. Two facts about the
Gods make them different from mortal men. And “being” will
forever dampen the crowd’s eagerness to learn of these two
facts. What are they? The first is: we meet the Gods in the
opposite manner from our fellow-men. The other is equally
important: no one God is always with us.
As to point one, may it suffice to say this. When a man
approaches us from afar and we cannot recognize him, he
already is a man to us though not yet identified. Then he
begins to act and then we specify who he is. With Gods, it
is the other way. Their acts are the only facts known of the
Gods. We see them in their acts first and never see much
more of them. Tremendous movements of army against army
allow us to say that Ares rages. The harvest’s bounty shows
us how Demeter blessed our fields. As a result of this differ
ence between Gods and men, we are satisfied to give names
to people. N am es never suffice for G ods. It is their specific act
which compels us to believe in the specific God. And it is
the actuality created by the God’s activity which compels us
to worship the reciprocal Goddess. Surrounded by majestic
catastrophes and bounties, we speak of the Gods in as far as
acts £tage our human drama, and we speak of Goddesses as
we are made secure by the actualities created around such
dramatic action. The cities and the virtues and the processes
of law are the recurrent actualities of our Gods’ initial acts.
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Take away these acts of the Gods and the actualities of our
akropoleis, our temples, our laws, and the wide earth becomes
ineffable again.
The Gods have acted all the verbs which now form the
matrices of our vocabulary. For verbs preserve the acts of Gods,
not men. The verb and the specific verb is the lifeblood of
a God. He commands, he blesses and he rises and he curses
and he thunders. He exalts and he humiliates. Always does he
become known in his act and never outside of it. Our point
of contact with the Gods is in their acts. This has a grave
consequence. Humans can drop their official masks. They can
play. The Gods as far as they come into our lives never play
with their function. We have no other way of coping with
their acts except by taking them seriously. Homer has the
Gods relax, I know, but this is not his source of information
for the Gods. Of men we know after we have met them at
games, and in the privacy of the home. Here, the playground
is the best introduction; not so with Gods. If you ever wish
to meet him, forget the manner of being introduced to your
friends. The Gods cannot be known outside their serious acts.
Your term, “being,” however, plays with all verbs. This, no
God can survive. You take his scalp when you suppress his
act.
Point two is even more readily overlooked. As the God acts,
his act comes kairoi. At the appointed instant, his act makes
its entrance and its exit. Today, he thunders, tomorrow he
lifts Ganymedes to Olympos. Yesterday, Poseidon raged against
Odysseus. Tomorrow, Hermes will go to Kalypso and consult
with her on the hero's homecoming. We pray or deprecate
the future acts of the Gods, we prophesy their approach, we
thank them for their fulfillment in our festivals. TTiis means
that any God acts at his appointed hour. They befall us and
they leave us again. And we are challenged to use a certain
acuteness of our time sense. Now, that the Gods act is en
shrined in our verbs. And this is obvious. It is less obvious
that the appointed hour also is embalmed in the matrices of
all our spirit. Is it not the wonderful form of any verb that
it cannot help expressing the appointed hour by placing us
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either before, or in, or after the event? In this sense, I have
spoken of Fire. It was, I wrote, and it is, and it shall be. For
Gods pass and return.
Alas, my own step of lumping all the acts of the Gods to
gether when I said: it was, it is, it shall be, now may be held
against me. “Why do you bear a grudge against Parmenides?
Is not your word, it was, it is, it shall be, as weak a term as
any pronoun? Is it not exactly the omnibus pro-verb, this
‘instead-of-all-specific-verbs’ which you fear in Parmenides?”
Well do I know that I may be accused of heralding your
own innovation. But while your “being” may make people
think of Gods outside their acts, I felt that none of my citi
zens could slip in this manner as long as the act kept its
refreshing unexpectedness before, and now, and after. Thus,
you never are sure. “Fire” is uncertain in its central character.
It is extinguishable, although it flares up again. And I was
in deadly earnest with my generalizations. On the crossroads
of the earth, our city has introduced so many exotic crafts
and guilds that the reciprocity of all their professions had to
be freshly stressed. The ebb and tide of everybody’s participa
tion in the life of the holon , I tried to drive home.
Your term “being,” however, is not the result of such a
pressure for political harmony. It is a mirror of life, no medi
cine for its confusions. With the Gods, their appointed hour
is our appointment with our destiny. “Being” is indifferent
to the God’s appointment with us. His absence of his presence
you suggest shall make no difference. “Being” is good enough
for spectators of life. But men must know when Gods ask us
to speak, and when to fall silent. To children on whose lips
no God ever placed any words and never silenced them with
awe, “being” is as good a word about reality as “he” for the
king, and “she” for the maid. But “it” is not a word for any
God as it wipes off our brow the sweat of fear and trembling
and expectation and despair.
This, then, is the manner of real speech, that he who tries to
join a living community of speaking members must humbly
ask what is going on. Our words for the question what, who,
how, where, etc., are all fillers and they are whispered with
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no less breath and emphasis than the known parts of the sen
tence. The man who asks for the road to Ephesus, must say:
where does the road to Ephesus go? And he thereby shows
that he cannot complete the sentence himself. He already
knows the name of Ephesus or road and the word go. But
“where” is to be thrown out by the competent answerer who,
as a full-fledged resident of the place, can distinguish Millers
Pond from Hangman's Corner. The resident, in his answer,
directs the outsider so that he is enabled to complete the
sentence: the road to Ephesus leads by Hangman's Corner.
Real speech, then, gives the man second rank. To ask is to
look for fuller information by those who know. This normal
service of question and answer, that it is a feeder into partici
pation in a going concern, is perverted in your students' man
ners. You now ask the ignorant and promise that the experts
will be enriched by the answer of the ignorant. This sophistry
makes the question afi independent act which no longer pre
supposes somebody who can be asked because he knows. The
revolution will shake every commonwealth. For the knownothings now are not only asking the questions but they now
feel unencumbered by any existing answer.
Parmenides, Parmenides, by making him who must ask, at
the same time that man who also can give the answer, law
and government will become impossible. The gymnasiums
filled with naked, beautiful but inexperienced boys will pro
claim their own untested truth as the answer is given 1:here
and not sought from those who do not have to ask because
they have mastered the replies by their actions and habits since
time immemorial.
You detach the students from the wise, the young from the
old, and the ingenious tapestry of life between the many gen
erations of man is replaced by a wild scramble of contem
porary boys without memory and their flatterers, admirers and
bought tutors among the old. For such a crowd of men who
live by curiosity and who answer their own questions in an
obscene self-love, the only way out is your way: to proclaim
generalizations like “being,” abstracts like “it” and “they.”
I did generalize, too, but I still did it for the adult and
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officiating citizens. Everyone of our guilds and crafts—to say
nothing of judges, priests, captains, and police—every activity
in our city has come into existence because a God sponsored
their acts. Pray, said the God, and the priest prayed. Bake,
tailor, hunt, guard, the God commanded, and he who baked
became the baker, he who tailored became the tailor, he who
hunted became the hunter of our good city. Without this
obedience to Hephaistos, Hermes, Zeus, no poietes would work
the statues of the Gods, no merchant would go to market, no
judge would uphold the Themis. In the division of labor of
our city, every citizen got his good conscience from the verbs.
They explained to him the rhythm, the beginning and the
end of his activities within the sacred calendar and liturgy of
the whole. Our city moves in the trance of a cosmic dance
in which judge and baker know their password because of
their names.
I have tried to purify this dance and to prevent confusion,
by assigning to every member his rise and fall, his going and
returning. The city requires both, great zest and transient
zest. The most eager judge must stop when meal time has
come. Where many must act seriously, yet differently and at
different times, I tried to restate the commonwealth’s paradox
of transient zest. The appointed hours and the appointed of
fices must both be brought on by us; for this reason our names
and titles are specific and formal, and our acts are God-ordered
and God-rescinded. The names of the Gods and the names
of men are reciprocal. Neither means anything by itself.
You, Parmenides, have abandoned the serious liturgy of city
life. You wish to see the Gods. For this contemplation which
you take to the playground, you send the times on vacation.
You are like the barker in front of the circus who promises
a magic mirror of the universe. The man who enters his booth
relaxes. He loses his identity. He is one of the crowd. The
people is changed into the public.
The public is a bunch of cowards always. Your boys now
can debate about the universe without the fear of blasphemy.
It may be an interesting topic in the palestra whether the
divine has “being/’ The council of our city must try to find
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out whether Zeus blesses or curses, whether Hera sends dis
cord or peace.
You treat as a topic of relaxation the very acts which never
relax. Out of the affairs of the community you produce gen
eralizations. You complete the secession of our playboys from
our citizens. For this reason, I have to draw the line between
you and me.
I still try to speak to everybody as a citizen who at any
time may officiate. You address the informal daddy or kid in
all of us. For by now you will not deny that the scalping of
names, in which you have taken the last step, is permissible
solely to those who talk, never to those who speak. “Being” is
the scalp of the divine acts and the political names. This
scalp hangs dangling from your belt. To hell with your “pro
noun,” to hell with your pro-verb “being.” Or we all shall
find ourselves in hell.
Heraclitus

CHAPTER

8

TEACHING TOO LATE,
LEARNING TOO EARLY1
here to report on a year-long campaign for
taking some timely steps at Dartmouth. However, I cannot
suppress the remark, at the outset, that my theme, “Teaching
too late, learning too early/' has caught me in my own net.
Five years ago, when I spoke here first, I could not make my
self understood; it was too early. And today is May 22nd.
Only a fool taps the resources of thinking, his own and oth
ers', at the last hour of the academic year; it is untimely to
try to do a good job today. We are dog-tired ourselves, in
a groggy and paralyzed western world.
However, as a typical teacher, here I stand and speak too
late.
It

is m y

privilege

1. Tim ing
I intend to make three points:
1. That the time has come to build up a science of timing,
and that its N ov um O rganum will be the timing of
teaching and learning, because they are its basic phenom
ena. Therefore, the new science must begin by reforming
the teachers.
1An address given at the end of a professional seminar which was
held with thirty members of the faculty at Dartmouth College during
the academicCollege.
year 1939-40, at the request of the Administration of
Dartmouth
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2. That society is doomed without the timing of teaching,
and that society is being destroyed around us daily—for
lack of it—by brain erosion.
3. That every human being, for his own salvation, must be
trained in the timing of all his experiences throughout
life. Especially must he learn to fear being “too early”
and “too late” as the greatest of sins.
Of course this is a mere program, and must serve as a pro
gram for many years to come. I throw these words over the
barrier of the present war, and over the many hurdles of daily
routine in politics and academic work, into the distant years
of Dartmouth College. And I do so to save a future for
Dartmouth.
Let me illustrate this by an anecdote. The Komburg is one
of the most beautiful remnants of Romanesque art on the
border of Franconia and Suabia. The Peasants' War that de
stroyed many neighboring towns in 1525 did not touch it.
When, in Germany, we founded our first Academy of Adult
Education on the Komburg, we learned the reason. Forty
years before the Reformation, the Chapter had reformed itself
voluntarily on the lines the Reformation was to follow. So
the Chapter completely escaped the ravages of the German
Revolution.
They broke the monastic rules in time. We must breajc the
academic prejudices in time—though we have no forty years
ahead of us.
These academic prejudices may be summed up as “obsession
with space”—especially with external space and its correspond
ing ideal of “objectivity”—to the utter neglect of time. Our
classrooms with their impossible benches and our division
into departments represents the result of centennial space
supremacy. Our college methods are aU methods developed for
space. And this is really disastrous in the humanities and
social studies because man is peculiarly a temporal being, ever
but an exile and a pilgrim in the world of space. Academic
thinking has harnessed time to the triumphant chariot p f space
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as a poor fourth dimension, and we habitually speak of “time
spans,” “length of time,” etc. Recent Sophists have gone so
far as to call our Real time “the spacious present.” Let us
look beyond Sophistry. In religion and in poetry an hour is
filled with width as well as length. The very word “hour,” this
remnant of the ecclesiastical “home,” decidedly still has a
ring beyond its length of sixty minutes. An hour passed alone
in silence is such a victory of man over his fears that Pascal
calls it the precipice for our virtue. Real time is as full as
mere space is empty.
This college is one of the best in the land; yet it is, at this
moment, without a future; it is intentionally and wholly given
to space realization. Objectivity is its god. It would treat all
realities as things external to the mind, things in which we
as thinkers have no roots, and which may accordingly be
touched, weighed, measured, and manipulated without refer
ence to the common destiny in which we and they are
jointly bound. This may do for physics. It will not do for
human society.
Fortunately our academic obsessions have been countered in
recent decades by an increasing concern with time on the
part of leading thinkers, and I appeal to them as evidence for
the timeliness of a science of timing. All great new thought in
our age centers around time; all great literature is trying to
solve its riddles. At this tragic hour, when France's soul is
bleeding away, it is well to remember that the Frenchman
Bergson saved the soul of the last generation by reclaiming
our plenitude of time. He has refuted the constant abuse of
time by the space sciences; he has made it absurd to treat
time as one-dimensional any longer—as the henchmen of
space-science in the humanities and social studies still do.
But Bergson and Proust are not enough, in the light of the
present catastrophe. They have n ot challenged our negligent
habits of timing. It remained for a few younger thinkers,
taking their cue from language, to restore due reverence for
the fullness of time in all its glorious three tenses; not only
the future and past, but also their common product, the pres
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ent.2 This supplies the fundamental method of the science of
timing, and I shall apply it tonight.
The present, whether it be an hour, a day in our life, or
a whole era, is not only created, but created by us; it does
not simply happen to us, it is not a natural fact like space,
not a datum in nature, but a constant social achievement,
and neither comes nor lasts except by our own making. There
fore time is not a gift but a task; true presence of mind, the
power to live in the fullness of time, is something that has
to be won arduously and preserved by perpetual vigilance.
Otherwise, our present is so starved and distorted that we can
hardly be said to have one at all. Hence the cardinal impor
tance of the problem of timing.
When man rises above his future, which is the imminence
of his death, and beyond his past, which is the reminiscence
of his origins, he enters the present. From the conflict of end
and origin, of death and birth, the present results for those
who have the courage not to blink but face the abyss before
and in back of them. These courageous souls—the god-fearing,
death-conquering few—are the creators of any present. We, the
death-fearing, god-killing many, live on their courage and
creativity; we follow them because the present emerging from
their faith is dam and dyke against mere past and mere future,
mere decay and mere revolution. Then we are more than
our origin and our destination; we are.
^
And we are chiefly through the medium of human speech
and conversation. Without participation in the life of the
Word through the ages, we remain ephemeral. Speaking, think
ing, learning, teaching, writing are the processes into which
we must be immersed to become human "beingsThey en
able us to occupy a present in the midst of flux. Language
receives us into its community; Speech admits us to the com
mon boat of humanity, and we are clothed with permanence.
By speaking we become the oarsmen of humanity in its strug2 Franz Ebner, D a s W o r t u n d d ie G e istig e n K ea litd te n , 1919; the
present writer, A n g e w a n d te S eelen ku n d e, 1923, O u t o f R e v o lu tio n , Auto
biog raph y o f W e s te r n M a n , 1938. A kindred development is the discov
ery of “biological time” by retent biologists: Lecomte de Nouy^ B io lo g 
ical T im e, 1939, London.
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gle for orientation on its pilgrimage through space and time.
As speakers we are, under the condition that we are not
just ourselves. I know too well that our churches have be
trayed this source truth. But I wish to show you that we
teachers must take up the truth that the ministers have aban
doned, because otherwise we shall lose our right to teach. As
true teachers we are not ourselves; rather the ages from Adam
on speak through us into the future; and our listener too is
not just himself in listening, but a link in the chain of speak
ing humanity until the last day of the created world. I do
not speak here “for what my opinion is worth/’ as the belit
tling phrase goes, but because I make an honest attempt to
let more than mere opinion reach you through me. Para
doxically, people who pretend that language is their own in
vention, that words are mere tools, are apt to lack personal
force; the ones who make themselves into waves in the ocean
of human speech through the ages acquire personal power as
a by-product of their faith in the unanimity of mankind.
Man’s dignity lies not in producing private opinions but in
timing public truth. His speech must not only be more than
himself: it must come at the right moment, in the fullness of
time. Then his words acquire a “once for ever” meaning. All
the sayings of Jesus were quite simple; they became important
forever because they were spoken at the right moment, “when
the time was fulfilled.” A truth taught without the time ele
ment is abstract, therefore not vital. Truth is concrete at the
lucky opportunity and hour. When we speak too late or too
early we are out of luck; our truth remains abstract, and we
fail to create a present in which people transcend mere past
and future; we lack presence of mind. For these reasons teach
ing involves all the central problems of timing.2
2. T h e Sins of T ea ch in g and L earning *
Our students “prepare” for life; we “postpare” it. The busi
ness of teaching is to be representative of all stages of the
hfe of the human spirit except, of course, the one now pres
ent in the student. Teaching is therefore inevitably abstract,
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and hence in a sense always too late, as learning is too early.
We teachers are the cultural lag of mankind. Less politely,
we are the hyenas of its battlefields, for we disembowel the
heroes of antiquity if we are left to our natural tendencies as
teachers.
Let me stress this phrase, “left to our natural tendencies/’
We shall soon see why nobody on earth can be left to his
natural tendencies. And you all know well that a good teacher
is one who overcomes his natural inertia. But before studying
the counterpoint used by all real teachers* we must first make
the point that exploiting the things gone by and merely re
peating them is our real temptation.
The devil capitalizes on this inertia, this natural gravity of
teaching. One obvious example is our teaching about the
World War. How many college men of the Western Powers
have disemboweled the First World War till they were caught
by the Second? They have thus annihilated the power of their
students to live in the real present of the second.
In October 1939, the official scientific adviser to the British
Conservative Party, Arthur Bryant, could publish a volume
“Unfinished Victory,” which dealt with the Treaty of Ver
sailles in Hitler’s arguments and from Hitler’s “unfinished
victory.” The absence of mind in Great Britain was patently
complete, so complete that instead of waging war my English
academic friends came over to America to discuss with us the
terms of the next peace. They were too late and too edrly at
the same time as well.
Here in America we discovered in ponderous books what
Homer had known after the Trojan War; that every war ends
with a moral headache, with profiteers as in Ithaca and with
social unrest as in Nestor’s Pylos. This is part of the story,
but it is not the story. Teachers, however, disemboweled the
stupendous fact of Pierpont Morgan being a banker and Lord
Northcliffe being a newspaper m anF and were simply over
whelmed by these truisms. Nothing checked their harping on
the headache. For two decades they capitalized on the hang
over as the veterans did on heroism. Our poor students are
the victims of both. They are expected to pay the veterans’
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widows some four billion dollars in 1960, and on the other
hand they have to foot the bill for belated teaching, i.e., for
the impoverishment and disempowering of the United States
and the absence of any realistic foreign policy during the last
twenty years. They have to pay exaggerated sums in money
and exaggerated fears in thought.
Now this is certainly a remarkable result for a teacher gen
eration that has honestly tried to give the students the facts
and nothing but the facts. It has insisted that the students
should know what it is all about, beforehand. Yet we see that
the outcome is quite different. The students are not filled
with facts but with terrible forebodings. They fear that propa
ganda is going to devour them, that profiteers are going to
send them to war, that they will have no jobs. Teachers have
concentrated on facts; students concentrate on expectancies. We
shall see how important this interplay between facts and expect
ancy is. Here I simply record the fact that the factfinders produced
a fearful generation. They played Hitler's game.
So much for teaching too late. Why do we also learn too
early?
The very essence of learning is to anticipate experience; all
education is life in advance. Simply by being educated per
sons we anticipate an infinite number of happenings that
would otherwise come to us later, at thirty or fifty or seventy.
Any sensible man of sixty is better fitted to be a judge than
a boy just out of law school. Yet the boy needs his legal
training as a substitute for experience because neither he nor
society has time to wait. So instead of living his own life as
a sequence of “fiat lux,” as the agenda for the next fifty years,
he gets it as precedents, as facts and acts.
To a certain extent this is obviously normal and right; learn
ing must be “too early" as teaching must be “too late." But
it is easy to see how “too early" can become disastrous. We
deal with facts through one organ, with agenda through an
other. We can enter upon our own happenings only with
faith, love and hope; but we can enter upon the facts simply
by drawing conclusions from them, without actually living.
Our students are to draw their own conclusions from the facts.
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That is all to the good as long as blind alleys only are “con
cluded.” But if we want to survive, we don’t understand the
past unless we treat it in terms of the agenda, the things to
happen, in our own future. Facts are healthy diet in education
only when balanced by “fienda”; things-that-hdve-happened
by things-that-rausf-happen. Facts are poison for a person that
has not lived through them and has no stomach to do so; they
bring life too early into his ken.
Of course we all try to acquire knowledge by buying books
and going to lectures. We could not live without anticipating
results. The danger sets in when we forget that in so doing
we are sharing the speaker’s life, the writer’s experience. An
ticipation is legitimate as long as we feel deeply about the
fact that we live on borrowed life. Then we realize that it
is up to us to balance the budget: we cannot live to ourselves,
in our own thinking, because we are in debt to others. Thought
is begotten by life, and must beget life in turn. Otherwise,
when words beget words and books beget reviews “and of
making many books there is no end/' we get the “trahison
des c le rc s ” Objectivity without gratitude for the relation of
our thought to other people's life blood is intolerable. Our
students have no spiritual gratitude; they are told to think for
themselves, to become writers, to work out their own salvation
—all in flat contradiction to the true relation between living
and thinking. And like all heresy, it kills their lives. Degener
ated, they sit on the ruins of Europe as mere sightseer^.
Today we break especially the men with the greatest future,
the greatest potentialities. We drive them crazy. You all must
know cases of students who smelled the good life, yet went
to pieces because of the deadlock created for them in college.
I once knew the scion of a famous New England family:
great-grandfather minister, grandfather college founder, father
head of a social settlement in the heart of the coal mines.
The boy sought the equivalent for "his time. He went to
Antioch—where they do practical work, it is true, but in com
plete separation from his studies. He went to Harvard. We
became friends. He told me that once in three years had he
been allowed to concentrate on one subject for a whole fort
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night. A student who at twenty-one had never experienced the
blessings of singleness of purpose in his intellectual upbringing!
He could not find any service that would have built him up to
the rank of his forefathers as a social leader. So he quit Harvard
and made a living as the manager of a travelling theater group.
He ended up as a speculator in Wall Street. When he came
to see me, he looked like a soul in hell and he knew it himself.
“I shall try/' he said to me when we argued his desertion, “I
shall try to jump off the bandwagon of the next boom five
minutes ahead of the others. If I can succeed in doing so, I
shall recover my self-esteem.” Unable to find the long-range
faith that had built the lives of three or four former generations,
and too sensitive not to search for it, he clung to the shortrange substitute for faith—gambling. This man is not perishing
because he is less noble than others; on the contrary his is a
more real time sense and he is haunted by his conscience which
tells him that people like himself must be representative of the
future and of the race as a whole.
Second case: the son of a missionary, and among talented
brothers himself a powerful mind and a great soul. He has re
placed the theological studies of his ancestors by the study of
Human Relations and Sociology. But since he cannot believe in
anything and especially cannot deny or fight anything with
absolute conviction, Hitler, the germ Hitler is in him, day and
night, the germ that whispers destruction of the pseudo-life
around him, that recommends the big, delivering smash of this
whole decadent world. He often feels like going crazy, his big
powers being wasted in the separation between his sociological
head that classifies everything like a botanist and his living soul
and body that must love and hate. Twice he was on the brink
of ending his existence. He tries to analyze himself with modern
psychology to find out what is wrong. Of course nothing is
wrong with him; he is sane in a madhouse. But he is so over
come by his academic environment that he denies' himself his
own rescue; he could jump to freedom by serving in a more
than personal and more than ‘"objective” cause, by serving in
loyalty to the living thought that fights destruction through the
ages. He has declined such an opportunity because his academic
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teachers unanimously advised him against interrupting his
course of studies. He is soon to be given his Ph.D. in Human
Relations for having denied his calling of establishing human
relations in the processes of the living Spirit.
In this case, too, we, the academic world, have violated the
boy’s integrity. He was not by nature a second-rate person who
muses about society but one born to carry the sword of the
spirit himself, as a knight who thinks fqr society as its voice and
leader. And we told him that no such relation of the individual
to society exists, that the mind simply deals with objects, that
no roots connect it with the society about which it thinks.
If I had time to go on, I would give you a third equally up
setting case, ending in suicide, another of running away into
ship-building, another of a straight A sophomore, brilliant
athlete, who quit Harvard for farming, and so the list con
tinues. Some people are matter-of-fact minds with no time
sense. Some have a sense for the tangible records of the past,
and believe only these; we make these Doubting Thomases of
civilization into scholars by the thousand, and give them our
best awards. But the most precious men are those who hear the
cry from the invisible, smell the corruption around them, and
live in the future. These we .destroy.
3.

T h e A ntidote to T ea ch ing: E ducation
}

The attempt of teachers and students to live on borrowed
life is only one instance of a general human trait. Every group
or nation tends to follow the line of least resistance marked out
by its natural instinct. Thus labor unions continue to ask for
shorter hours and higher wages, manufacturers for higher
tariffs, railroads for tax exemptions, parties for more political
spoils, doctors for longer years of internship, lawyers for more
quotations from precedent, ministers for more charity drives and
peace meetings. Indeed, we live in a strange society: the indi
viduals are rather -self-denying and civilized, often even weary
of their power, but the group composed of these anemic indi
viduals lust shamelessly for power.
1
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Now we see why no person or group can safely be left to its
natural tendencies. A profession that relies on its natural inertia
alone wrecks itself by sheer repetition. The mere production of
its special product also generates a poison, like the poisons of
muscular fatigue. Theology, medicine, law, unless regenerated
by something bigger, are barren. Teaching without something
that leads out of the classroom is a blight. When it goes on dis
emboweling past life it only capitalizes on its privileges within
the age; thereby it loses the power for which the privileges were
given, the power of guiding the age. All my beloved enemies
here, who adapt themselves to the tendencies of the age, all
those among us—and we all belong at times to this despondent
group—who say, “I certainly have no general philosophy of
college education, I fortunately am completely ignorant of the
whole in which I occupy one little field”—they all saw off the
branch on which their professorship is perched and salaried.
What other criterion do they have for their task but the acci
dental fact that they learned certain methods in their twenties
and wish to go on with them and be paid for them as long as
possible?
The only thing that can redeem us from our natural inertia
is regeneration, the power to make an end and a fresh begin
ning. This is none other than the Christian faith in death and
resurrectiont It is not fashionable to say so nowadays, but death
alone can guide an age beyond mere living; thought is mere
afterthought and must form a cultural lag if it lacks conscious
survival of a death situation. Something bigger than ourselves
must lift us beyond ourselves. People who eliminate the end of
the world from their thinking cannot do anything about the
world’s resurrection. But this resurrection is our daily task. To
die to our habits and prejudices and begin over in tim e; that is
the secret of timing, of presence of mind.
The name for the process which regenerates teaching is edu
cation : it checks the inertia of both teacher and student. The
syllable “e” in education means “out of” and implies movement
forward toward something beyond. How often do I go to class
with one of my wonderful schemes prepared of ideas and learn
ing; and just as Balaam, I am hired for one thing and com
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manded to do another; I am compelled by the surge of educa
tion to desist from teaching in my prejudiced manner and to
alter my course.
Without education a mere teacher must teach too late, be
cause he is unable to stop and change. He remains old furniture
of Wuthering Heights, goes on drably instructing in his field
or department. I know of a case where a man insisted upon
ruining his course by cramming into the last fortnight of his
classes an impossible welter of material. I implored him to
spare his students this confusion. He insisted that he had offered
so many titles and men in the printed catalogue, and that his
offer had to be made good. He sold teaching, and declined to
educate. He could not say more sadly that he considered him
self a hired man. That he ruined twenty potential images of the
living God was no concern of his; but the material! the material!
that was to be sold for forty-five bucks! And he felt that he
did his duty more bravely than I, his tempter.
For the timing of education, or the life of the Word between
teacher and student, I would adopt as a motto a famous line of
Horace, with a slight change. Who does not agree with his
“vis consilii expers m ole ruit sua ”—“a power that does not take
counsel collapses from its own weight?” Now our mind, our
voice, our doctrines are forces to which the same warning ap
plies. So in behalf of the energy that regenerates correct teach
ing let us read: “A voice that can only follow its routine, that
cannot cut loose from its environment, from the pressure ;of
vested interests, will fall dead and meaningless, and as a blind
force it will repeat too late what should no longer be repeated.”
Our voice must have tasted withdrawal from repetition, must
go into the wilderness and take us, teachers and students alike,
outside our classroom, our marks and salaries, outside our back
ground and foreground, into the exile of truth. Truth always is
found in exile from society. If we call on her in a true ecstasy,
a jump outside ourselves, our spirits return purified. Otherwise
we fall flat, by the self-centeredness of our professional routine.
V o x consilii expers m ole ruit sua (a voice that does not take
counsel collapses from its own weight), and such a voice will
bury student with teacher under an avalanche of facts.
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The mutual insurance company for capitalizing on the past
called teaching, i.e., the company of experts inexperienced in
exile, and the mutual exploitation company for getting all the
heritage from the past as “1066 and all that,” i.e., without the
student's own suffering, sympathy, despair, feeling, service, toil
—both are detestable. The “too early” and “too cheap” of the
student results in two types: the child prodigy and the eternal
playboy who has never met his teacher in the exile of truth and
who therefore, in his heart, treats all learning as a bit funny.
The minds of these eternal children have been reached only by
the inertia of the teacher's voice, that academic Vox consilii
expers. The fruit of such mechanic transmission in the case of
the prodigy is a brain flooded with words and verbiage and
definitions without the purification of a brainstorm.
4.

T h e M en n o n ite Catastrophe of

1939

The great theme of education is survival: it enables us to out
live, outgrow each stage of life and move on into the next. At
present we as teachers are most urgently in need of outgrowing
the period of liberal criticism and its common denominator,
disbelief. We have not yet recovered from our resentment of
denominational narrowness; reminiscences of compulsory chapel,
of our parents' and our own experiences with the churches, still
color our opinions. Now as long as we rest in disbelief and have
not survived it, we are out of step with society. As stowaways
from overbearing denominations, we miss the new situation in
which the whole of society is thrown today in a vast revolution.
Society is out for a gospel regenerated from disbelief; yet we still
harp on disbelief as an ultimate. Society will turn against us
because it longs for a new, continuity of living.
We cannot forego our obligation to testify to this step be
yond disbelief, because otherwise we are apt to cauterize the
generative powers of our students. Atheism will form a part of
future society, but only as a stage through which each genera
tion passes to a new and fortified belief. The students must be
protected from total despair by realizing that their teachers, in
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their personal lives, have outlived the phase of academic scepti
cism.
But it is not only the teachers that are at fault. Our whole
society has forgotten the means of regeneration which enables
both the individual to survive the stages of life and his society
to survive succeeding generations. Modern civilization has built
on the Reformation principle of universal priesthood, yet today
we no longer recognize its supreme importance. A priest is
simply an elder, and the elder statesman, the great old man, is
the naturally grown priest in any country. His role is superior
to that of magistrates because it comes later in the course of
life. In Japan, for instance, the elder statesman is the spiritual
authority that appoints the acting statesmen.
What is the secret of eldership? It lies in the fact that an old
man is through with his own life but not at all through with
life. On the contrary, like a grandfather he watches all the
later generations with a loving wisdom which alone can recon
cile their strife. He is the great pacifier, the guardian of life’s
continuity, because people know that he alone is free from
personal or partisan aims. Therefore he is peculiarly the re
generative force in society; he sees to it that the full cycle of
life is re-begun in the proper order. And it is the expectation
of one day becoming elders that should carry us through the
full cycle of our own lives.
It follows from this that the production of leadership, of
elders, must take precedence over all social activities. A healthy
society indeed requires three distinct functional groups: children
and adults as well as elders. Children represent growth; they
are trustful, playful, imaginative, creative—the artist is their
type. Adults represent professional activity; they work, produce,
fight, protect, organize, economize—the fighter, in business or
battle, is their most expressive type. But without elders, priests,
who embody the secret of survival, the group itself is lost. Pro
ducing rugged businessmen and artistic children only, means
giving up the survival of the group as such. Therefore no price
is too higb for the education of men who can rule, teach and
pacify, and accordingly educational literature in the past always
centered around the nurture of princes and priests and fudges.
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Now these truths we kept alive in our age by the Amish Men
of Pennsylvania, and our own sins are vividly exposed by the
stupidity with which their way of life was blocked just a few
months ago. If I can succeed in dramatizing this incident, half
of my story for tonight will be told.
The Mennonites go back to a declaration of faith in 1632,
drawn up in Dort, Holland. In 1690, a Swiss by the name of
Jakob Ammon or Amen renewed the sect; from him the con
servative wing got its name, Amish Men. They were literal
adherents of the principle, “every man a priest/’ for they had no
professional ministry. Everybody had to be a dyed-in-the-wool
farmer first, a ruler and a judge later, and at the end the very
best acted as preachers. Only the preacher revealed the full
power of man’s spirit. Hence the younger age-groups were not
exposed to an all-devouring intellectual curiosity: they knew
there was something to wait for.
There was deep wisdom in all this. The Mennonites per
ceived the chief aim of education, the production of elders, and
they chose the right means: they knew that no mere system of
instruction, no set of prescribed “courses” could make true
elders, but only a slow growth through all the seasons of man’s
life on earth. That is why they hurried to make good farmers
out of their young men first. They looked at farming with a
much deeper insight than the board of trustees of an agricul
tural college; an unquestionable relation of each member to the
soil was the first step toward their highest spiritual office. So
they decided that every boy must be an apprentice on a farm in
his formative years from eight to twenty; then he would be so
well grounded in farming that he could leave it for the next
step, when a kind of adult education took him in hand.
But in stepped the sovereign state of Pennsylvania with a
new law compelling children to stay in school until 16 or 17
years of age, thereby destroying the basis of the Mennonites’
lay ministry. These high school children may become successful
commercial farmers, single-crop farmers, land speculators, etc.
But they never will be farmers in the sense of a centennial
yeomanry, in the sense of an unshakeable foundation for uni
versal priesthood. The frightened Mennonites sent a delegation
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to the Governor. And he told them: “You behave, or I will pull
out your beards/’ This historic sentence was spoken in 1939
A.D. It signifies the witches’ sabbath of scholastic self-adora
tion. The Amish Men went home red-faced. The proud ones
decided to move to Maryland; the wealthy bowed and are going
to stay. The group is split. Its spine is broken. The children are
driven off into the high school “system.”
The very word “system” is perhaps symptomatic of our short
sightedness. If the schools are allowed to form a “system” by
themselves as all the rest of our social entities are allowed to
do—corporations, professions, unions—we cannot be surprised
that they all cease to function as one living universe. Life is no
system; it is even less a mere agglomeration of school systems
and business systems, all kept apart.
The spiritual history of the Mennonites in Pennsylvania is at
an end. Their own governor thought of them only in the
terms of an antiquarian. He teased them for daring to break the
State’s streamlined law, but he was unaware of his own crime:
by enforcing the statutory law he broke the laws of human
society. The task of producing elders is distinct from the task
of producing scientists, businessmen, mechanics, doctors, etc. In
an organic society, the training factories for these “jobs” are
considered mere makeshifts, which of course will always be
needed, but which must take their cue from the laws of biology
and mental growth outside themselves. Is it not strange tjiat
2000 years after Christ, 400 years after the Reformation, we
should ignore this? Our society does not function because it
has thought that the contrast of children and adults is the
whole problem. When we degrade the liberal arts college into
a prep school for the professions, we have nothing left for edu
cating elders, and without these our country must lose its iden
tity. First things come first.
The Amish Men as a closed group are doomed, yet we need
not be sentimental about them if we teachers see the signs of
the time and take up the torch where they have been forced to
drop it. We too may look to the objectives which give meaning
to Kindergarten, High School, College, Graduate School, and
Adult Education. These objectives transcend every one of tbem.
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Expectancy, the W h ite M agic of Education

Let me sum up the lesson of Pennsylvania thus. Education
must include the second half of our lives. For this purpose it
must create expectancies in the child that will carry it far. We
cannot give "the facts’" about the second half because it lies
in the future, but we must teach how to reach it with wings un
broken. As the Amish farmer waited for a later period when he
could be an elder, so the student must be armed against de
spair because "arrows of longing” shoot him beyond the stage of
scepticism.
The famous psychologist Jung, in Zurich, was flooded with
American customers of about forty or fifty. They came to him,
he thinks, "in search of a soul” because they had been fed for
the first half of their lives with a diet which suits only the
second: they had lived on facts, instead of expectancy.
Our colleges today are in the main the outcome of the En
lightenment of 1750, when men were so fascinated with lights,
telescopes, clarity—in short, the brave new world of scientific
knowledge—that enlightenment seemed an absolute value. But
we should know better today, when the era of Enlightenment is
ending in brain corrosion, and youth is rebelling to protect its
own inner darkness. Yet we go on enlightening at all costs. The
students are cauterized before they have grown. And at 45 they
give out. They have learned too early; so the specific energies
needed in the second half of life are not produced.
The light of expectation for a great and miraculous and sur
prising future is the only enlightenment that is wholesome.
Thinking thrives in the cone of dispersion around expectancy.
We cannot learn without repetition, but repetition is insupport
able except in this cone of dispersion. Great aspirations make us
work and toil with an ease that the "objective” teacher fails to
impart. The expectations of our youth must throw us over the
hurdle of our fortieth year; it is then that we may find pleasure
in facts. Facts are the reverse of the medal; on the obverse
side life is a fiendum , a "has to come into being.”
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An education that does not give promises, gives nothing. The
declaration of giving facts, and facts only, is a declaration of
bankruptcy. Present day teaching, in its false modesty, impresses
me as a series of farewell parties to life. True education, how
ever, enables man to survive the limitations and follies of his
age and to enter the next; for this reason it tries to endow him
with resilience, vision, resources, dreams—and of course fore
bodings and warnings as well.
Now this is not idealism. It is the most sober approach to
teaching; it is right down to brass tacks. I have been the sworn
enemy of philosophical idealism all my life because it separates
mind and body, spirit and incarnation. I prefer a child to an
idea, and Lincoln to any abstract principle.
Is it not a simple fact that a teacher has before him a person
whose life has not yet been lived? I have to respect the truth
that boys must outgrow the boy, and the man, and the father,
and the citizen, and the ruler and the ateacher, in due course,
and end up as priests and elders. The age of universal priest
hood cannot end in the childishness of all without opening a
gap for illegitimate elders—dictators and quacks. Once we see
that society perishes without true elders, the eternal “too late”
of teaching and the eternal “too early” of learning may be
brought under our control again: the natural egotisms of teach
ing adult and precocious child will become subservient to their
humble task of timing.
. Any society, any person should have as much future as past.
The antidote to facts are “fie n d a ” The cultural lag represented
by teaching, through which society has to assimilate each new
comer, can be balanced by crediting our students with being
ancestors of as many generations to come as have gone before.
When we look at teaching from the end of man, from the re
generation of the universal order, we shall treat the student as
the founder of centuries.
The facts of which we know are so many obstacles to be
overcome by providing ourselves stronger than they, yet this
strength is not developed by our present way of teaching. It is
appalling, for example, to read what modern so-called scientists
recommend in marriage. Cowering down under the “lalv” that
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man is a product of his environment, they make even marriage
a matter of environment, rather than the task of its complete
re-creation. They teach it as facts, not as fienda. But a marriage
that merely conforms to facts, that does not overcome obstacles,
is not as inspired as it should be. A new nation, a new people,
may be created by a real marriage.
Instead of talking of success and happiness—which are only
interesting as long as millions of immigrants represent a con
tinuous belief in a distant future—this continent must now
develop, in every one of its children, a faith of re-immigrating
into Am erica. Today our students, as formerly our immigrants,
must be imbued with something far ahead of their “selves.” The
self takes the line of least resistance. The soldier for the future
takes the line *of greatest resistance, and only he deserves to be
taught because he is the guarantor of our longevity. He alone
makes the slack chain that spans past and future taut again.
In this way every familiar fact becomes a vision to the edu
cator. As President Tucker has said, “we must revivify the com
monplace.” For the truism of yesterday is also the truth of
tomorrow, and this it can only become when people are longing
for it again and again. They must be made to re-immigrate into
the commonplace; and they will do so if we can treat it as the
promised land. Even arithmetic can be so treated: the child
can be brought with eager anticipation to the fact that two and
two are four. Perhaps I am too childish and primitive myself,
but the fact that two and two are four really and always still
stirs my imagination.
Of course the degree of expectancy we have to develop be
forehand varies with the subject matter. For physics it is close
to zero; for religion it is infinite. That is why religion cannot be
“taught” in a classroom: a soul preparing for infinity is allergic
to hourly schedules.
Nobody learns Latin today because nobody expects great
things any more from reading Latin texts. To help remedy this,
I myself have written a Latin textbook that centers upon rousing
great expectancies, but of course I cannot find a publisher for it
today, when standardized tests and college board examinations
take the place of expectancy.
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It is even more difficult to inject the future into political
science. To teach the commonplace that a state without justice
is gangsterism we must go out of our way. A belief in the
possible downfall of civilization is indispensable for its success
ful defense. A man who does not have insomnia from fear of
disintegration will fall asleep when we try to teach him integra
tion. Militia Day was essential to the teaching of justice. The
students will have to serve as servants of justice; to fear, not for
themselves but for humanity, the terrors of social injustice, and
to fight in the war against it. Until they do, they will never
understand the Constitution of the United States.
Or consider history. It is taught as though it merely had been.
But people tell stories only because we desire to be immersed in
the process of how it all came to pass. We do not wish to learn
results but to live with the people through the events: by doing
so, we ourselves eventuate once more as immigrants, as Amer
icans, as modern men. The function of memory is not to be a
museum of inert facts but to keep alive the expectations that
are waiting to come* true. It should be a cradle out of which
grow ancestors, fathers, founders, of generations to come. We
remember little more than humiliations and scars unless we are
trained in weeding our memory. And that is the purpose of
history—it is purified memory as Thucydides said. It should
teach us to remember only the things that lie in wait for a de
nouement in the future.
In this connection it becomes obvious where we fail our7stu
dents with our curriculum. We answer all kinds of questions
for them before they ever have reason to ask the questions
themselves, with their whole being. We “introduce” them into
everything, in sweeping survey courses and with textbooks that
are highly profitable—to the authors. We feed stomachs that
are not hungry. And after having spoiled the masses of fresh
men, we allow the seniors to fade out as lonely individuals in
stead of uniting them, as we should, in a^great common spiritual
experience.
Freshmen should be allowed to grow up to the vital ques
tions that every generation must answer later in an original but
corporate effort. Three levels of life each generation has* to re
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discover. On the lowest level, we treat everything as though it
were smaller than the mind which studies it: we regard the
world objectively, mechanically, and try to manipulate it as
material. At the second level, we deal with human beings on an
equal footing, as our brothers and sisters, as part of our own
existence: we try to overcome the barriers and differences which
separate us and to reach unanimity with these members of our
own, social body. On the third level, we are overpowered by
forces far beyond our individual reach—by devils and angels,
famine and revolution, decay or the business cycle: these teach
us our own mortality, and lead us to expect death and expect
resurrection. Now in the college curriculum the natural sciences
represent the level of manipulation, the social sciences the level
of unanimity—of vigor, peace, and cooperation—and the
humanities the level of death and redirection, survival and
overcoming. But in current practice I find the natural sciences
more religious and mindful of the two higher levels than the
two divisions that should represent them in teaching. That is
why we have war and decay.
46
6.

T h is Extant M o m en t

We have seen that transformation of the happy child into
the successful man into the responsible elder is the condition
for the survival of the group. This is the social aspect of the
timing of education. It is unsolved today. My attempt to tackle
it is always pigeonholed in the different school systems or de
partments. And naturally so, since it has to attack this very
separation, and is justified only in the eyes of persons who fear
for the survival of the race. In this seminar I have attempted to
enlist your interest in making the liberal arts college the center
of timing in a society that has lost this power. Only teachers
who have expectancy can give it.
If we do not succeed in rousing expectation, we not only run
the risk of producing playboys and cynics; we shall estrange the
minorities, the under-privileged, the unemployed, from our
society. In that case we cannot hold out against revolution
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which uses the refuse of society to destroy it. That is why the
Civilian Conservation Corps is our great potentiality for saving
democracy.
Now leadership for Dartmouth in the CCC also was in sight
last winter. I know of course that I as an immigrant am not
the man to assume leadership of such a movement. The shep
herds of our erring sheep must be Americans. But I think I
may act as the shepherd’s dog. Since I have pioneered in the
rebuilding of industrial and social morale, as founder of the
German Work Service, I feel that I can gauge certain mistakes
made here in the CCC. As it stands now it is a surface imitation
of European models, unreal in its work program, unreal in its
existence among the existing communities, uncertain in its
significance for society. Being still a relief measure, it neglects
the cardinal principle, "equality of service by all.” Only the
influx of America’s gilded youth into the camps would change
all this. The CCC should use the student’s intellect, the
farmer’s tenacity, and the city worker’s skill, to form a complete
model of the regenerative forces in our world. Without these
standards of living we shall not be able to hold the Western
Hemisphere, for we shall not assimilate the lowest stratum of
our society.
Well, as the shepherd’s dog I have barked and barked. Finally
I brought 75 educational advisers of the CCC up here for a
week. My plans for reconnecting the college, which is national
today, with a national service, were known. Yet I managed, by
personal invitation, to get just one out of 200 colleagues into
one of the sessions. The camp3 with which our students were
associated during the last year closed down. It was the only
camp in which college students did something, at least as far
as we know. Probably for that reason bureaucracy clamped
down on it. Harvard Press is going to print a book on the
theory behind this camp.4 But now is the time for action. Print
ing theories has become a device forjnaction.
A much brighter view opens up if we turn from the social

3 Camp William James organized in 1940 in Tunbridge, Vermont.
4 “Youth and Authority” in A m erica n Y o u th , edited by Thacher Wins
low and Frank Davidson, Harvard University Press, 1940. Also my first
call for armies of industry (1912) is reprinted in this volume.
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to the individual aspects of timing in education. The possible
insights into this new world are astoundingly rich. One day we
shall again learn to connect every change in consciousness with
a change in our body or environment, and shall thereby be able
to cope with the phasing of teaching much more effectively.
The various senses—touch, vision, hearing, smell, taste—will
become the special organs for certain periods of growth. We
shall know why a boy of 10 should learn by rote, why a boy of
16 must listen to great poetry, why a man of 20 should
cultivate his feelings by devoted service in a great cause. In
spiration needs our senses.
The rediscovery of our senses as instruments of the spirit
could enable us to outgrow the terrors of our over-visual age.
We live far too much on eyesight today; it is dangerous for the
cultivation of our feelings. Newsreels and movies destroy our
chances for success in the classroom because of their constant
irritation of the eye. Homo sapiens is not called sapiens because
he sees but because he scents the good life. Common sense is
based on smell, not on vision, of1the right course. Today we
live on common sensations which give a short-lived smell of life.
Sensations are perfumed life. The modern hitch-hiker through
life pays dearly for sensations because he has lost his smell for
the good life.
Well, this program is long. It is far too long for one address.
One lecture is no lecture; in human affairs, the single lecture is
an abuse. Just as I am wrong in speaking here too late, I am
wrong in giving one address. Our modern symposia, forums,
conferences, with their five-minute speeches, are caricatures of
the life of the mind. As you all know, I usually decline to give
just one speech. For many reasons it has become futile. Since
the spirit is not the speaker’s or the listener’s copyright, it takes
time to come to any understanding. And modem man has in
vented the diabolical technique of the single lecture, the mass
production of short addresses, to prevent any such deeper under
standing. Our scientific gatherings are the final hell of the mind.
Any good that might possibly be produced tonight can only
result from the whole year that we have gone through together,
fighting and hurting each other and seeking each other.
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But I will repeat my conviction that the liberal arts college
can offer the one thing that may save it in a hostile world, a
thing that blind men, professional ambition, progressive educa
tion do not give: timing. For timing means freedom from in
ertia, as Horace expressed it in his vis concilii expers m ole ruit
sna. The timing of mental life is the real life problem of a
thinking community, and it will become more and more so be
cause it must cure teaching of being the cultural lag in a restless
world. Timing means burying our social pets and predilections
in time; it means changing men from a product of spatial en
vironment back to his proper nature as a temporal being.
I am sure, my beloved enemies from all the departments of
space, that a hundred years from now, in Erewhon, every school
will put in every classroom exact scales for weighing the load
of past and the load of future against each other. Every word
spoken to 18-year-old boys will be balanced by hours of service
so that the boys will feel and expect simultaneously with hear
ing and seeing.
And on the scales of Erewhon I should be weighed* myself,
and myself found wanting. For in that land no professor of
social philosophy will dare to get up at the end of May and
give a talk on a topic that should be dealt with through many
winter evenings over many years. And in Erewhon, your Presi
dent, your Secretary, and the speakers of the evening, after they
had committed this high treason against the secrets of timing,
would all be hung on high gallows and led through the streets
as a warning to any future infringer upon the greatest treasure
of humanity—the fullness of its time, the presence of its mind.
But let me also hope that some years from now the word spoken
out of season tonight may ripen into the maturity of timeliness.

CHAPTER

9

W H E N THE F OUR GOSPELS
WERE WRITTEN

W hen the four gospels were written the paths of speech of
antiquity were fused. They had m et at the crossroad of the
crucifixion. T he ancient world was at an end. T he noon of
mankind was established. Our era began.
In our era, the four paths of speech never can lose sight of
each other again. Anyone traveling on any of them is saved by
the coexistence of the others.
The madness of the magician, t h a lunacy of the astrologer,
the frenzy of the muses, the invisibility of the prophecy had
been the limitations of ancient speech. T he four paths of
speech, ignoring each other deliberately, had becom e extrava
gant. In Julius Caesar’s days they were dead ends, by their very
perfection. Any. Greek or Egyptian, Scyth or Israelite, by the
very excellencv of their speech, became impenetrable and irrec
oncilable to the other modes bv which man also is moved
forward into the unknown.
The wailers of the chieftain, the Jeremiads of the impending
doom, had uncovered the origins and the final future, for the
living. Ancient men had succeeded in hewing out vast avenues
of time, back to the hero and forward to the Messiah. W ith o u t
speech man would have no time, but merely be imrftersed in
time. Animals have no time; they are tim e’s toys. M en con
quered time when they began to speak. And they opened the
roads towards their own beginnings and towards their own
end, from the first dirge to the Jesaian prophecy.
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Space too, is not in the anim al’s possession. T h e animal is
possessed by space. And the man who has not learned to estab
lish heaven and earth is obsessed by space. H e remains a fugitive
from space, panic-stricken, before he puts the bridle of his
orientation, his measurements, on the cosmos. And his orienta
tion required that he should look up to the stars in the sky and
invade the firmament with his thoughts so that he might look
down, from heaven, from his sky-world, upon the earth. Thus
he could settle the earth, downward out of the sky, prescribing
place to space, settling the chaotic universe with finite temples.
T h e praisers of the peace between day and night had un
covered the heavens.
And between tribe and tribe, city and city, gods and gods, the
Greek poet, the maker, the comparer, the analogist and philoso
pher, built his reality. T h e muses could contem plate the multi
ple world of clans and empires. As D an te’s Divine Comedy
presupposed the existence of the C hurch, so H om er presup
posed the existence of conflicting bodies politic and opened
them to each other. T h e songs of tragic heroes and cities dram
atized the conflicts of meji, and so we have admired the ancient
wealth of speech.
B ut these paths of speech could not adm it of their presup
position. They had no way of returning to the origin of all
speech. W e know that times and spaces were mastered by
speech, that the living triumphed over death. Speech fulfilled
this task of creating times and spaces, but the people who
spoke did not know this. They idolized the particular space or
the one time relation which was circumscribed by their lan
guage. It is as though the devotee of a radio station vwould
deny the necessity or the existence of any other.
Enam oured with their specific way of speech, the people of
antiquity mishandled the full task of all speech. T h e plenitude
of speech had to be revealed to the gentiles who had gone
astray to the ends of their particular*mannerism, and it had to
be exerted by Israel who kept this secret of the full truth
jealously to herself.
W h a t is the plenitude of speech? Speech in its plenitude
forms bodies of time and bodies of space beyond the grave, be
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yond the m om ent, beyond the home and the frontier, beyond
heaven and earth. Speech conquers all the disintegrations and
fissions which abound in nature and of which death is the
most drastic form.
The complete unity of all men of all times, from Adam to
the last judgement day, would be the greatest expression of our
plenitude of speech. And the smallest atom of any living speech
would be one hour shared by two people in one spirit regardless
of the lapse of time.
Jesus restored to us this plenitude of speech. This was his
mission, life, calling, office. He saved the straying gentiles and
the locked up Jews. He did this by crossfertilizing the four paths
of speech.
He created an eternal unity of spirit from the beginning to
the end of history. B ut he created it by simply speaking to
twelve average men. They did not understand that the hour
which he spent with them was one hour of eternity which made
history. W h a t he said to them made no sense in the frame of
reference in which the clansman or the Greek or the Egyptian
lived. It made sense only in Israel, which lived in expectation
of the end. Even in Israel it made only negative sense in antici
pating the kingdom of the Messiah. So Jesus spoke nonsense for
the time being. But he undid what people called the time
being. F o r he created a new yardstick for all times. He spoke
backwards from the end towards the act of daily life, outside the
temple of Solomon.
Jesus reversed the direction of the four paths of speech; he
spoke from the end of history towards its beginnings. T o this
day our era lives by renaissances, rebirths, rediscoveries of
ancient civilizations, of buried instincts, origins and prehistoric
processes. Jesus began this process. He spoke in the opposite
direction from Shaman, Pharaoh, H om er and Moses. T h e flow
of speech in separate riverbeds had led nowhere. Jesus becam e
the W ord , the total W o rd beyond the separation and, there
fore, he was able to penetrate backwards to the creative starting
point before the separation. Anybody who wishes to master time
and space, who wishes to escape his obsessions, must look to the
Noon of our history, the beginning of our era, the appearance
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of the end, the incarnation of the plenitude of speech, to the
total word.
Our contemporaries have neither time nor space. They are
the prey of panic. Nomads, rushed, restless, uprooted, they
throw their last dollar in the lap of the modern medicine men,
astrologers, Greeks and Israelites.
T h e modern medicine man is the psychologist. H e traces
everything to origins. T h e modern astrologer is the investmentbanker. He believes in the business cycle. T h e modern Greeks
are all the artists from Beethoven to Picasso. T h e modem
Israelites are the fundamentalists of all descriptions. W hether
Rom an Catholics or Jehovah’s W itnesses, they are convinced
that the world deserves to perish.
T h e man who does not believe that we should throw away
our souls for psychology, the business cycle, arts, or orthodoxy,
is a Christian.
F o r he dares to throw himself behind his own words. He
dares to feel called, to listen and to respond. His ear is tuned
to the end, and he receives his orders from Him who shall be
and speaks backward from the end into this present time, so
that the present might be redirected from the end. W e all are
reborn whenever we let a new word change our mind. T h e total
W o rd is He who showed all men for the first tim e and
forever how to change their minds.
O nce the four gospels were written, Jesus’ four reversals of
the four paths of speech were laid open to inspection for all
future generations of m en.
In M atthew tribal speech is reversed. T h e word reaches back
to the simplest group’s ritual and reverses the sacrificial meal.
W h ile a tribe was instituted by slaughtering speechless victims
in honor of the dead chieftain’s name, in M atthew we hear the
victim speak himself into the center of the ritual as giving the
name to the whole partaking group.
In Mark astrological or templar speech is reversed. T h e same
M an who challenges us to build one all-inclusive temple out of
all of us, as moving stars, is shown to be the first stone of this
same temple. If wre shall not burv all hopes for all times that
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men become united in one spirit, we must crystallize around the
foundation stone, as the living material, and bring the true
heaven to earth, that heaven in which every heart is one star
of its firmament.
In Luke prophetical speech is reversed. T h e Messianic temple
is moved from Jerusalem to Rom e in the name of him who
made his body the temple, who allows the Messianic hope to
become real where two or three are gathered in his name. The
two or three form the smallest body of time, the minute cell
of interlocution, in which there is no fixed father-son, teacherstudent, boss-servant relation, but perpetual freedom of each
of the members to be now teacher now student, now listener
now speaker, now object now subject of the conversation.
Where two or three are assembled in the name of the Lord,
everybody is willing to be judged with all his shortcomings
objectively, everyone is invited to listen to the greetings of affec
tion. Luke establishes the group in which all members may fill
the roles of first, second and third person, of speaking mind,
listening soul, topical object-— all tfiree, thereby become sover
eign and superior to any one of these functions. Nobody after
Luke can fail to know th at kingship and slavery, manhood and
womanhood, and mind and body, are now alternatives for any
living soul.
And in John artistic or philosophical speech is reversed. T h e
total W o rd interprets the verbosity of Greek rhetorics. Drunk
with words, the Greek mind, whether Hom er or Plato, Pindar or
Aristotle, was prone to make man the measure. B ut when God
speaks, he creates. And when out of the depth of his silence,
Man, the final or real M an, that is the unique one, was called
and born, Jesus, all the clever verbosity of the creature mind, of
man’s mind paled. One W o rd of God is more powerful than a
million words of the Times. He speaks and a man is created. In
the beginning was the word, and now the libraries to be written
of this one word of God, Jesus, far exceed a billion words of
Greek minds. T h at abstract logic which is allegedly the same
for all men, is repudiated: a soul which is fully alive must have
her own logic because she is unique. Logic deals with the
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a n im a l in us, n o t w ith th e b ro th e rs o f th e lo g o s , th e “ W o r d ,”
w h o a re irre p e a ta b le , w h o liv e o n c e a n d n e v e r a g a in . W e owe
Jesu s o u r u n iq u e n e ss.

W h en the four gospels were written, the crossroads were
mapped out in which the four paths of speech had been made
to intersect and com m unicate. And we now need not be carried
on these paths of speech any longer as obsessed psychological
cases; the spells of pagan speech have vanished. W e walk the old
paths in the freedom of men who measure them from the goal
backward.
Ever since that Noon of the Day of M ankind the paths of
speech are used not as one-way streets but with the liberty of
those who are free to choose their direction.

C H A P T E R 10

TRIBALISM1
&

We

thousand year period in which the
rudiments of tribalism will serve us as a refresher course, for the
family is destroyed today and speech is destroyed today; and
speech and the family are the creations of the tribes. W e will
stand again at their fountainhead, where they were most intense,
because it is there where they were first created. Y et, at this
moment, no one understands exactly wherein does lie the claim
of tribalism to be regenerated.
The tribe can be defined as an institution to create marriages.
Everything about it can be summed up in the one function that
it is a family-making institution. T h e tribe is the cou che, or the
source, of families. T he families themselves are transient; the
tribe is eternal, the lasting form. One of the greatest errors in
most people's thinking today is the illusion th at the family into
which they have been born was m eant to be eternal.
All families must dissolve despite the bad conscience we
feel when we cut the apron strings. It can only make havoc and
lead to Fascism and racism when it is believed that the family
is an aim and purpose in itself. Fo r it is not. W h e n a man comes
of age, the family must be second-rate, when we have children,
we must give our parents the privilege of being grandparents to
them, and that is how they reconquer their family status. In
stead, we have the unhappy situation of two parties, one of
rugged individualism destroying the family and escaping to the
are entering now a

1 Part of “Eternal Horizons of Mankind,” a lecture course held at

Dartmouth College.
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W e st Coast, and the other, the m other party, traveling to army
camps and arguing with the corporal about their son's diet.
M others interfere where they don't belong because few of us
know where they do belong. They belong with our children. If
parents are not given this chance to become the revered authori
ties who can redeem our idiotic family life by bringing some
spirit of longer history into it an unpurified family life results,
with the wife jealous of her mother-in-law and the husband
jealous of his father-in-law.
L et me. repeat. It is a heresy to say that a family is for
eternity. T he church may be eternal, but not the family. W e
need, therefore, permanent institutions to create families, just
as we need a spring to supply water and not simply a pond.
W e must once again remember that the tribe is the first his
torical achievement of historical man, and then it will be under
stood that it isn't the breeding, the animal procreation, which
has to be revived today but those thousands of years during
which people learned to marry— that is, learned the act of mar
riage, so that one fnan and one woman can belong so close to
gether that their children can treat them as one. T h a t act is the
historical creation of the first thousand years of humankind, not
the breeding which we find in the whole animal kingdom, and
which, as animals, we can accept or reject. Tribalism, therefore,
is not biological, and belief th at it is leads inevitably to motherworship and ancestor-worship in the most primitive sense.
There is nothing wrong with ancestor-worship except tfiat it
must be made subservient to the great mission of men to be
one throughout all time. Ancestor-worship and marriage are
only a first step into the same life we all have to lead, which
cannot worship any such flesh, any such purely transient group
like the relation between parents and children. I thus have the
difficult task of showing you the greatness of the tribes which
produced the family, while at the same time, warning you
against the superstition that this product of tribalism is in itself
something to be worshipped.
T he problem of the tribes was to enlighten the act of mating
with the word. W h en husband and wife m eet, and when the
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husband stays with his wife through her hour of birth, as Joseph
did with Mary, he thereby acquires the right of spiritual au
thority. W h en you see that marriage means to go from the blind
act of the m om ent, through the whole life cycle to its most
opposite point the childbirth, then you see that the problem of
marriage was to alter the course of nature. In nature, animals
mate and their young forget who their parents were. They can
not go beyond their individual life cycle, for they do not know
what happened before their birth, and they do not know what
is going to happen after their death. T h a t we do know this is
the essence of history.
To marry means to create a body o f tim e. T h a t very won
derful Shakespearian expression is one which we must appro
priate for the social sciences. T h e creation of a body of time is
based on being named in the name of the ancestors. Marriages
were concluded on the dancing green of the tribe, because they
had to be public. They were to be entered upon not clandes
tinely, between you and me, as free lovers think, but under the
invocation of the whole group. Marriage was public business,
because it m eant to force the rest of the tribe to recognize the
existence of this newly created special body of time.
All history depends upon the problem that others should
know who we are and we should know who others are. W e tend
to think today that if we do right we haven’t to ask anyone else
for their permission. T h at belief is absolutely wrong. Y our par
ents have forced the com munity to call your m other Mrs. Smith
for if they had called her enduringly Miss Brown you would
have been born out of wedlock. T h at people when tjiey marry
love each other is not interesting to anybody. But it is very
interesting that they have forced the com munity to say that
these people are married. This necessity is hardly realized today,
for in the last fifty years we have weakened the rules of the
game so completely that it is believed that if two people are in
agreement, and they go to a sheriff, somewhere, ir i s perfectly
all right. T h e result is children’s marriages, that are not m ar
riages, because they cannot force upon the com m unity the
esteem, the dignity, and the distinction which two people need
to have a house of their own, to bring up their children as their
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own, to bestow upon their children their own name, and to
have the authority, for example, to make the religion of their
children their own decision.
W e still hold to the fiction that parents actually do decide
upon the religious upbringing of their children. O f course, in
this country, that means the Rom an Catholics allow the
Church to take over the education of the young, and that the
others send their children to Sunday school; or, in other words,
parents ask their children to believe in something they them
selves do not believe in. W e thus have a wonderful arrange
m ent which all comes under the heading: parents have the right
to determine the religion of their children.
W h en marriage was created, that right was understood in a
very different sense. T h e first authority that comes with parent
hood is the right to influence, educate and direct one's children,
under the one condition that the parents impart their own
beliefs to the children. B ut in ninety per cent of the cases today,
parents do not impart their own beliefs. Instead, other institu
tions, like the churches, or the ethical culture schools, provide
beliefs and religion which the parents themselves do not have.
Parents have lost the power to demand from the community
the authority to bring up the next generation because they have
gradually relinquished this authority to the nursery schools, the
psychologists, the psychoanalysts or the American Legion.
Everyday parents are abdicating their sacred duty to love their
children in favor of people who frankly declare that love is
damaging.
Marriage is priestly, and cannot be understood without our
understanding the meaning of ‘'universal priesthood," the old
warcry of the Protestants against the Rom ans (and which the
Rom ans, by the way, have never denied), that all men arc
m eant to be priests. T h at belief is one element of the Christian
creed that comes directly from the tribes. T h e first priests insti
tuted in the tribes were mothers and fathers. They were put in
authority to represent to the newborn the whole past world of
the tribe, by teaching them the sacred names of the tribe, by
making these children in their youth form their lips to the invo
cation of the ancestoral spirit, and by establishing th at when
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ever these names were formed the children had to stand in awe
and reverence. T he priesthood was the greatest authority under
which a human being could be placed— that is, to be allowed to
teach others the sacred names of invocation, of prayer and of
law.
Parents are there to consecrate their children, and I mean
that very literally. For, if we can't consecrate our children, we
can’t christen them . T he two words, “consecrate” and “chris
ten” are the same. T o consecrate means to give direction to.
Once we teach our children English, we have already separated
them from the stem of the human race and made them into
Americans, which is very dangerous, because it is a limitation.
It is one way am ong many, and that is why the whole role of
Christianity in the m atter has been’ to warn the parents that
along with making their children speak Egyptian, Latin, French
or English, they have to instill into this lim itation, by the Chris
tian first name, the broader message of telling the child: “Yes,
you may speak English, but that is not the whole story; you re
main a part creature of the whole creation, despite the fact th at
we allow you now to m arch along this narrow road of Ameri
canism.”
The Christianity of our era simply purifies the old tribal
system. T h e first tribal men, when they allowed parents to con
secrate their children, only saw the benefits of giving the chil
dren some consecration. W h en Christianity came into the
world, the division between the races, and between the tribes,
had reached such a point, that it now seemed im portant to
direct the parents back again— to ask that, although of course,
thev would teach their children English or Latin or French,
would they please inject a warning as well, by giving them
biblical names, so that the children would know they do not
have to be nationalists. W h en the biblical names disappeared
in Europe around 1900, the W orld W a r was the immediate
result.
The tribesman wanted to do exactly what people want to do
today when they christen their child. He only missed out be
cause he did not know better than to identify his special family
group, that is the clan, with the perpetual problem of the
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child’s direction. W hereas Christianity has injected into his
family bond the crucial corrective, so that the child knows the
limitations of this one tribal connection. N o, the first step in
history, that parents must bring up their children in the knowl
edge of what has gone before, this consecration of the child, is
the oldest problem of mankind. It is always with us; so much
so, that we come to a very practical problem of our day.
Marriage means th at father and m other must cooperate
spiritually before their child can enter history. In some tribes,
that feeling goes so far that the husband actually gets into bed
with his wife during the childbirth to share her suffering sym
bolically. T o me, that is one of the sublime rituals of the
human race. It is an attem pt to conyey to the world outside the
fact that the father feels as much responsible for the birth of
the child as the m other. T he full im pact of such parental
responsibility can best be shown in contrast to the modern
system. In ancient times, there was no question that the child
was a carrier of the spirit— one to be consecrated, to receive a
name, to be understood and to be recognized as a potent m em 
ber of the group. Therefore, when a malformed or idiotic child
was born, it wasn’t done as today, when the doctor or nurse
must take the responsibility of deciding whether or not to let
the newborn baby die. M ost of us, fortunately, do not know
what is going on in our hospitals. But somebody has to have
the responsibility, and today it is the doctor or nurse, witli the
parents never knowing anything because they are treated like
children. It is all over when they com e. T he wife is in a coma
and the husband is having whiskey.
T h e story of the tribe is that the father must look at the
child and take it in his arms and say, “This is my child,” as God
did when Jesus was baptized in the river Jordan, “ He is my
child in whom I take pleasure.” This formula is very ancient
because in the spiritual ancestry of man, a child was to be
received into the spiritual world, just as it is received from the
womb into the physical world. All of these rituals have been
forgotten by those who believe in living simply by N ature, or
by M otherhood, or by J. J. Rousseau or Benjamin Ffanklin,
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those half-baked people who think that life is natural. Nothing
in our lives is natural; everything is spiritual. By speaking we
enter into the great lifestream of humanity from beginning to
end, and somebody has had to impart this lifestream to us. Just
as a mother imparts life to the body, so a father imparts life by
receiving and naming his child, and that is spiritual.
T h at the father would again have the responsibility of saying
yes or no to the child would be the first rediscovery of tribalism
in our age. This system may seem very cruel, because most
people think that every child born should live. Of course, it
should; but we mistake the situation if we ignore the fact that
somebody has to say, “This is a full-fledged human being/'
For, when a child is born with three heads and four legs a
decision has to be m ade: “ Should he live?” He who decides
this, is the father; he becomes the father in the act. T h at people
are made to live so, without anybody deciding this, is a scandal,
and nothing but brutality. Y et, it is thought that such have to
be, because we have completely cowtowed to what we call
Nature. Our whole picture of humanity has been falsified be
cause everyone thinks we should be one with nature. It would
be much better if we would be one with the human race, which
is a living creature in its process of revelation! Humanity has
the great task of staying one through all times. T h e human
animal is that animal which is ubiquitous and always and which
can acquire the consciousness of everywhereness and all-thetimeness. No elephant knows what went on before him and
what will come after him and no animal knows what happens
next door around the corner. W e can, aye, we must! M an is
extending all the time his space and his time and creating supersensual periods and supersensual spaces. Marriage allows him
to do this because it makes it possible for children to know of
ancestors.
Father and mother represent to the child, in the absence of
the tribal meeting for the first twenty vears of his life, the ex
istence of this big entity, the tribe. T h e child is not taken to the
assemblies of the grown-ups, but is informed in the same way
that education told us of the United Nations, and America, and
private property and the law, though we lived in our homes
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innocently. T h e father and m other are the local priests who
testify to the child of the existence of a wider world and of a
wider reality. How is this done? In the family group, there are
always several youngsters growing up under the care of the
parents and receiving from them, as the first thing, the knowl
edge th at they share their m other tongue, or, as in the tribe,
the father tongue— in the law of the jungle, the male speaks,
and a child must learn his father s tongue. T h e father, and in
the father's absence, the m other, represents the tribe to the
children. All the families, therefore, must have direct access to
the source of their existence, the center of the tribe, and this is
achieved through the meeting ground. At the tribal meeting,
such decisions are made as those for the funeral of a warrior, for
the warpath against the enemy, and for the expiation of devia
tions from tribal behavior. In the case of marriages, the m eet
ing and decision-making we call an orgy, because it had to be
danced. These wild dances in public of the marriageable people
sealed them , so to speak, as future fathers and mothers in the
tribe. In the tremendous upheaval of the wedding, the parents
became the carriers of the tribal law. They are endowed with
the spirit which has led to the use of the word E h e to m ean in
German both law and marriage. Marriage was thus the carrier
of the law, the priesthood by which the parents represent the
law of the tribe. In the ancient languages, law and marriage are
very often the same word, for it m eant the same thing to^get
married and to becom e the legislator or the representative of
the law.
In any marriage, the whole tribal law becam e documented,
for it was written on the skin of the married people in the form
of the tattoo. T atto o is the first writing of the tribe. T h e con
stitution of the tribe, that authority of the tribe which can be
invoked, is painted and depicted in the tattoo. W e must come
to understand that the tattoo is not a superstition or something
funny, but that in the tattoo of the modern sailor, we have the
last remnant of the first layer of script. It is simply not true that
writing was invented by the Egyptians, or that the Greeks in
herited script from the Phoenicians, and so on. It is m uch more
com plicated. T h e tribe writes, too, but it writes on living
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bodies. It hasn’t anything more permanent, because the tribe
moves; so the best they could do was to Write the law of the
tribe on the skin of the people who are ready to marry. They
then bring the tribal law everywhere with them . E ach married
member of the tribe is a single document, one edition of the
constitution. In these orgies, therefore, there were very painful
operations. In order to get married, these people had to un
dergo, perhaps, circumcision and incisions; their noses were
made to stand out, and so on, and in some tribes, there was
trepanation, the perforation of the skullbone, something we do
now to get rid of blood clots in the brain. T h e tribal man had
all kinds of ways of making pain the great memorizer. As is well
known, tattoos are not easy. They are usually burned into the
skin; but, whatever the methods by which the tattoos were in
flicted on these poor people, it is only one form. W e can still
see today in some African tribes, people with distorted ear lobes
or lips, evidences of the extreme hardships connected with the
moment of making the child of nature into the bearer of the
law of history.
In the orgies of the meeting ground, people of accidental
origin are made into members of one group. They are all
identified by the same tattoo, and are then recognized by the
same constitution. An order is imposed on their living, because
by the tattoo it is said whom you can marry and whom you
can’t marry. Thus, the tattoo is also a taboo. O ne’s tattoo shows
that he cannot marry those who have exactly the same tattoo,
and in that way, inbreeding is excluded. T h e great thing about
the tribe is that it created orderly marriage, and for this pur
pose, it had to invent "incest.” W h a t is incest?
Incest is the destruction of a sacred space inside of which
the passions of sex shall not rage. All modern people show the
weakening of the traditions of the tribe by the writing of poetry
or drama on incest. They especially now seem to harp on the
love between brother and sister and on the Oedipus complex.
These writings show us that it is high time to study the tribe
again, because the tribe is the institution that has outlawed in
cest. In nature, there is no such law. Animals do inbreed if you
leave them to themselves. Chastity has nothing to do with m o
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rality in the sense of evil thinking. Chastity is the creation of a
spare room inside of which man is unafraid o f the other sex.
W h a t we call a home today is first of all a relationship between
the members of the family such that they cannot intermarry
nor have to fear being raped. Parents and children to each other
form one bodv of time, and the consecration of the children
makes it necessary that the father and m other remain to these
children, father and m other. It is no small m atter, and quite
unnatural, that for the last 8000 years parents have not slept
with their children. A father would love to sleep with his
daughter because she is very young and beautiful. But it is not
done because he loves her too much and his love outweighs his
desire. Fo r all the sneering at history which goes on today, and
for all the ridiculing of religion, most of us continue to believe
that one’s daughter is sacred to the father; and to believe that,
is to be part of the greatest historical tradition. W e recognize
in our daughter someone who must reach the future in freedom.
Chastity is then the creation or the division of the world of
men into two spacesd one for sex, and the other for non-sex.
T h at is, the orgies in the meeting ground, and the brotherhood
or the sisterhood of the home are correlated. W e can, sav that
the tribe increases the frenzy while they m eet in orgy and
allows all sorts of sexual libertinage, and licentiousness, in order
to better sanctify and consecrate the private groups, the small
groups inside of which what happens at the orgy must be com 
pletely excluded, to be not even thought of. A brother does dot
think of his sister as a sexual being, and a sister should not
think of a brother as a sexual being. M others should not think
of their sons as being good to sleep with and fathers should not
of their daughters. W e have to learn this lesson again because
it is the root of all human purity.
W e all have to know that men have in themselves this tre
mendous starting point of orientation, that there has to be with
human beings two worlds, one in which The consecration, the
sanctuary of the spirit of speech, of naming each other, is so
strong that the physical has no rights; and the other where the
spirit is not there, where the physical pleasure in another tin
m an’s body prevails. If a young man does not make this? dis
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tinction, the girl to whom he is going to propose will find out.
If he only runs after her for her fair looks or for her imperti
nence or for her sensuousness, and if she is any good, she will
recognize that he has not the other power in himself to create,
at random, the second step, into the sanctuary. A man has to
have a sister and a bride in his heart before he can get married.
If he is only expelling the sister or the m other by this woman,
he can get a strumpet, but not a wife. And names have nothing
to do with it, for one can get married and still have a strumpet
for a wife. It is up to a young man to let his sweetheart know
that he knows the other world of non-sex. If he does not know
both worlds he cannot get married. T h at is the difference be
tween puberty and the power to get married. Our physical po
tency is one thing; and our potency to consecrate is another;
the tribe has introduced this balance of power within us, so
that we can recreate the sanctuary inside of which there is
chastity; the tribe is this balance!
As I have said, chastity has nothing to do with our physical
being, but it is our power of the spirit in favor of the whole
human race to abdicate for the time being from our physical
urge. I have heard people say that they cannot vow chastity as a
monk and heard many people declaim that the celibacy of
priesthood is unnatural and that there should be no celibacy.
But as long as men live as they do, there have to be monks and
nuns to remind us that we too have the power of celibacy at
random. All of these special institutions today of the monk and
the nun, that is of the eternal virgin, are only reminders to the
normal being that he has this power of priesthood inside of
him. W h a t is a priest? A man who can throw the switch be
tween his physical wave length, which goes from twenty to sixty,
in which we want to procreate, and his historical role in which
he stands for the direction of the whole human race through
hundreds and thousands of years. There is nothing abstract in
what I am calling the spirit here. W h en we say to somebody
“sister,” we place her in the timestream of thousands of years.
W hen we say to someone ‘‘sweetheart,” we want to have her
and kiss her right now. And therefore, in our sister we face
eternity, and in our sweetheart we face the m om ent.
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Everyone knows these great secrets and I am trying only to
add consciousness and some respect for them . For it is unimpor
tant today whether people go to church or not, because every
one misunderstands the church anyway, but it is terribly im
portant that people should rediscover their divinity in this
power to be alternatingly a lover and a brother. It is the sover
eignty of man, that by the simple word “sister,” he can suddenly
see in his sweetheart a human being who is not dependent on
his lust. T h e great story of the birth of Jesus is that the whole
question of marriage as it was handled in the tribe, is in the
story of the Virgin Birth put on just the opposite pole, where
there is no lust and no relation of sensuousness. W h e n the child
was born, Joseph acted out the role of the midwife, because
M ary had become his sister. And that is the most interesting
part of the Virgin Birth, that Joseph and M ary were brother
and sister. This principle runs through all humanity. B ut to
day, with the aid of the psychoanalyst, it is nearly lost, because
people are told that even the m other is an object of lust. It is
perfectly true that in the animal kingdom mothers and fathers
after a short while do not exist. W h e n an animal is in heat, con
sciousness is concentrated so totally on copulation that nothing
else m atters. There is no horizon.
Perhaps we may use the word “horizon” with some lasting
effect. T h e tribe established horizons of time and space over its
members. T h e horizon places even the greatest passion, the pas
sion of sex, in the realm of permanency. W h e n the sun rises on
our passion, it is very hard to set the sunset on the opposite
horizon, namely the m other giving birth to the child, for by
then our passion has completely died down, and we want to
look in the other direction. It is not agreeable to see a birth. It
is travail and it is work and no one wants to see it. Now the
horizon of the tribe establishes the identity between the sun
rise and the sunset of our passion, and it teaches us th at after
the sunset there is a sunrise again. T h ir first calendar of human
life tried to identify passion and non-passion, ecstasy and indif
ference. M ost everybody today is trying to be cold only, or ob
jective. Our pre-ancestors in this country tried in their revivals
to be ecstatic. But the problem is to be the same person in both
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ecstasy and indifference, each being a side of life. Nobody can
be either simply objective or passionate. Historical life only be
gins when we can remind ourselves in the m om ent of passion
that there will be a sunset to the passion, and then we can re
member in our m om ent of indifference that there has been a
consecration of the past which now enables us to stick, despite
our indifference, to the wife of our choosing.
Long ago, St. Augustine, the bishop of Hippo, and a Fath er
of the Church, was asked the question: “W h y not incest? Isn't
it very handy?" And he said that it was forbidden for a simple
reason. W henever a name of love has been given already to a
sister or m other, or in those days even an aunt or cousin, we can
not approach this person with a new name. Love needs a name
given to this sweetheart or bride for the first time. Incest is every
situation in which somebody has first been called by a dispas
sionate name like sister and is then approached with the new
name of passionate love. Love^must give a person a name as
though we saw them for the first time; and since between
mothers and sisters, brothers and fathers, there exists already
one name of love, the second name would be impaired. W h e n 
ever we have already given a name of no-passion, like sister, we
can never approach the situation in the way it should be ap
proached. Therefore, in the orgies th at we spoke of earlier, the
meeting between man and woman was enveloped in ecstasy as
though they had really never seen each other before. In addi
tion, the tribes were very carefully split into marriage groups.
The tribe had sub-divisions, usually signified by their particu
lar totem ; one had the fish on the totem , one the eagle, a third
the raven or the wolf, and so on. These totem ic divisions have
the profound reason that it prevented marriageable people from
meeting without ecstasy.
Today the incest problem is not, as we all know, a physical
problem inside the family. No one really thinks of marrying his
sister, but by marrying the girl with whom we went to school
from our eighth to thirteenth year, we may already be making a
mistake, because we have first called her as a fellow child, and
as a classmate and a playmate, and such a prior relationship is
not the true origin of marriage. I feel th at the problem of in
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breeding is very much one of the schools and not so much of
the family. In marriage, the sequence is: first you see the girl as
somebody whom you desire, and then you add the horizon of
her becoming a sister, and the m other of your children and the
daughter of your parents. If we pervert this sequence, we stand
things on their head, because passion is the founding element,
and objectivity or realism, as we like to call it, or factualism,
is always that which comes later. So, I think that St. Augus
tine’s answer is very beautiful. He said that whenever a name of
love has been borrowed by the younger generation from the
parents,— we call someone sister or m other because we were
taught by our parents to use these terms— we are lukewarm be
cause our feeling is hereditary. Inherited love, therefore, is the
reason for the Incest rule, because if we have already lived with
these people in affection, but without passion, they cannot be
come the object of passion. St. Augustine’s statem ent solves
many riddles, and it is the only explanation I have found in the
literature on this subject which holds water, which is really com
pletely correct. Physically, we can never really decide these
matters but we can very well ask our tongue. W h en our tongue
has alreadv applied a name within the family relation, we shall
hardly be able to use the name for the beloved as though this
was for the first time. T he subdivisions of the tribe try to pay
attention to this problem of keeping the women whom the
tribesmen encounter on the meeting ground as yC^unnamed. If
. vou have never spoken to the girl before, and you speak to her
for the first time, there is the great experience of giving some
one for the first time her name so totallv that there is nothing
vou have to obliterate; it is really new to you. Later, she can be
come old and familiar to vou, but at that great hour, she is
somebodv entering vour horizon for the first time. This is called
“ introduction” and is a mighty event.
Now, about the tribal totems, let me say something that may
illustrate how they are really a spiritual or inspiring part of
human living. Once, when I was hiking in British Columbia, I
was struck with a realization that I have never found in any
books. W e were traveling in unexplored country, without maps,
and it was necessary there to walk through the underbrush on
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the paths made by the great animals, like the elk or the moose.
W e didn’t know where we were going, and when we found
these paths made by the animals, we were extremely grateful.
Now the meeting grounds of the weak, frail primitive men were
the paths created by the animals. And the animal totem is, I am
quite convinced, not only the superstition that man is descended
from the eagle or from the bear, as most textbooks tell us, but it
is the simple acknowledgment of spiritual gratitude to the ani
mals for the organization they provided. T h e incredibly weak
man of that time, who had no iron axe or steel weapon, and
who would have had to fell trees to find a place of union inside
the jungle, was helped considerably by these animals. So man,
in not only giving a name to his ancestors, but also in naming
himself after the animals, recognized his dependency on the
universe, on the existing cosmic order. W e have for thousands
of years, and even modern man is included, followed the paths
of the created world- T h e first five davs
of creation are much
j
more with modern man than he cares,to adm it when he lives in
urbanized cities. Few of us see the extent to which we still fol
low today the water courses, and the animal courses and even
the bird’s directness. All of the animals which we find used in
the totems of the tribes have in some way or another actually
directed the paths of men on this earth.
The word "p ath ” we should make the foundation of our
political understanding of tribalism. T h e tribes tried to find
paths in the jungle, paths in time, paths in the thicket, and
that is why going upstream following the watercourses, or fol
lowing the paths of the wild animals, was the first political
power that enabled these groups to become a little larger than
the small group of husband, wife and children. T h e relation of
the tribesman to the animals is one of spiritual gratitude for
their directing powers, for the work done for them , because the
elephant, the lion and the fox, etc., were superior to men. This
understanding will also explain all the strange ideas in the Old
Testament and in antiquity about dragons and sphinxes and
cherubs. People felt that man should base his existence on the
bringing together of all the achievements of the animal king
dom and putting them to use. Thus, m an’s relation to the ani
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mals has nothing to do with his pedigree in the physical sense,
but it has a great deal to do with his devotion to what existed
already, to the organization of the world which he was free to
inherit. I think that most people today are unaware of, and the
textbooks don’t even mention, this confrontation of primitive
man with the achievements of the animals. They think that
man evolved out of the animals. I think th at is of no interest to
anyone. W h eth er or not we came from the apes is a very minor
m atter compared to the great question of how much use primi
tive man made out of what the animals already did. W e are
then examining a much different relation— one of working to
gether, and one of primitive man owing the animals something.
This will explain the sacredness in which the animal world was
held.
W e can see now that not only does the tribe produce mar
riage, but our whole understanding of tribalism— tattoo, totem,
incest rules and taboo, all of these, all of these strange and
wonderful practices— all go back to the one simple, central prob
lem : How do tvvb people so fall in love, th at their marriage
means more than the satisfaction of their m om entary lust?
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Rotation of Government
B etw een 1517 and 1918 four great forms of government arose
which entrusted the regeneration of society to the laymen, to a
secular power. All these revolutions stand for a sovereignty of
the temporal. T h e secular mind is ifiade the sovereign, posses
sing in its own right the knowledge of good and evil. T h e lay
man, the com moner, the individual, the cog in the m achine—
everybody may now understand government. T h e secrets of the
State are laid open to the public, step by step. T h e four great
forms of government all have one and the same passion: to be
free from the visible C atholic C hurch. B ut they also have many
other things in com m on. By comparing them we shall get the
best available material for a real political science of mankind.
W e can then present to the political scientist certain statements
which are more than mere abstract definitions of our own.
First of all, these forms of government are the well-known,
ancient forms described by Aristotle: m onarchy, aristocracy,
democracy, and dictatorship. M onarchy, as the hereditary form
of government; aristocracy, as the system of co-optation; and
democracy, as th at of election, are represented by Germany,
England and France respectively. And Russia ended the series
by returning to the most comprehensive form, dictatorship.

O u t o f R evo lu tio n , A u to b io g ra p h y o f W e s te r n M a n , pp. 453Originally published by Morrow, 1938. Third Edition published 1969
by Argo Books.
1 From
482.
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Secondly, these forms of government follow each other in
order, but not within the same country. Once they have ap
peared, each in its own country and in its proper order, they
co-exist. Kings, parliaments, capitalists and proletariats rule
simultaneously.
Thirdly, the European countries form a unity in spite of
their plurality. By acting as independent revolutionary bodies,
they have achieved something in com m on, and each has
achieved something for all. T h e European concert is a fact,
not a dream. It goes deeper than a mere concert of ministers
or presidents. It is a com m on campaign for the best form of
government.
Fourthly, the ancients knew the rotation of constitutions.
Polybius described it in detail, telling how every form of gov
ernm ent degenerated and thereby failed, not because of its
wrong measures but because it fell into the hands of the wrong
men. Polybius and Aristotle were considered classics on this
topic of the wheel of political fortune.1 But nobody ever
asked, during the Christian Era, whether the classical state
m ent could be tested by the experience of Christian nations.
There was a good reason for this neglect of so natural a ques
tion. Christians, knowing all the failures of paganism, hated
to think of such an unreasonable rotation : the world was re
deemed from the curse of blind repetition.
Today, Christians are much more modest; they make np dis
tinction between antiquity and the Christian era. Few people
can answer the very moderate question: “ Is there any differ
ence between the Christian era and antiquity?” M any \yould
say, offhand, in a pessimistic tone: “ None whatever.” After
all, Christians even kept slavery am ong their legal and consti
tutional forms until 1865. How, then, is there any difference?
Christianity is a beautiful ritual which we observe on Sundays;
but a Christian era does not exist.
W e do not share this conviction. T h e Christian era has
established something which is completely outside the Sunday
ritual and yet is universal, something quite simple, and yet
miraculous. Aristotle and Polybius were right in theit day;
1 Polybius, V I, 3 if.; Aristotle, Politics, V III, 5, 12.
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their pessimistic outlook for a permanent rotation of govern
ments and constitutions was justified; the forms of govern
ment were mortal and transient. But the Christian era h^s
achieved something very different from the pagans, with their
undeniable law of mortality. It has not been content with the
rotation of monarchy, aristocracy, democracy and dictatorship;
it has made them coexist. T h e coexistence of these four po
litical forms in one world is not a bare coexistence; it means
the inter-penetration of each one with all the rest. T h e abuses
of one form of government, at the circumference of its sphere
of influence, led to reaction. Since G erm any’s party of religion
does not exist in England, the King of England must step
down and become the first gentleman of his kingdom. Since
the English type of Com m onwealth does not exist in France,
the aristocrats must step down and becom e the elite in a re
public. Since the French variety of capital does not exist in
Russia, capital must step down and become one social force
among many.
4
Thus, regeneration occurs not at the centre but at the outer
fringe. Through this happy kind of safety-valve, the centre
of each form of government remains for centuries without
change. T h e coexistence of different countries obviates the
crude rotation of antiquity. T h e peoples co-operate and co
exist, not merely geographically or mechanically, but morally,
as one collective system of interplay and mutual dependence.
This mutual dependence, by its very nature, is opposed to
the domination or subjection of one country by another. It
is revealed best in times where the motherland of one form is
most deeply humiliated in its power abroad. Never was France
more successful in urging national unity and indissolubility
upon her neighbors, Italy and Germany, than in the period of
Napoleon III, when she was at the lowest ebb of internal de
basement and oppression. It was as though the Italians and
Germans— and the English, too— could only be completely be
witched by the Gospel of 1789 when it no longer carried any
notion of French superiority, as it had in the days of the first
Napoleon.
English parliamentarism made its way to the C ontinent at
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the time of the loss of its first empire. In the days of England's
greatest distress the rules of the House of Com m ons, hitherto
kept secret, were revealed to the Colonies in America and to
the C ontinent of Europe. T h e House of Com m ons becam e the
M other of Parliaments in the dark hour when habeas corpus
and free speech were suspended at home. T hen it was that all
the English parliamentary expressions becam e the public prop
erty of the civilized world. T h e efficient civil service of the
Lutheran monarchy was not copied by France until the Thirty
Y ears’ W a r, under Richelieu and M azarin, i.e., at the low ebb
of the Germ an Reform ation.
All these forms of government were first brought forward
by a tremendous and formidable explosion. Protestanism,
C om m on Law, Constitutionalism , Sovietism, first tried the way
of loud, noisy and belligerent expansion. T h e Huguenots, the
Fronde, Napoleon, the Catalonians, the Bolsheviks, all are
types of violent expansion; each belongs to the first chapter
of a W orld Revolution. B ut they all reached their limit very
soon. N one of these forms of government was allowed to carry
the day completely. E ach revolution had to settle down in a
particular European area; it had to occupy one certain part of
the earth’s surface. And this part of the world was given its
very shape by the fact of its undergoing the immediate influ
ence of one of the W orld Revolutions. N either the German
nor the English nor the French nor the Russian nation existed
in its modern form before the specific revolution which cen
tred within its borders.
England had no unity with Ireland and Scotland; France
had not assimilated Alsace or Provence; Russia had contained
the W estern C atholic and Protestant territories; and Germany
had embraced Switzerland and the Netherlands, before the
split of Religious Parties determined the new boundary of
the German nation. N o G reat Power in Europe has ever suc
cessfully incorporated a territory into its frontiers unless that
territory has shared the uniting, spiritual experience of its
revolution.
Alsace is in the peculiar position of having lived through
the Reform ation with the Germ an, through the French Revo
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lution with the French. It went through the German Refor
mation from beginning to end (1 5 1 7 -1 5 5 5 and 1 6 1 8 -1 6 5 4 ), and
by this experience it was incorporated into the G erm an na
tion. It cannot be compared with Switzerland, which left the
Empire before the Reform ation in 1499. Later, in its French
days, the expulsion of the Huguenots was not extended to
the Alsatian Protestants. O n the other hand, it was in Alsace,
which had been governed by the French King since 1680, that
the M arseillaise was composed by Rouget de Lisle. Alsatian
soldiers were in the forefront of the Napoleonic wars, and
Marshal Ney hailed from Saarlouis.
T h e Alsatians have lived through two different W orld Revo
lutions. Under Germ an rulers they m aintained their French
ideas of citizenship born of 1789, and now, under French gov
ernment, they are again standing for the old G erm an liberties
of the Reform ation. T hey are, necessarily, the famous H ans im
Schnakelochy of whom the Alsatian popular song runs:
“Johnny in the midge’s hole
Has everything his heart could wish—
And what he has he does not want,
And what he wants he does not have.
Johnny in the midge’s hole
Has everything his heart could wish. . . .”
T he W orld Revolutions all start without reference to space,
with an absolute programme for the whole of mankind, and a
vision of a new earth. They all believe themselves to be the
vessel of eternal, revealed, definite truth. Only reluctantly do
they com e back to the old earth. Every revolution makes the
painful discovery that it is geographically conditioned. N o th 
ing seems more insulting to its great leaders and great minds
than to be reminded of the earthly premises on which their
conclusions rest. T h e history of the first revolutionary period
is nothing but this process of reluctant habitation, taking root
in a particular soil.
In Russia we have the spectacle of an international revo
lution turning national before our very eyes. B u t Fran ce was
limited in the same way by the restoration of her frontiers
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of 1792 in 1815. T h e European scope of the British C om m on
wealth had to be made clear to the English Parliament by W il
liam III. In return for their liberties on the seven seas, they
had to pay the full price, guaranteeing their European neigh
bour, the Netherlands, and participating in the wars against
Louis X I V on the C ontinent as allies of the Catholic Em peror.
T h e British Parliament even endured the Hanoverians, al
though they remained absolute monarchs on the C ontinent. In
other words, 1688 ended the possibility of splendid isolation
for the English gentry. This was the con ditio sine qua non of
W illiam 's accession. T h e end of a revolution comes when it
ceases to believe in its own universality— when its natural hope
of expansion is given up. This is what happened in 1555, when
the opposition to the pope had to recognize that no universal
reformation of the C hurch was possible. It was in the Peace
of Religion of 1555 th at the individual territory was made the
battlefield of reform.
W h a t the fanatical first period, with all its noise and tumult
can never do, is accomplished during the period of humilia
tion. Only then do the forms of the revolution becom e arti
cles of export which find willing buyers in other nations; for
only then can a neighbour-state take the same free attitude
which was the mainspring of the revolution in its motherland.
All great revolutions presuppose a .colossal effort of human
liberty and free will. They all arrive at their limits because
they underestimate the freedom of their neighbours. The
G reat Revolutions never take into account the fact that m an
kind cannot act all at once. T hey overestimate the capacity
of humanity for simultaneous change. T hey are bound to do
so, because they appeal to only one class of mankind.
Every class has, no doubt about that, a com m on interest
all over the world. High M agistrates, gentlemen, bourgeois,
and proletarians are all international classes. M arx's mistake
was that he believed in only two classes, capitalists and prole
tarians. In actual fact, land-owners and rulers have opposing
interests; and Fascism has been successful in opposing Marxism
because it has rediscovered the existence of two types of* men
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who are neither capitalists nor proletarians. T h e type of Magis
trate, judge, politician, officer, and the type of sailor or farmer
had fought their battles against popes and kings long before
Labour arrayed itself against Capital.

“Love Thine Enemy” in Politics
Our first observation in this chapter was that the Polybian
rotation of the forms of government was changed in the Chris
tian era into a coexistence of all these forms in one civiliza
tion. This fact throws a crosslight on M arxism, which com 
pletely neglected the Christian element of contemporaneity
between antagonists. In politics ‘dove thy enemy” means that
we must learn to bear the existence of a conflicting form of
government. All these forms of government survive thanks to
the faith and belief of their supporters. And the rationalist,
who believes in a certain best form of government, cannot
help feeling that this threatens his most sacred principles. T he
more realistic political scientists have gone to the opposite
extreme and made government the empirical product of soil,
earth, history, climate, environment.
W e can adhere neither to the idealists, the best-government
dogmatists, nor to the geographical, nationalistic school. Both
theories would split humanity into meaningless atoms. He who
is interested only in the “best” form of government cuts all
ties between the different phases through which political in
stitutions have passed; he destroys all respect and reverence
for continuity. And, on the other hand, the admirer of E n g
land’s or Andorra’s rom antic peculiarities cuts across our loyal
ties to a world-wide order. M an can neither bear to be cut off
from his roots in the past, nor to have all his highest beliefs
confined within the bounds of one nation or continent. T he
results of our survey go against both; against the destroyer of
continuity and the destroyer of our unity in space. For all these
revolutions attem pted the same great thing, at different times
and with different means, but for exactly the same purpose!
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All of them faced a disintegration of the type of man who was
produced by society. All of them were haunted by a worthless,
slavish, dwarfish order of things. All thought of man as the
image of God. T h e Bolsheviks would not take so m uch trouble
to be godless if they did not feel godlike themselves. E ach of
these revolutions could have cried with Nietzsche: “ If God
exists, how can I bear not to be G od?”
E ach revolution, originating at the circumference of a pre
ceding revolution, faced the eternal dilemma of a divine and
a bestial nature in m an. E ach entrusted the solution of this
dilemma to a different class, th at is, to:
Nobility
Gentry
Bourgeoisie
Proletariat
In each of these classes, despair over the past and hope for
the future kindled the spark of passionate love for a world
reborn. T h e bearers"of the gospel of man as the Son of God,
and of nations as the nurseries of the sons of God, scorned
the caricatures of humanity whom they m et in real life. These
men found in the monasteries of Saxony, a t the C ou rt of St.
James, at Versailles or St. Petersburg, were too clearly sons of
m an, ay, of cattle. They had forfeited their share of divinity
and inspiration.
This caricature of the former m an or type was called “Capi
talist” by M arx, “aristocrat” by Robespierre, “tyrant” or
“despot” by Pym, and the “Antichrist” or the “W h o re of
Babylon” by Luther. And the Nazis call the proletarian “un
derm an,” “tc h a n d a la ” in order to demolish him. Thus we
get a list of aggressive names, contrasting vividly with our own
sober and prosaic sequence:
JWhore of Babylon
Antichrist
Nobility....................................................... Tyrant
Gentry......................................................... Aristocrat
Bourgeoisie................................................ Capitalist
Proletariat.................................................. Underman
1
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T h e torchbearers of a new revolution push out the degraded
type and set about creating a new, unheard-of race. Fo r th at
purpose cold, descriptive names would have been useless.
T he new sovereign of France had to be a self-made man
and was proclaimed a citizen. T h e new sovereigns of G reat
Britain became Com moners and Christian gentlemen. T h e
Prince, still a monster in 1515, in Machiavelli’s Principe, was
elevated by Luther in the years after 1517 to the respectable
position of a High M agistrate. And today the workers, rough
and ready, have been turned into proletarians, the distinguished first members of a classless society.
P ropaganda T itle
H igh M a g istrate
C h ristian G e n tle m a n

D escriptive N ame

Swear -word

Pope

A n ti-C h rist

P rin ce

T y ra n t

N o b le

A risto crat
T o ry

C itizen

B ourgeois

C ap italist

P ro letarian

W o rk ej

(U n d e rm a n )

It reads, left and right, like obverse and reverse of a medal,
the medal itself in reality embracing both sides.
But the list is not com plete. T h e propaganda title of the
pope is lacking. T h e slanderous name for the proletarian is
doubtful too, because it is not used by a subsequent post
proletarian revolution, but by the defenders of the pre-Marxian
order of things; in other words, by the counter-revolutionaries.
Thus the two corners of the picture, beginning and end,
cannot be defined on the basis of the investigations put before
the reader in this first part. Fascism and papacy— the presentday reaction against Com m unism in the form of black, blue,
silver and brown shirts, and the existence of a C atholic Church
in Europe and Am erica— are left unexplained. Y e t they are
sovereign powers for the modern masses; and they turn people
into friends or enemies with all possible thoroughness. "
A1 Smith could not becom e President of the U nited States
because he was C atholic. Fascism could not succeed in Italy
until it made peace with the papacy. It works both ways, but
it works. And the reproduction of mankind in the Christian
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world depends on the relative power or weakness of these ele
ments. Italy, Rom e, Florence, V enice, Vienna, have not been
mentioned in the preceding chapters. Fascism and papacy are
both at home in Italy. Our excavations in the revolutionary
lava have unlocked the geological secrets of English and Ger
man religious language and of the capitalistic and proletarian
vernacular; but we must turn to Italy if we wish to understand
the liberties of the Rom an Church and the aspirations and
prospects of Fascism.
B ut the results reached here will also give a new and better
interpretation of the modern revolutions. Their very essence
was, as we found, to be universal and totalitarian without being
unique. One coexisted with all the rest, and that was the chief
feature of modern civilization which gave it the right to bear
the name European.
T h e coexistence of imperialism and clericalism, with the four
modern forms of temporal power, changes the picture once
more. T he laws for the future of mankind, resulting from
its past, can only be discovered after we have deepened our
perspective.
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Marching in Echelon
Still, the results of our investigations already offer some
hints for further research. First of all, the rotation of th o forms
of government from monarchy through aristocracy and from
democracy to dictatorship is an advance from small territories
to large.
T h e average State of the Reform ation was a small fraction
of the area covered by Crom well’s first Com m onw ealth. Again,
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the Continental mass of France is m uch greater than th at of
the British Isles. And Russia is obviously a territorial problem
| n;
in itself, with forty times as great an area and six times as
rc
many people as France had in 1789.
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1517 Individual State , Saxony for instance. Average size that of
Rhode Island to that of Yorkshire, with half a *million
people.
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1649 British Commonwealth and British Sea. Eight million peo
ple.
1789 Natural frontiers of the French N ation, including all parts
of Caesar’s Gaul (Belgium, Rhineland); it would exceed
modern France, and in its area in 1789 there probably lived
32,000,000 people.
1917 Eurasia U.S.S.R. 150,000,000 people in an area forty times
as big as modern France.
Confusion had reigned in Germany at the beginning of the
Reformation. Every knight, every valley, every township and
municipality had undertaken its reforms separately. The wars
against H utten and Sickingen (in 1523) and the Peasants’ W ar
(in 1525) were the cruel answer to this foreshortening of the
picture. It was the whole of each Germ an territory with its
forests, and not merely one village or city, that had to be
organized by the Lutheran High Magistrate.
The British aristocracy of 1649 attacked a bigger territorial
problem than the German duke or prince who had escaped
Machiavellian monism and had reformed his territory by the
two sovereign powers of an invisible church and an efficient
public service. The Presbyterians did not do justice to the size
of this problem, and were doomed and replaced by Cromwell.
The French democrats, aside from all their dreams of nature,
were faced by the grim necessity of being a great power. They
turned against their federalists quite brutally, because the lat
ter were not equal to the magnitude of the task. The social
revolutionaries in Russia made the same mistake, and were
easily overthrown by the Bolsheviks, who immediately grasped
the immense problem of organizing a continent instead of a
nation.
This progressive ascent from little to big seems to form a
natural climax. It is fascinating to see how each form of the
rotation of government has been wrought out on an ascend
ing scale. And this view frees the principle of rotation from
its mechanical aspect of being merely a logical process. Though
the four forms of government follow each other, they do not
by any means repeat each other. Each revolution, standing on
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the shoulders of the foregoing, dares to go a step farther and
attack a bigger problem in organization.
j
According to the pagan doctrine of mechanical change, one j
and the same community went from one temporal constitution
to the next. In the Christian Era, coexistence brought with it
the possibility of growth. The moral presence of the older
revolution spurred on the younger sister each time. During the
last four centuries, a consciousness of the forms already j
achieved has kept the young revolution from relapsing into :
chaos, and has sharpened her own duty to achieve more.
T he rotation is not mechanical and not meaningless, be
cause the starting point of the first revolution is preserved
in the consciousness of all that follow. T he four European i
divisions— Protestant prince, Puritan gentleman, Jacobin citi
zen, and Bolshevik proletarian—advance in a formation which
in the army is called marching in echelon, each with its front
clear of that ahead.
j
If the Marxiap revolutionary theory were correct, th e ' revo- '
lutions would arise successively in the same territory and in
the same nation. Then the march in echelon would be impos
sible. T he French gentry would have overthrown the French ;
monarchy, French bourgeois the gentry, and French workers
the bourgeoisie. The Lutheran princes all over Germany would
have been beheaded by the “Junkers,” the Junkers by the
Germ an middle classes, and the middle classes by the German
Socialists. But that is completely chimerical. Luther’s princes
revolted for the whole Germ an nation against the Italian pope. ?
T he English nation rebelled against the introduction of Con- ;
tinental monarchy into England, where it m eant tyranny. The
French nation expelled the megalomania which had been
nourished by the “g en tilh o m m e” ever since the British Glori
ous Revolution; and the Russians expelled European capi
talism.
In this way each country could aim at the target of progress
in its whole breadth and height. It did not move bv simple
reaction, what the Marxists call the dialectical process of thesis
and antithesis. T he pagan and mechanical philosophy of the
Socialists made most of them overlook the simple facts and
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rules of coexistence. T he English gentry, in overthrowing
Lutheran monarchy, did not fall back into Catholicism. The
Russians, in doing away with democracy, have not neglected
the obligations imposed upon everybody by the French Revo
lution. The Russians must cling to national autonomy within
their system, the British to Reformation, and the French to
Parliament, though for a certain time the Presbyterians or
Napoleon or Stalin miss the importance of this inevitable co
herence and succession.
The whole question of progress depends on the possibility
of coexistence of all the rungs of the ladder. In the woods, if
you completely forget your starting point, you are likely to
walk in a circle. To be driven in a vicious circle is the bogey
and, in most cases, the real fate of pagan or primitive man.
Their whole civilization is an endless repetition, without any
opening or broadening out. Mr. Spengler, with his astounding
primitivism, basks in this recurrence of spring, summer, au
tumn, and winter in each peridd of civilization. Primitive
social groups, because they do not manage to coexist with their
enemies, except by eating them, are bound to rotate in a vicious
circle. The meaninglessness of so many South American revo
lutions, even as seen by the most sympathetic observers, such
as Joseph Conrad in his N o stro m o , is based on the fact that
they follow each other in hopeless repetition. These revolu
tions are revolting to our hum an sensibilities because hum an
ity yearns for growth and fulfilment. T he great revolutions we
have treated must be carefully distinguished from this mecha
nism of the vicious circle. They are great because they are sown
in one common field of m an’s experience and hope. They all
try to embrace all mankind; one after the other and one
beside the other; like separate branches they are all grafted
on the common tree of humanity.
This sequence in time and togetherness in space* only be
came possible through a process of branching. T he totalitarian
faith of each revolution carries one country7 away from the
centre, and to make up for this displacement the other coun
tries, who either bear in themselves the seeds of an older
revolution or hold back in expectation of their own day to
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come, rally all the more faithfully round the common centre.
Though the revolutions take their very name from the idea
of rotation, of revolving, the wheel of a world revolution does
more than turn in its old orbit. It moves forward along a new
track and creates a new form of recurrent, repetitive life. Revo
lution in this sense does not shock us like the hundred revolu
tions in Mexico before Porfirio Diaz. Instead, it reproduces
the institutions which breed and educate man. T he Reforma
tion or the Glorious Revolution produce their first results two
hundred years after their outbreak, because it takes four or
five generations to beget the perfect fruit of such a rebirth.
Types like Pitt or Gladstone or Lincoln or Bach or Goethe had
to be ripened by a long succession of unbroken faith, by the
coherent labour of centuries.
O ur revolutions must be raised to the square of their power
before they can be understood in their deeper significance.
They are not accidents of the kind which interest the reporter
or the police, they are not sensational interruptions of an evolu
tion which went on before and is resumed afterward. They
change the face of the earth. Evolution is based on Revolu
tion. It is sheer nonsense to put before us the choice between
Evolution and Revolution. Revolution and Evolution are re
ciprocal ideas. Perhaps we do not like to believe this. But it is
my disagreeable business, though myself a non-revolutionary,
to deal with revolutions; it is not for the sake of originality
that I attribute so much importance to revolution. No, crea
tion goes on as God's creation has always done. A thunder
storm of destruction clears the air; then follows the low rustle
of growth and reconstruction. W e may assign the noise to the
devil, and the still, small voice to God. But only wishful think
ing can exclude either of these sounds.
The evolutionary theory of the nineteenth century has led
us astray and taught us to use the words "evolution" and "rev
olution" as if they were m utually exclusive. Let the scientists
re-examine their own concepts in the light of the real Darwin,
who—as M r. Brewster has made clear in his book on Creation
—did not think of evolution in terms of an imperceptible grada
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tion, but used it in the sense of creation. I prefer the word
“creation” itself.
In history creation is going on all the time, and eternal
recurrence of the created kinds is also going on all the time.
The creative act that sets free new potentialities of mankind
is properly called revolution. N ot that creation is limited to
revolutions; but in the course of history, the branches of the
tree of mankind are truly regenerated—ay, by grafting they
are really reproduced and changed, and this can only be done
by a reconstruction of the great nurseries of men which we
call nations.
Revolutions do not create man; they build nurseries, as we
have said before, for his reproduction in a certain way and
according to a certain type. There is no Christian country and
no national character which can boast that it is founded on
evolutionary institutions alone. “There is scarce a common
wealth in the world whose beginnings can in conscience be
justified.” (Hobbes.) Pope Pius II said that kingdoms were not
taken by legality or righteousness but by conquest. The fact
has been emphasized so often that these quotations could
easily be multiplied—which only shows that the volcanic, illegal
or pre-legal origin of all government has often been in the minds
of thoughtful men.
The rise of a new sovereign is really the creation of a new
kind of man, in a biological sense: how a monarchical Reforma
tion remoulded the father of every family, how an aristocratic
restoration reshaped every man, how national Revolution
revolutionized every mind, and how a proletarian Revolution
calls upon every body. Every father, every man, every mind,
every body, are the respective consignees of the revolutionary
freight. The revolutions address and extol different sides of
man’s being; but all the revolutions call upon him, conjure
him up, usher him into the world with the same desperate
faith in his responsibility. Every revolution we have investigated
had something to say to every hum an being, not merely to a
few. Monarchy, aristocracy, democracy and dictatorship cannot
be distinguished by the more or less dependence they put in
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every member of the group. Every one of them uses the same

passionate language to all. The Russian broadcasts in 1917
"to alF’ men are no more universal than the Lutheran pamph
lets written for all Christians or the English G reat Remon
strance addressed to the public.
“O p en ’ V ersus “ P u b lic ”

T he Revolutions occur as much in the open as any out
break of war or fire or earthquake. Now “open” means more
than “public.” Open is as far above public as public stands
above private. The lawyer knows private and public law; the
politician or the newspaper man cannot afford to mistake pri
vate for public affairs. Private life and public life are separate
worlds. But what of the open air, the immediate presence of
earth and heaven, beyond the reach of social organization?
The openness of a revolution is the positive expression of
its reality. N othing is real which does not happen under God's
open sky and under the evident pressure of our m other earth.
T he lawless character of Revolution may frighten us; its de
struction of privacy and its contem pt for public law make us
tremble. But we ought not to deal with these greatest experi
ences of hum anity in negative language. They are neither pub
lic nor private. W e must find a positive word to explain their
character. W henever a name is found for a thing, whenever
a thing is seized and held by a word, the world grows larger;
when it is only described, men stay in their accustomed grooves.
All great revolutions re-create public law, public order,' pub
lic spirit and public opinion; they all reform private customs,
private manners and private feelings. They themselves must
therefore live in a third dimension, beyond the reach of public
law and private conviction. They live in the unprotected, un
explored and unorganized space which is hated by every civili
zation like hellfire itself—and which probably lies near hellfire.
But it lies near heaven, too. Heaven and hell are the only
words left to us for this character of openness and immediacy.
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W e nowadays have learned that hell and heaven are in our
hearts. As the nineteenth century was private and individual
istic, the heart, too, became a private business, and so the
teaching, of the gospel that heaven and hell are in our hearts
reads to us like an inscription from a private album : it seems
meant for private use alone.
But man's heart is the centre of creation. His is a worldheart. The son of man lives in the centre of the universe, he
is the centre of the universe, and when his heart governs him
he governs the world. Let us use an illustration for this way
of life. Lovers have made a great fuss over the contrast between
marriage in church and marriage by m utual private consent,
yet there is little difference between them in actual fact. It is
true, husband and wife can marry in public, with all the cere
monies and publicity of Church and State, or they can marry
in private. But, whatever the forms, heaven and earth must
participate in the wedding. The whole body m ust be rapt to
its new calling, and the whole mind m ust be caught up into
its new state of marriage. Then it is safe to say that something
real has happened; when body and soul are completely dis
solved and completely remade, you can be sure that this couple
will become the founders of a new race, a new people, a new
nation. After all, every marriage is the nucleus of a new race.
It is nothing but statistical idolatry to judge a nation by its
fiftv or hundred millions of population. Those are mere ab
stractions. The people who marry change the nation unceasinglv, if and when they meet in the presence of heaven and
earth. Private relations or public ceremonies are b o th conven
tional disguises for the real story of marriage. T he question is
whether this young man and this young woman are going to
be married under celestial ordination or by an “arbitrary
power." M any a marriage, it is true, represents nothing but
chance or a personal whim. T he few that are something more
regenerate their kind.
It is the same in politics. Some people rule, and more people
vote, on arbitrary impulse. Those who do not, regenerate the
standards of society. Revolutions try to regenerate the order
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of society by an inbreak of celestial powers. In both cases, hell
is very near heaven. W henever we venture to live in the open,
we are exposed to all the risks of outdoor— i.e., of direct and
immediate—life. Revolutions break into the framework of so
ciety from outside. They bear testimony to the very existence
of free space around us. W hile we are under the law we are
always anxious to forget its presence, like a good m other who
thinks she can contract a marriage for her son. And because
we are anxious to forget it, we are frightened by its sudden
appearance. No power can derive its sovereignty from laws.
Sovereignty comes first; everything else grows out of it. Luther
first had to publish his Theses openly; the Roundheads first
had to raise an army, and the Bastille first had to b a destroyed
before the new sovereign could become visible and Begin to
negotiate with the old powers.
This autocephalous origin of sovereignty is so certain that
what we call the period of a revolution is nothing but the time
it takes to make the new sovereign visible to the oldest veteran
of the former world order. As soon as this oldest veteran has
perceived its existence and its scope, peace can be restored
and civil war can die down. But in this world of inertia it
takes years, thirty or forty, before a new sovereign is recog
nized.
W hen Louis X V III said on his return in 1815 that nothing
had happened, only one more Frenchm an was in France; the
oldest veteran of monarchy had subscribed to the dogma of
equality. W hen Charles V conceded the right of reformation
to the territorial powers, and when the King of England acqui
esced in a parliamentary church, the final word of a revolu
tionary period had been spoken. T he same word which was
high treason on the first day had at last become law, with the
blessing of the very power against which it was first directed.
Every serious revolution begins, it seems, with a “grande
p e u r ’ on the part of the population. “G rande p e u r ” great
fear, was the name given to the inexplicable anxiety of the
French nation in the summer of 1789. T he same anxiety ap
peared in Germany in 1930. Three years before Hitler, came
into power the crisis could be felt and was felt by the im
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perilled educated classes in countless cases of nervous break
down or temporary paralysis. For the Reformation, we know
that the whole German nation must have felt the meteoro
logical signs. Two years before the bloodshed of the Peasants’
War, Luther, the successful, beloved, and admired Reformer,
wrote: “The signs of nature point certainly to a political revo
lution, and in especial by wars. Therefore I doubt not that
Germany faces either a terrible war or the Last Judgm ent.”
This “grande peu r” may be observed in the Middle Ages,
too, and I think for the sake of completeness, I may quote
Frederick II’s exclamation in 1227:
“On us, then, the end of time has come, for not only in the
branches but in the roots as well the power of love is frozen. Not
only do peoples rise against peoples, and empires threaten empires,
not only do pestilence and hunger stir the hearts of the living with
terror, but the power of love itself, by which heaven and earth are
governed, seems now to be troubled, not in its later flowing, but
at the very source.,y
This great outcry leads us back to the connection between
the “Great Fear” and the drying-up of the power which gov
erns heaven and earth. T he great Revolutions break out when
ever the power which has governed heaven and earth dries up
at the fountain-head. The great Revolutions seem to destroy
an existing order; but that is not true. They do not break out
until the old state of affairs is already ended, until the old
order of things has died and is no longer believed in by its
own beneficiaries. Ranke said of the Reform ation: “W hen the
powers of the empire had grown suspicious of each other and
of themselves, the elementary forces on which the empire
rested began to stir. Lightnings flashed from the earth; the
currents of public life, deserted their usual course; the storm
which had been heard rumbling so long in the depths rose
toward the upper regions; everything seemed ready for a com
plete overturn.”
The ordinary laws of life, the fruit of millennia of struggle,
go to the devil when the spirit that anim ated them departs.
No positive law Can hold a position which every good spirit
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has deserted. W hen that happens, G oethe’s words in T h e N a tu 
ral D au gh ter2 are in order:
“This realm is. threatened
W ith utter ruin. For the elements
That met to form its greatness will no longer
Embrace each other with the force of love
In unity unceasingly renewed.
Now each evades the other, and withdraws
Coldly into itself. Where is the might
Of our forefathers’ spirit, that once joined them,
The warring elements, unto one end—
The spirit which to this great people came
As leader, as its own father and its king?
Vanished forever! All that now remains
Is a poor ghost that, striving against hope,
Still dreams of winning back its lost possessions. . . .”
The state of Russia before the W orld W ar was described by
Joseph de M aistre as that of a frozen corpse which would stink
horribly in our nostrils when it thawed.
T h e pow er of love w hich governs heaven a n d earth is per
ishable indeed. Its stream sometimes runs dry. No “evolution”
can guarantee mankind against this drying-up. W e are no more
protected against drought in politics than we are against
drought in nature. But the “illimitable heart” by its illimitable
Revolution restores the free working of the power w hich gov
erns heaven and earth. W hen D ante wished to give the finish
ing touch to his pictures of the sins and virtues of m ankind, he
apostrophized the power which moves the sun and the other
stars. He pointed to the equation between heaven and earth
which we have rediscovered for modern times the, equation
between hum an love and the rotations of the sky.
Heaven and earth are one. Christ has im planted love as
the primary moving force in man. T he times of Frederick II
and D ante had the audacity to find one and the same prin
ciple at work in heaven and earth, in hum an and astral bodies.
And today the physicists are finding one system of passjonate

2 Act 5, Scene 8.
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energies at work in the atom and in the universe. Niels Bohr
describes the planetary system within the atom as one of suc
cessive catastrophes and readjustments, as in a Liliputian solar
system.
Revolutions do nothing but readjust the equation between
heart-power and social order, They come from the open and
happen under the open sky. They bring about the Kingdom
of God by force, and reach into the infinite in order to reform
the finite.
Thus we have found out, for history and society, the im
portant fact that open, public, and private are three different
aggregate states for mankind. Unless it is open, no hum an
law or personality is proof against the demons of life. No con
stitution can stand fast which has not sprung from war or
revolution, which has not come from beyond public law or
private pleasure. Political order is not m eant for happiness or
the full life or the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
That is the cant of public-minded privateers who know noth
ing of the outdoor life of the pioneer, beyond good and evil,
driven by the angels and demons of love and fear.
Revolutions come as a positive effort when the fear of a
complete breakdown of order preys so terribly on the bowels
of men that only a great courage and a great love can open
the way to a new equilibrium of powers.
A N ation 's R eligion
The difference between politics and religion, confused as they
are today, can be re-stated simply bv the distinction of public
and open. At no time can any group exist w ithout religion and
without public law. To reduce these two elements into one
has often been tried, and never will succeed. Public Law asks
the citizen for obedience, religion for worship. Any group obeys
politically its legal ruler; but it worships religiously the open
ing of a new path out of chaos.
The gentry of England, the princes and professors of G er
many, the ecrivains of France and the Bolsheviks in Russia

7
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are, or were, revered by their respective nations as demigods.
The worship bestowed on them as heroes corresponded to the
peculiar religion these demigods stood for.
T he witness of these supermen bridged the gulf between
the natural man and the infinite by perm itting him to take
on a definite character. M uch has been said and written about
a nation’s character. In most cases, I am sorry to say, the writers
take the character like a stone, a piece of nature. This nation
alistic creed in fixed characters is charmingly defended by Mr.
Madariaga, the long-time member of the League of Nations
Council. In his E n glish m en , F renchm en, Spaniards, the under
lying principle is the eternity of a national character. The
inevitable answer to this national fatalism is the “Revolt of
the Masses,” so ably described by Mr. M adariaga’s fellowcountryman, Ortega y Gasset. How could it be otherwise? A
man who believes in fixed. types should not groan when living
men do not respond. I know that the average psychologist
thinks he is delving very, very deep when he says that French
men are democratic, Germans obedient, and that the English
have a natural liking for aristocrats. But is this not poor psy
chology? Is it not intolerable for any hum an being to feel
himself condemned once for all, by the mere accident of birth,
to a fixed character? In the field of political or moral values
we are all competitors, all of divine nature, all changeable and
transformable. But we are “nationals” because we are ipen,
capable of feeling gratitude and of responding to this feel
ing. Thinking and thanking belong together. As long as we
have reason to be grateful we shall always respect and repeat
the reasoning of our elders. A nation never forgets its interval
in the open, between fear and faith, hate and love; for in it
this certain section of hum anity came into contact with God.
If anyone paves a road into a new love, a new faith, a new
governing power, he becomes the legislator of the revolution.
He vanquishes the fear of hell and disintegration: “They have
knocked at all the doors that led nowhere, and the only one
bv which they can enter, and for which they searched centuries
long, opens suddenly.” (Proust.) Since he seals this new 'cove
nant between the Creator and his frightened and fearing crea
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tures, he establishes a new faith and a new order of things.
Since this order is not based on reason but on deliverance from
fear, it very often takes a long time to make the new way prac
ticable for every-day work. However, the abolition of fear
precedes all practical action. For the creator of a new heaven
and a new earth transforms the people. And in return his own
kind becomes a severed caste and governing class; his social
function becomes a church-like institution for his country.
The prince, the gentleman, the scholar, the minister—they
have taught the Germans and the English when they were
despondent how to pray so that they m ight be heard. The
formula of this prayer becomes the secret law of the land, the
very core of the nation’s language, and makes the use of any
foreign political vocabulary impossible. It produces a kind of
immunity.
The German language in 1649 or 1688 was so full of “Ref
ormation,” of chorales and the Lutheran Bible, that when a
historian tried to find the reaction of German public opinion
to Cromwell and W illiam III he was overcome by disappoint
ment. To no revolution did Germany react so little as to the
English. Even today, in the vocabulary of Germ an political
language the political concepts of England stand like foreign
bodies, unconnected with the native tradition, whereas “cava
lier” and “feudal” are high praise in a German m outh. This is
because the British Revolution came too early to find a door
open. The love of the Reformation had not yet died down.
The Fronde in France was much more dangerous in its imi
tation of the Puritans.
Today, the same French nation cannot swallow the Russian
Revolution: they are simply too near their own great revolu
tionary past. Nobody can think of Poincare and Stalin, Clemenceau and Lenin, as contemporaries. They live on different
planets, as far apart as Venus and Neptune. And this is cer
tainly no quibble, but a serious attem pt to explain the depth
and stabilitv of our political religion or our religious politics.
No man is a European who has not been educated by cer
tain church-like institutions in his own country, institutions
created once and forever by a revolution which teaches him
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faith, hope, and love, but mainly love. T he languages of
Europe are not materialistic facts, but creative expressions of
a certain side of the Christian faith, used by a certain political
class in a certain section of the continent.
The successful creation of a new political language by a
new class, in a new section of the continent, is called a Revolu
tion; and the territory within which it succeeds and the people
whom it transforms are the components of a nation. Nations
are the products of Revolutions.
Each nation depends upon a leading class, which from its
inspired stand in the open danger and open warfare of revolu
tion becomes the governing class in public law and the model
of private life. T he Bolshevik party in Russia, the religious
party in Germany, the parliamentary party in England, the
civic party in France, are not fractions of an existing nation,
but the raison d'etre of the whole.
E uropean D iction ary

In accordance with this rule, no country’s political grammar
can be literally translated into that of any other. A group of
institutes from America and various European countries re
cently compiled a dictionary of political science. T he m ethod
it followed was simply to ask each national group to contribute
an article on each subject: Italians, French, Germans, and
English were to work out a series on State, Government, N a
tion, Parliament, etc. Each group worked and kneaded those
poor words in its own fashion, according to the predilection
or the indifference of its own nation toward each one.
But these political words are more than scholars’ terms; they
lie at the heart of a nation’s becoming and making. There is
no reciprocity between “nation” in English and “nation” in
French, nor between “civilization” in Italian and in German.
A system of European political language can never be based
on the meretricious superstition that these words can go
through an international clearing-house. They are the m inted
gold of a nation’s treasure. Let us give some examples: 1
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G erm an

E n g l is h

F rench

Civilized
Countrified
Cultivated
Commonwealth Nation
Staat
Every individual
Every Christian Every man
Intellectuals
Commons
Magistrates
Pulpit
Katheder
T ribune
Citizen
Gentleman
Prince
New
Old
High
Public-spirited Grand
Hochgesinnt
Esprit
General principle Public spirit
Elite
Hochwohlgeboren
Intellectuelle
Les Illettres
Gemeine Mann The poor
Whig
Liberal
Protestant
fierivain
Minister
Magister, Dr.
Common sense Bon sens
Billigkeit
(= Equity)
Idee
Pflicht (= Duty) Right
Academicien
M.P.
Geheimrat
Cher ami
Dear Sir
Sehr geehrter
William
Herr
1 Bon
Righteous
Gewissenhaft
(conscientious)
Legion d’Honneur
Beamter (“Rat”) j .p .
Nature
World
Geist

R u s s ia n

Electrified
Soviets
Every body
Communists
Proletarian
Functioning
Quality
Quantity
Function
T ovarich
(comrade)
Efficient
Society

The vocabulary of High in Germ an and of Low in English
has created a network of derivations. H o h e i t , H o c h w o h l g e b o ren ,

le u t s e lig ,

h e r a b la s s e n d ,

H o c h a c h tu n g s v o llf

H och g em u t,

should be set off against Low, Low Church, Lower
House, common sense, minister, ministry. Or the Germ an group
around M u t ( U b e r m u t , G r o s s m u t , D e m u t , A r m u t , eet.) against
the English “qu iet/' “calm," “discreet," “demure," “reserved,"
etc., etc.
The positive sense of “ H o c h s c h u l e ” in Germ an contrasts
with the negative sense of high-brow, high church in England.
A German boy is recommended as “highly" gifted; in Eng
land he does better if he has “common sense." And lh e French
language has still a third creed. T he French, being above all
individuals, translate “com m on" by “good." All the English
compounds of “well" or “good" are of French origin. In 1789
there was published in Paris the little C o d e o f H u m a n R e a s o n ,
H oeh g eeh rt,
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by Barbeii du Bourg, which says, "M an needs at least three
things for his happiness: Health, common sense, and a clear
conscience, and man needs nothing but three things: Health,
common sense, and a clear conscience/’ But in French it runs
"le b o n h e u r requires b o n n e sante, b o n sens, b o n n e conscience.”
The Frenchm an has b o n s e n s and a b o n n e c o n s c i e n c e . But
good sense and common sense are very different. Luther would
never have permitted himself to call anything in his own sinful
self good. Luther’s conscience was p u r e , genuine; a gentlem an’s
motives had to be based on the common weal.
Some words have invaded the European world without keep
ing their national stamp because whenever an institution was
derived from one particular country the rest of Europe took
over the terms and names for its functioning in a mechanical
and superficial way. "Republic,” "revolutionary” and "na
tional” are French; "supremacy,” "sovereignty,” and "Ph.D .”
are German; "parliam ent,” "country” and "local government”
are English.
T he dictionary will tell you that most of these words are
Latin. "Sovereign” was invented by a French thinker. "Su
premacy” occurs in Henry V III’s "Act of Supremacy.” W hy,
then, are they German? And are not "C ountry” ( c o m i t a t u s )
and "republic” simply international? Parliam ent is a French
word translated from the good old Germ an "sprakka,” i.e.,
c o l l o q u i u m ; but the Germans despised parliaments, the Eng
lish believed in them.
Any number of such misunderstandings could be cited. Our
list on the word "nation” is a most confusing example. This
word, which our statesmen are fond of pulling like an organstop, sounds a different note in every country. Diplomats
should be required to say, when they use it, w hether they are
speaking French or Russian or English or German.
Each of these European languages can be heard anywhere
in Europe: they are exchanged freely* among the different
countries. There are Catholics in Germany, Tories in England,
royalists in France, and the "spcz” in Russia, to speak the pre
revolutionary language. T o give one good example, the Royal
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ists in France went so far as to preserve for a century the old
Versailles pronunciation of the word King, calling him not
“Roa,” like the Parisians, but Roy, like the English “royal,”
as in the days when the language of Versailles was the standard.
The later revolutionary languages also invade the precincts
of the older European stocks. Thought jumps lightly over all
frontiers. Communists are everywhere, Fascist “shirts” are
everywhere. The same was of course true of the Jacobins in
1800, who could be found everywhere, and of the Conserva
tives after 1815, who reacted as the Fascists are doing today.
For the sake of decency the Jacobins turned “Liberal,” and as
Liberals they conquered a world which had been closed to
them as long as they were called Jacobins. T he pietistic affili
ates which the W higs, the gentry, and their ministers had on
the Continent were no stronger than the friends the Lutherans
had in England in the seventeenth century. At that time
Lutheranism was so much of a uniting force that even Henry
V III thought of joining its League, f i t is not improbable that
the fate of Henry V IIFs second wife, Anne Boleyn, was sealed
by Henry’s failure to gain for his second marriage the endorse
ment of the W ittenberg faculty.”
Is it not strange that within a year or two, any national up
heaval born of truly revolutionary am bition can find support
ers in every country?
It is a fact, though an incredible one to the superficial demo
crat, that Mr. Everyman is by no means necessarily on the side
of democracy in these processes of political infection. Dictators
or monarchs have supporters quite as ready and quite as de
vout, when the time is ripe. “Democracy” has no surer ap
proach to the masses of men than the other three forms of
government. Each form seems, strangely enough, to express a
popular longing. The German civil law, the English Common
Law, the French laws of nature, the Russian laws o f,Lenin,
were all welcomed with fierce enthusiasm.
The forms of government are more than the superficial garb
of certain office-holders. At least for the Europe of modern
times, they are the flesh and blood of a particular body politic.
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The country which produces the new form is given to it heart
and soul. It must let some adherents of the pre-revolutionary
order survive, it is true (Catholics, Nobles, Aristocrats, Bour
geois ); but on the whole its creative effort absorbs all the re
ligious energies of the nation. This process reaches the popula
tion of the whole country. Everybody is conscience-stricken,
for everybody shared in the “grande p e u r ” and by that shock
was prepared for a break-up of his inner being. M onarchy or
aristocracy or democracy are poor terms to define the power
which so deeply ploughs the clods of a nation and kneads the
clay of man into a new image of God.
B ion om ics of W e ste rn M a n

This totalitarian character of the Revolutions we have studied
obliges us to insert them as stages in the natural creation of
mankind. Such Revolutions carry on the process of creation.
Thus political history ceases to be outside nature: man and
the other forms of creation are closely akin, with the great
difference that man was not created a hundred thousand years
ago, but is being made before our eyes.
M en are reproduced, regenerated and physically influenced
by the great Revolutions we have already observed. T he Euro
pean nations did not exist in 1000. M ost of them were shaped
in 1500. Today they are well-known to all of us, some of them
already in decay, or reorganization, but certainly all of them
transient. W h at existed before they were born? O r shall we
say that the Revolutions did not really create them , but only
built a kind of well-kerb around each nation’s most particular
qualities so that they m ight flow and come forth forever?
In each case, it was the revolutionary setting of the nation
which enabled it to make its contribution to the world at large.
Civil government, parliamentarism, democracy, planning, are
developed in one country as an ultim ate end, whereas all the
others can use it as a thing of relative importance. W hen
parents, for example, compare Russia and her terrible Suffer
ings with France or America, they thank God that thev need
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not bring up their children in Russia. T he Roosevelt New
Deal is less painful than the P iatiletka. T he novelties of the
French Revolution were introduced into England or Germany
with less murder and warfare than France had to undergo. But
we can be sure that without the French Revolution, England
would not have seen the Reform Bill of 1832 nor G er
many its Revolution of 1848. T he New Deal and the devalua
tion of the dollar are unthinkable without a preceding Bol
shevik Revolution. The Great Revolutions are eccentric, they
exaggerate, they are brutal and cruel. But the life of the rest
of the world is regenerated by their outbreak. It may seem
doubtful who gains more, the revolutionized country or its
partners. O ne thing is certain, the old forms of civilization,
stagnating, their circulation clotted, are regenerated by the
power of the new form. Life is regenerated in the rest of the
world whenever a new form joins the older ones.
Not that the older forms become superfluous. A partisan of
fascism thinks, of course, that democracy is doomed, as the
liberals bet in 1830 that the House of Lords in England would
disappear within ten years. But the House of Lords exists,
kings govern, and French democracy will exist in 1940 or
1950. Perhaps the addition of a new form even relieves and
eases the older forms of a part of their burden. They recover.
Monarchy in Germany experienced a regeneration after the
Napoleonic wars, and the regeneration of the English system
after 1815 is well-known.
The biological secret of eternal life can, perhaps, be formu
lated thus: Lest the old kinds die or stagnate, a new kind
branches off from the tree of life. By reason of this flowing
forth of life into new forms the forms already existing are able
to survive. The revolutionary creation of one new kind permits
the evolution of the older kinds.

C H A P T E R 12

IMMI GRATI ON OF THE SPIRIT
A n In terview on R a d io B rem en 1

$
back to Germany as a visiting
professor at the University of M unster was Eugen RosenstockHuessy. W hen we made contact with him and outlined the
major questions to be considered, he pointed out that the con
sequences of immigration, rather than those of emigration un
doubtedly should be more heavily emphasized. He therefore
considered our questions from this perspective.
Q u estion : Professor Rosenstock-Huessy, you were a visiting
professor at the University of M unster in 1958 and lectured
one semester for Germ an students. W as this your first visit
since emigrating?
Answer: No. I left in 1933; in 1950 I was invited by my old
law and political science colleagues in Gottingen to lecture on
the history of German law or on another topic I m ight prefer.
W hile selecting the topic for my lectures I deliberated unhur
riedly over the subject m atter I now treat in America. I entered
into fresh territory when I left Germany, for my old specialty
was inaccessible for Americans. By steps, in 1950, ’52, '56, '57,
'58, I learned to teach here in Germany the subject I had mas
tered in America. Thus, I laid down back here on Germ an soil
a roadway leading into the new field of learning founded in
America. It was very arduous. It certainly is most difficult to
appear at a former home in new clothes and to make manifest
what one has attained in such a way that the expert knowledge
A
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1 Translated from “A u szu g des G e is te s ” (-‘Exodus of The Spirt) * Radio
Bremen, B rem er B eitrdge I V , Verlag B. C. Heye & Co., Bremen, 1962, pp.
106-126.
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people expect is overshadowed by what one has learned in addi
tion.
All immigrants probably have difficulties in their relationship
to the old world which focuses attention only on the m om ent of
departure and says, "W hen he returns he'll be just the same."
That's true only to a limited extent. Among the most impor
tant things I have learned in America is this: much of the
German or European fund of knowledge is not suited for Amer
icans. It is a great pity that the Americans in their humility,
modesty, and intellectual unpretentiousness have had European
cultural wares transm itted to them by specialists who continued
to think in European categories. I was the first professor in my
college who spelled out the American contributions to philos
ophy in a special course. In my other teaching specialties as
well I took care not to simply continue speaking as I had in
Germany, but rather to base my teaching on the entirely differ
ent conceptions of my students over there in the new world.
The world in which the American student who comes to me
at about twenty years of age really has confidence is the world
of sport. This world encompasses all of his virtues and experi
ences, affections and interests; therefore I have built my entire
sociology around the experiences an American has in athletics
and games. Through this approach I have found confirmed what
stood in my earlier Germ an sociology, stim ulating no interest
at all in Europe: people preserve their thousand-year-old ex
periences in the world of play. The law court proceedings of the
old Germans still haunt the game of forfeits: "W h at should he
do, whose forfeit have I in my hand?"
W ar, contracting a marriage, and every other significant act
is similarly contained in some form of game. It is just played
with. In Europe one may build a sociology on art, in America
on sport. The experiences of the Europeans with Bach, W ag
ner, and Beethoven must be transposed so-to-say to athletic ex
periences. In America you can’t make reference to the experi
ences a young man has with the fine arts, as you can in Italy.
You can, however, very probably remind him that he learned to
live lyrically while skiing, dramatically in football, epically
through swimming, so that he suddenly recognizes that these
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events he lived through unconsciously in a group represent his
first philosophy. In short, he already knows quite a lot about
life. If I had mixed in some sort of European esthetics, soci
ology, or romantics, my students would have had the feeling I
was trying to plant a European head on their American heart. I
guarded against that scrupulously.
Q uestion: W hen you say that today, you’re speaking from
experience. But in 1933 when you made the decision to leave
Germany and Europe, you certainly didn’t know what to expect.
W ould you think back once again to this time and perhaps tell
us what you left behind in order to go forth, and how you at
tem pted to master all the new things you encountered?
A nswer: T hat is a very serious question. My answer may
sound somewhat immodest, but I’ll tell the truth. W hen the
war came to an end in 1918 I saw not only that the war was
lost, but that Europe’s position of supremacy in the world was
also a thing of the past. Germany had lost its claim to sovereign
national power, and this claim might be asserted in the future
only through the permission of the whole world. I foresaw Hit
ler’s advent and published and said as early as 1919 that we
m ust attem pt to survive him; after Hitler we would be forced
for the first time to recognize the real results of the world war.
In 1919 I really didn’t think I had the right to leave conquered
Germany. I had to stay at the wake, so-to-speak, and thought,
since I loved the country dearly and had been its soldier and
teacher, I had to hold out as long as possible and prepare for
the future. I founded the work-service, I established labor news
papers, I abstained from exercising or hid my academic prerog
atives as much as possible and tried to live with men who would
have to live in the future w ithout romantic, ideal, and patriotic
models. I tried to make them capable and strong for life.
No handsomer com plim ent could have been given me on my
seventieth birthday than that spoken by W alter Hammer, call
ing me the patriarch of the Kreisau JCreis.2 For many of the
men of the Kreisau Kreis had been in the work-service camps
we developed in the nineteen twenties in Germany. But when
nothing helped, and when all I had predicted broke forth in

2 A group of Germans who conspired against Hitler.
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1933, I didn’t hesitate long. I was convinced I was no longer
required to stay indefinitely through the impossible. I went to
the new world, not with some sort of plans or intentions, but
with the feeling all those drawn toward America to become
Americans share, and in the faith attributed to Abraham in the
Bible. He too had known nothing more than that he should go
out from the land of his fathers. He had no suspicion of what
awaited him. I can assure you, it’s the same when one lands in
New York. One really doesn’t know w hat’s going to happen.
One doesn’t hope, but does have faith.
I took along from the old world into the new a readiness to
give up my previous activities. For instance I immediately re
signed the chairmanship of the W orld League for Adult Edu
cation in London, which I certainly didn’t have to do. It was
after all an international organization. I was probably very
foolish to give up the only position I had in the whole world.
I was elected in 1929 to this office ad personam by 400 dele
gates from throughout the world, irom Australia to Tim buktu.
After all, I was a professor in Germany, a respected man; but
it would have been a breach of confidence for me to continue
to serve in this office as a mere emigrant. By the resignation of
this office you can see how radically I made the separation
from my previous world.
If you would like to extract a possible moral for emigrants
headed for America from this resignation, I’ll try to help you.
You see, at 45 I was already an established man, a clearly de
fined profile. I was listed not only in Kiirschner3 but also in
the K onversationslexikon. It was completely clear to me that
America would simply not be able to adm it such a fully de
veloped character as an immigrant. America only had to extend
me an opportunity to make a new beginning and then to see
what I, with my particular gifts, m ight be capable of. I was
ready to become a farmer or businessman or to remain a pro
fessor or to become a professor of something else. Everything
remained to be seen. So in the first years, about seven, until
the outbreak of the second world war, I let mvself be carried

3 K iirschners D eu tsch en
who” of German scholars.
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by the waves. I was knocked about quite a bit, then finally had
the good fortune not to be stranded in the attic of the aca
demic world, but rather to get solid ground under my feet. I
am now living in the country. It is no accident, but a great
blessing, for it has given me enough endurance and patience to
be content without my official position in Europe.
Q u e s t i o n : Was anyone able to help you in the first years?
After all, you still had to live. You arrived in New York and, as
you said, when an individual stands in that city he is faced
with the question—what now?
A n s w e r : I knew only one thing about America : -New York is
not part of America. I quipped at the time, “I want to go to
America, but not to New York!" So I traveled further on the
evening of my arrival, at least as far as Boston. From Boston
I was pulled to New Hampshire and from New Hampshire to
Vermont, deeper and deeper into the experience of the small
community, independent of Europe. I learned that in America
the power to conduct political affairs properly is formed and
maintained in smalFgroups, not in the big cities which so fascin
ate the foreigner. I would recommend to all my friends coming to
America to go first of all to a town in Pennsylvania or New Eng
land before seeing a major city. For even though the Americans
have built these big cities from the villages and towns, the cities
are still not America, not even today.
Well, that’s too far afield. I found, of course, infinitely great
willingness to help, for example through an invitation to'give
a course at Harvard University without pay. I had to defray all
expenses with my own means like a P r i v a t d o z e n t . I found
friends through these lectures; some were very surprised fhat
they found themselves involved at all with a man from Ger
many. A great Francophile told me in 1933, "You’re the first
German I’ve listened to since the world war.’’ This very man
contributed toward our future in America and helped us as
only an American can. Just after the outbreak of the war for
America in Pearl Harbor he sent to us in the country, quite
out of the blue, the last washing machine he was still able to
purchase in Boston. It came with the brief note: "During the
war it will be hard for you to survive in your solitude. You
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won’t find help. Here is at least a machine that will make life
easier for you and your wife.” This was the man who, prior to
1933, hadn’t spoken to a German.
Such stories must be told more often, but it must be added
that the great "welcome-club” called America was still in busi
ness in 1933. Today, however, after the disillusionment it ex
perienced through two world wars in Europe, it no longer
reacts in the same way. Europe correlates American dates, the
history of its soul, too naively with European history. When I
landed in America in 1933, a European with so much education
and learning was still as much of an object for exhibit as say in
1890. Even the First World War hadn’t altered the readiness of
Americans to let themselves be taught by Europeans. Now
things are different.
Q u e s t io n : You just said you had been invited to teach at
Harvard University, but weren’t paid. What did they expect
from you? Why were you given the chance and what did you
live on?
^
A n s w e r : That too is an amusing story. I had earned a reputa
tion in Europe through work-camps for laborers, farmers, and
students. They spread like wildfire from the original camp we
established in Silesia throughout central Europe. An American
professor at Harvard had learned of this through my dearest
student who had co-founded these camps and was then studying
at Harvard. This was something new and original, and he had
one of his students write a small brochure on the camps as an
example for America too. The student and the professor both
came to Germany. I also invited this professor to give a lecture
at the University of Breslau, and we became friends. Now since
he had been in my house and had seen what I did and taught,
and I had shown him hospitality, I could write to him on
February 1, 1933: "My dear Sir, Germany has just spit out 400
years of higher education and statehood. I want to leave. Can
you help me?” He wrote back, "I can extend an invitation to
you, but it is too late to secure any sort of support.”
Then I went to the ministry of culture in Berlin. This too
may be worth some reflection historically. I found that the new
possessors of power felt very unsure of themselves. They did not
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yet have the security that seemed to distinguish them in later
years. I don’t know that they felt so secure. But in February
1933 they were as yet in a precarious position. I came before
them and said: “You can destroy me or you can help me to
start a new life over there. What’s your decision?” To which the
official said, “We’d prefer to help you build a new existence. I
will transfer at least a small part of your salary to you in Amer
ica.” And that he honestly did for a year. It was little enough,
only 150 dollars a month. Anyone who has been in America
knows one can’t live well on that, but it was possible to get by.
Until 1941, until Pearl Harbor, I was on leave of absence each
year. I emigrated, then, not at all like the poor people suddenly
placed by a swift kick face to face with destitution. On the con
trary, I retained throughout this whole eight or nine year period
a comforting feeling from having made up my mind and made
a decision concerning Hitler spontaneously, not under duress. I
believe that was very good for my soul.
You’ll be interested too in the fact that I returned to Europe
once more in 1935. This is an unrecognized rule. I also had my
son travel back to Europe again in 1937. Both of us then returned
to our new homeland with great enthusiasm. Many who left
missed this first visit back in the old European homeland, and
this reconfirmation that one must henceforth pitch one’s tent
in America. They first landed in America at the last moment, in
1938 after the first pogrom, or even in 1939. They had to cling
to. the United States already torn by war; they were never really
at home. They harbored a glowing desire for Europe in their
hearts and then, in 1947 or 1948, they hurried back to a Europe
which had been smashed to bits. This return then was mostly a
very painful experience on both sides. Either they remained in
Europe and set the American experience aside as radically as
possible, or they remained disillusioned. I was spared that. Dur
ing my visit in Europe in 1935 I travelled to Germanv, met
many friends, and that gave my farewelllts finality. I would like
to say I discovered a law of emigration: a man emigrates the first
time with his head, will, and thoughts, and has to throw his
feelings and irrational person over the hurdle in a second at
tempt. Well, it all worked out very nicely just because I did
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not complain in 1933 about having to leave. Because I saw this
misfortune, coming so far in advance, I just said—that's it.
Q u e s t i o n : After the lectures as a visitor, did you secure a
teaching post at Harvard?
A n s w e r : It's very noteworthy that you want to know the
details. Since Harvard University was a very learned institution,
it got around very quickly that I lectured on the European
revolutions with great success and had a great following. The
best men at Harvard, even President Conant, who later became
known in Bonn as the American ambassador, took great pains
to keep me there. First they gave me the Kuno-Francke Profes
sorship for German Art and Culture. At that time this chair
provided a one-year appointment for a visiting professor; each
year it was to be given to another. So, surprisingly enough, I
represented Germany.in America, for that was my office as
professor for German Art and Culture. I was transferred later
to the History and Philosophy Department and did to complete
satisfaction, I believe, all that cbuld be required of one whose
mother tongue was not English. But I had no difficulties: I had
spoken English ever since my youth.
But then there cropped up at Harvard the same conflict I
had had to fight through in Europe in agnostic modern colleges.
I can’t complain about this either. At Harvard they were just
tuned in for doctrinaire positivists. That I spoke completely
forthrightly in my lectures on the destiny of mankind and the
history of salvation and the Lord God hurt me, since I didn’t
fit into the communist groove. The American intelligentsia in
1933 was interested in nothing but Russia. Today it is difficult
to imagine to what an extent the youth of America held as un
modern a man who didn’t profess himself to be a communist.
I’m revealing no secret. I’ve said and published often that even
the great old English philosopher Alfred Whitehead, who
wanted to help me, gave me a private lecture in his house in
which he said, “My dear friend, we all want to help you, but it
would be so much easier if you were a communist. Then all
these atheists who despair over you now because you trouble
about religion would help you. Christianity is, after all, obsolete.
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I can't become a communist any more/' he said—he was seventy
years old at the time—“but you still could be one.” Well, as
you can imagine, I didn’t abandon my conviction so simply. He
understood that.
Anyway, it came to a crash. A group of energetic young men
went to President Conant and told him the reputation of Har
vard would be disfigured if a believing man were to lecture on
history, sociology, law, speech, and more besides. Then I was
very delicately shoved into the department of theology, the socalled Divinity School, because they didn’t wish me ill, but con
sidered me an impossible thinker. That, of course, amounted to
a first-class burial. I didn’t want to be a theologian. I was and
am no theologian. I was then helped as one who seems unsuited
for Harvard is helped; I was referred to Dartmouth College in
New Hampshire. People there were very happy to have a man
who offered new courses. I was given a free hand and was able
to fulfill my ideals, to speak on American themes for Ameri
cans. I lectured on American philosophy, taught about the
family and sport, emigration and colonization and the accom
plishments of the pioneers.
I founded Camp William James, a camp in the sense of
William James, the greatest American thinker. He had already
sensed in 1910 that the time of great wars must come to an
end if mankind didn’t want self destruction, and demanded that
the warlike traits, the heroism in the life of each and everv
young man must be granted as his right without bloodshed and
murder. Since I had already aspired toward similar goals in
Europe, it was not difficult for me to insipre young men to
found a work service with such a purpose in America too. Ac
cordingly I moved to the country, for we directed our work
toward the reconstruction of the declining state of Vermont. I’ve
remained there, keeping a foot in the earth of the country.
In the small community, in which I now live, I was accepted
extremely slowly. It’s been a long road! I believe that now,
after 23 years, I’m one of the senior residents in the village. We
have considerable moving and relocation. It’s no exaggeration:
now I belong more to the older inhabitants than to the new
comers. Well, one can’t decide such things for oneself. At any
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rate, I’ve reserved my cemetery plot in the oldest cemetery of
the oldest settlement of the village.
Q u e s t i o n : If you feel at home in your village today, it has
been achieved through years of effort. If you with your intelli
gence had to take leave from what you once were, and are
satisfied with what you are and have today, and have built an
intellectual world you can call your own, then a thousand
thoughts must have been rearranged in the process. You’ve
attained another view of Europe from America, and probably
have conserved and lived in other ways your European traits.
And therefore, I think we still have to speak of the difficulties.
A n s w e r : All right, I’ll try, as far as that is possible and to
the extent to which a European can have any conception at all
of the position a teacher had in America. The teaching func
tion in America, until recent years, had been women’s work. All
teaching up to higher education, therefore, had a completely
different appearance than in Germany or even in France. The
aggressive manly, forward-driving,; innovative, revolutionary ele
ment in the whole art of teaching in the United States was
lacking. Teaching was a quieting sort of ornament by which
youth learned to associate with the beautiful, agreeable, and
even true things of life of the great past. But it was all based
on thinking back, not on thinking forward.
Europeans, hard pressed as they were by limited space,
threatened by wars, envied by neighbors, have searched for the
future in thought. The Promethean element, the ability to think
in advance, has driven European science from one new feat to
the next. Europeans have driven science in America forward,
and we still don’t know whether a tradition of genuine research
can be built from many generations of Americans alone. I have
my doubts on account of the excess of money available for
“research.” Money corrupts. If I have to solicit great founda
tions for money for my research, then I have to propose some
thing which is already obsolete for me. I know no researcher
who in the first moment of a new inspiration could have found
the sympathy and approval of the establishment. Whether it’s
Galileo, Copernicus, Fichte, or I myself, it’s always the same:
the new thought has to break through in battle against the
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vested interests, the power of the establishment, the conception
of squandered money, against money itself—in short, against
powers of all sorts.
Of course, when one has access to 200 million dollars a year
for research, the great danger arises that the foolish, the pedes
trian, the biased research, that which just goes along in the
tracks others have laid, will be unfairly privileged at the ex
pense of research that goes boldly forth on a brand new tack.
Perhaps the Americans in brilliant carelessness may find ways
to support dauntlessly the new as well as the trivial. Would you
like to hear an example? In the first year of the Ford Founda
tion Paul Hoffmann, who then served as its president, had the
brilliance and courage to say, 'Til support only projects that
are already under way.” He wanted to support the bold spirits
who wanted to and were able to carry their own ideas ahead
in the face of danger, want, indebtedness. The whole apparatus
of his foundation, however, contradicted such a search for un
known talents. They just made up their own program and de
veloped their own philosophy, as it's so fondly called in Amer
ica.
Fve seen terrible instances where young people have asked
themselves, "What do I have to propose to get money?” A man
who does that once in his life has ceased to be of any possible
significance for science. He is corrupt. This great danger for the
future of science in America distresses and oppresses me. It
doesn't rest on anyone’s evil will, but on the opposite; it is
caused by too much good will, by the belief that spirit can be
aroused by cash. Of course that’s impossible.
I haven’t been personally involved in all these things. I’m
just telling of how difficult it is in America to really stick to and
go further along the intellectual paths Europeans try to con
tinue over there.
Each generation in America has been kept spirituallv and
intellectually alive either through visiting Europe or through
importing Europeans. It’s not clear how things may continue
if the importation of European intelligence is now cut off, if the
Americans say to one another in a completely understandable
reaction, "We’ve brought over too many of these European
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intellectuals. We can assimilate the poor Iranians, the Poles,
even the Chinese and Japanese in California to a certain ex
tent; but we can accept European scholars and artists only in
very limited numbers/' From 1933 until today we've provided
something for the Americans—I'd like to mention again, I
definitely consider myself one—something they haven't grasped.
We've wanted to instruct them too with our judgments,
theories, teaching, and taste. I consider myself a member of the
last generation of emigrants in America who began with a clean
slate and unfortunately, and applies to me too, exist too
largely through the printed word.
America is in a critical situation today. The obvious objective
intellectual supplies from Europe may be choked off before
organs for a continual reproduction of the intellectual and
spiritual life, a constant renewal, a free research, an aggressively
manly, forward-striding, revolutionary upbringing of youth are
developed.
Q u e s t i o n : Have you had significant contact with other emi
grants?
A n s w e r : The greater the success of the emigrant, the more
he has to attempt to cease being a European. You can ask all
my fellow emigrants. The success of the emigrant depends
directly on whether he manages to avoid becoming identified
with all the others and instead is lucky and becomes more than
just one of many, which is not so simple in America. How is
one supposed to master his own destiny, become a person, ex
perience what unique things can be achieved in this land as a
member of a great group of foreign professors which has to be
digested? This is probably the most marvelous thing about the
emigration: through it one sheds various roles like snakeskins
until finally one reaches a definite final hide. At my age one can
no longer become an American, not in the sense of a native-born
American. I have no illusions about that. Nor has tjiat ever
been my ambition.
But I have used up so much courage going through these
changes. I shouldn't neglect entirely the comic aspects of these
metamorphoses. When the war broke forth in 1941 I who had
emigrated with the coming of National Socialism was con
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sidered in my village as an obvious agent of Hitler. These good
New Englanders had no other Germans they might have re
acted against. The pastor of my church congregation, being of
German origins three generations back, told me quite simply I
would undoubtedly understand that he couldn’t speak with me
during the war. Others pleasantly told me I had better not let
myself be seen on the main street of the village for the next few
years. Still other friends met in my home and deliberated on
how they might drum me out. Then they published a very beau
tiful testimonial about me in the newspaper. They dug up old
documents from my time at Harvard and found among them a
protest statement from the student body at Breslau—naturally
of a purely Nazi stripe—-in which they protested against my
betrayal of German culture at Harvard as Kuno-Francke profes
sor. Well, that was proof for my neighbors that I was a respect
able man, and with the help of this testimonial I remained un
disturbed at Dartmouth College.
The second round had another visage. In 1947-1949 the
great anti-commhnist McCarthy investigations began. Before
this officially started, my son who was in government service as
a doctor was attacked by a colleague who envied his career and
accused him of being under the determining influence of a
leading communist. This communist was supposed to be I. We
had to go to Washington, there was a big trial, and I had to
prove I was no communist. It’s rather comical to be fought one
time as a National Socialist spy and another time as a commu
nist. To complete the farce or demonic tale: in 1934 a very
famous emigrant—I won’t name him, he’s very renowned—
traveled to Harvard and said, “Eugen, you must assure me con
vincingly that you’re not a Nazi spy.” I just laughed. We’ve
remained good friends to the present, and he has probably long
forgotten this incident.
But such mutually and totally incompatible situations do
occur in the course of 25 years, andT was already accustomed
to such afflictions in Europe. Consequently, I didn’t consider
these happenings in America tragic. Of course, when I was sus
pected of being a leading communist I really didn’t know what
to do. It's not so easy for one to prove one is not a cdtnmunist,
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since communists lie and disguise themselves, and therefore in
the end even the Christian religious writings I had perpetrated
might be dismissed as mere camouflage. Such situations in
America are resolved through the courage of individuals. Com 
pletely unexceptional people suddenly step forward and support
an accused man. The witnesses I was able to bring with me
to W ashington gave me the greatest feeling of happiness. In
America new friendships and groups one could not at all have
counted upon form and prove their worth again and again.
And what came to pass then—in 1948 I think, but I’m not
sure of the year—ended in the trium ph of friendship and the
willingness of good neighbors to help.
Q uestion: May I come back once more to 1950, Professor
Rosenstock-Hbessy, to the tim e when you received your first
invitation to return to Germany? W h at did you find in Ger
many? How did you react to Germany?
Answer: I was very lucky there, too. W hen I look back now
from 1958, I was perhaps the slowest of those who returned. I
was one of the first to leave and one of the last to come back.
I returned in 1950 with a divided heart, because I knew I was
being called back to an old cliche, to an office I had long since
cast off within that of an historian of German law. I accepted
because I was very indebted to my friend Hans Thiem e who
invited me. He knew of my struggles in Breslau because he had
served there as a young instructor, and I knew he wanted me to
come. But in the course of the semester I first had to convince
the university as a whole that I was not just an unconditional
returner, but rather I had led a new life filled with new content.
Fortunately, the m atter didn’t end there. I had friends in
Germany outside the university who had continued my work of
the nineteen twenties. First of all my friend Georg M uller re
vealed Bethel4 near Bielefeld to me. Bethel’s founder, Bodelschwingh, demanded that Bethel stand firmer than the state of
Prussia. And it did; I returned in 1950 to a Germany represented
by Bethel which had had the power to survive even the destruc
tion of Prussia. May I say that ever since, in these eight years, it
4 A great institution of the Protestant Church, caring for the sick and
disabled, Bethel is a community of its own.
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was a privilege to meet with circles of men and women who had
been capable of surviving the political confusions through the
strength of a higher sphere. It caused me to rejoice. A bent
towards the powers that strengthen men in Europe as in Amer
ica, completely independently of national character, was in
volved. Finally, I was even given an honorary degree, as doctor
of theology. I have been really favored, for I can't ascribe to my
self anything meriting this friendship I found in Europe.
In 1952 I was called to Germ any by Bavarian public educa
tors. They were kind enough to remember my actions between
1918 and 1933 in the area of public education and wanted me
to instruct a new staff of educators. This I did. About 400 men
and women came through these weeks of schooling which we
lived together within small living communities. I'm glad I didn't
miss that. T he weeks in the poison gas shell storehouse in
Traunreudt, that today has been transformed by Siemens into
a factory, in particular belong with the finest experiences of my
life. It was a pure,^strong episode, different from Bethel, but still
completely free from any kind of pains or remembrances, be
cause the indestructible power of hum ane qualities was made
manifest about us by the countless Sudeten and East Germans
just beyond being refugees.
I never will forget the church service of the pastor in Siebenbiirg in which our whole group participated. T he situation was
comparable to the American emigration experience. It is,/1 find,
very pronounced in Germ any today. O ne shouldn't talk on and
on in Germany in a disparaging vein about Americanization. I
see this too; Germ an students of today aren't more brilliant
than American students. But emigrants into W est Germany
have been managed in a way that has my greatest respect;
nothing more could be wished for in comparison to the assimila
tion of emigrants in America. I only fear this success is credited
too much to the national sector, as if only Germ ans had helped
Germans. A refugee and emigrant has the right to be accepted
whether or not he is welcome. T hat irrevocable right of the
refugee created America and forced the native elements to
condescend—yes, the word isn't very pretty-—to condescend
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more and more, to let down the barriers and to stop imagining
themselves better than they are.
I find this aspect of the German wonder since 1945 something
much greater than the economic wonder. I value the economic
wonder only as a means to an en d : to accommodate this influx
of fourteen million emigrants from the east. I would get along
with my German friends and especially with the German public,
and Germans would care a little more for Americans, I think, if
they didn't brag about their economic capabilities but said in
stead, "Now we understand Americans. W e’ve carried through
a corresponding achievement here. Oh, it was frightful. M any
of these people become our competitors in the end; they el
bowed for position. But we did our duty. At least we hope we’ve
done our duty.” A farmer in Traunreudt said to me, "W h at a
blessing for Bavaria, that these people have come here.”
Q uestion: You saw Germany again in 1950. You drew con
clusions, then had to go through another separation. Right at
the beginning of our conversation yqu said that you now feel at
home in your village. Haven’t you ever wished to come back
again to Germany?
Answer: You ought not ask. T he question ignores the fate
of the intellectual strata that emigrated, although they really
were completely unable to emigrate, and of the strata that im 
migrated, although America didn’t want any part of its brand
of immigration. W e are the generation which forces Europe and
America together for the first time, which m ust force them to
gether permanently. W h at forms will be assumed, only God
knows. Only an individual entirely unpretentiously and w ithout
anticipating how far along he’ll get in his lifetime can propose
how the free spaces of America and the thickly clogged canals
of Europe may accommodate one another so that the trans
lated life of the mind and spirit of Europe can water and make
fruitful these broad expanses of America. I may not givg up the
captured place in America. I don’t know to what extent I can
step back and forth over the dividing line. If I were now to
simply put behind me these past 25 years, I would not be per
forming the service to which I know I’ve been called.

C H A P T E R 13
M E T A N O IA : TO T H I N K A N E W 1

My

dear

f r ie n d

:

You have asked about my “conversion” from a Rom an Catho
lic trend. In these days of Roman “romanticism” you have a
right to this question. It is with some reluctance that I set out
to describe to you the turning point of my life, after Germany’s
defeat in 1918. As you will understand at the end, it was pre
cisely that which the Letter to the Hebrews calls “metanoia”
from dead works. I cannot well use any English or German
term for the event, and I certainly can call it a “conversion”
only if you remember the m eaning of metanoia.
In order to make the event clear, I m ust tell you something of
the threads of my life which changed their direction by this
experience. And I have to apologize if this should prove |o you
tedious. Although the effort will be to keep the antecedents
down to a minimum, a certain confusing pluralism of the facts
making up the situation remains a regrettable obstacle for an
easy reading. “M etanoia” simplifies life; before, however, lives
are the more complex, the richer they are.
T he reason why the terms “conversion” and “repentance” do
not fit, is a part of the story itself. But it may facilitate your
task of understanding what I am driving at, if I say that we all
have a double problem on hand, for our faith and for the health
of our soul. O ne is the m ental irresolution of deciding whether
there is a God, or the Church of Christ, or a living Spirit. The
other is the question whether the institutions through which we
1 A letter to

a

friend, dated Feb. 18, 1946.
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try to express this faith are apt to carry conviction and to absolve
us from our duty to witness our faith in new ways.
Most church people consider the first question: does he be
lieve? the param ount question. But my story exclusively centers
on the second: are you not cheating yourself when you pretend
to believe? For it so happened that I never had any of the ap
parently general doubts about God, Church, dogma. I cannot
remember that I ev£r could understand why everybody did not
believe the Nicean Creed, from about the time I began to think
at all. I recall that in my school days I used a Germ an song as
an illustration of my faith in the fundam ental significance of
the incarnation. The song runs: E s war als h aette der H im m el
die E rde sanft gekuesst ( It was as though heaven tenderly had
kissed the earth). This, I felt, had happened at the beginning of
our era. And it seemed very tem pting to me even before I
joined actively the Church at 18 to think of myself as a future
minister of the gospel, and I was startled when my best friend
was absolutely incredulous at my telling him so. I thought in
my naivete that this was the normal and natural activity of a
man.
But when it comes to the externals of my life before 1918,
this, my intellectual attitude, must be implemented by some
facts. Externally, ever since I was in school, I had precociously
studied history and linguistics, had taken my doctor’s degree at
the age of 20, was exceedingly proud of the fact that at 23 I had
been asked to join the finest law faculty of any university in the
world, and had the am bition of being as good a scholar as I
could. The idol of scholarship held me firmly in its grip; let us
call it charitably the god of the research of truth.
Then there was a second string to my bow. T he state in G er
many required our service in peace tim e in its army. Also, I
taught its law and constitution and the history of both, since
1912. The government, then the god of law and power, held my
allegiance. W hile I was in the army I discovered a lot about
service, comradeship, vice, discipline: that is, good as well as
bad things, in myself and others. And in the army the good and
the bad is written large so that nobody can overlook either.
The third relation, the relation to the Church, was one of
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orthodoxy. Chesterton’s “Heretics” and “Orthodoxy” I nearly
knew by heart. I took occasion to visit some fine Roman Catho
lic priests and monks. Cardinal Newman to me was a m atter of
course. And though I did not yet do much about it, in my
thoughts I considered myself on the road to integral “Churchism.” My love for the middle ages was an element in this as I
began my scientific activity with a study on the medieval liturgy
and as I was so much of a historian that the past was roman
ticized by me too readily. But romanticism was only one and not
the most im portant element in my religious orthodoxy.
_ For when I had come to the University of Heidelberg at the
age of 18, it was the lack of any confessing and living faith there
which drove me wild. And the social struggles, especially the un
rest in Czarist Russia, and the class warfare in industry, were
constantly present to my mind. W hen some years later a Rus
sian Marxian in Heidelberg announced the coming of the revo
lution, I advanced a plan of a “moral equivalent for a military
army” by starting a work service from all classes of the people.
This vision of 1911-12 I developed w ithout any knowledge of
W illiam James’ ideas. I was surprised to read his paper when I
came to this country. T he gradual im plem entation of this plan
has taken much of my later life, from my first steps in the army
itself to Cam p W illiam James in Verm ont. But now it is men
tioned only to explain that, as an answer to the Germ an defeat
in W orld W ar I, fortunately the three gods, the god of scholar
ship, the god of government and law, the god in church, at
least had not killed my sensitivity to the real sore spot of our
society.
And in 1917 the vision of the revolutions of the Christian
world was preying on my m ind at the front as I have told in
the preface of O u t o f R evo lu tio n . In this book the scholar and
the historian, the Christian and the man of law and order, all
could participate, and the prospect of this book gave me
strength, before Germany collapsed. But when this earthquake
happened, even the book was engulfed in the vortex. Before I
speak of 1918 in detail, I want you to understand that I forbade
myself, among other things, to write this very book, although
at that time it would have made me famous. It was not before
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1931 that the tim e for a book of scholarship returned for me. In
1918 these glories were renounced.
From 1918 onward I denied myself the satisfaction of follow
ing one of the three open trends of the past, in church, science,
or state. W hy? W ell, in 1918 my whole world organized in
church, state, universities, the “W estern W orld” that is, col
lapsed. In the summer of 1918 it dawned on me that the end of
German statehood had come. T he W orld W ar itself (not the
so-called W orld Revolution deliberately staged by the Bolshe
viks) was to me the great collapse which Marx and Henry
Adams, Nietzsche and Giuseppe Ferrari had foreseen. Germany
to me was as amorphous and stateless after 1918 as you must
now recognize it to be. Although I prophesied a “pseudo-em
peror” for a short later episode, he would not alter the fact that
Germany from 1918 on was thrown upon the whole world and
could only come to rest as an organized economy within a whole
organization of the planet.
Since this was to me self-evident—and I have lived by this
self-evidence and never again believed" in a sovereign Germany—
it was evident that the spiritual powers by which God's Spirit
was represented in the G erm am nation as in any other of the
W est, that is to say the Church, the Government, the institu
tions of higher learning, all three had piteously failed. They had
not been anointed with one drop of the oil of prophecy which
God requires from our governors, from our teachers, and from
our churches, if they shall act under the grace of God. N ot one
of them had had any inkling of the doom or any vision for any
future beyond mere national sovereignty.
However, God had spoken by events which to be sure went
far beyond any one man's arbitrary making, and in these mighty
judgements, the three representatives of His W ord on earth,
the law of nations, the sacramental church, the universities, all
three had been obtuse. They had lost their scent. And Luke
12:54 ff. was read with pertinent application to our daysrFor w e
do n ot live b y sigh t b u t by scen t , of w h ich faith is th e su blim a
tion.

To a man of faith in the verdict of God, the three greatest
German institutions proved apoplectic. O n the surface, they
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might still function as they did. But to enter the Roman
Church now, or to pursue an academic career, or to enter or
stay in government service, would have made it impossible to
bear witness to God's verdict. Any role in one of these three
doomed institutions would have gagged me and therefore at
best be meaningless. I would throw my weight behind these
institutions simply by going on within them , drawing my salary
from them, etc.
And now the strange thing happened which I could not
foresee and which makes it seem worthwhile to m e that you
should receive this letter. These very institutions, all three, in
a miraculous rivalry, came to me with tem pting offers in the
m onth of November 1918. This dramatized the crisis and made
it explicit. The new revolutionary government, the finest flower
of the religious press, the university, all three promised me
suddenly a meteoric career if I would serve them.
This is what happened. A radical socialist m em ber of the
German Reichstag had been placed in my battalion2 and I had
impressed him sufficiently to receive now a wire from him in
Berlin, that he would make me undersecretary of the ministry
of the Interior to work out the new constitution of the re
public. This wire I received at a military hospital, and on
November 8th, on the eve of the emperor's abdication on the
9th, I carried this telegram with me on the train to Kassel where
I was to take over new orders for joining the front on the 12th.
But I carried another offer with me too. In the anguish 6 i my
heart, essays had taken shape and had gone to the leading re
ligious magazine of Germany, the “Hochland," which some
times accepted Protestant contributions. They not only found
no lack of orthodoxy in them, but were relieved to publish
“Siegfried’s T od”, (the death of Siegfried) on November 1,
1918. It was the only timely utterance of some depth, at the
downfall of the Reich, and it created a sensation. T he editor
asked me to hurry to M unich and To help in the sudden
catastrophe to fill the magazine with the right kind of nourish
m ent. I had only to hold on to this course and would have
2 Rudolph Breitscheid. Army Headquarters had devised this scheme so
that he be under control.
1
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landed as a well established Roman Catholic religious editor.
And then, of course, there was the university with my mighty
plan of a history of the Christian revolutions, and with literally
thousands of students going to swamp it, to which the faculty
expected me to return.
At the railroad junction of W abern, my wife and I took
leave of a minister of the Reformed Church in Barmen who
had been at the same hospital. H e was a nice man, and I
think a Christian, but he had, despite my attem pts to tell him,
only begun to fathom our crisis. He had enough tim e before
parting to discuss the three opportunities. I first spoke of the
chance of writing the new constitution. “Accept,” he said.
“How useful you can be!” Then I talked glowingly of my
prospects in the religious field. Being a minister, he thought
that was even better. And then I dangled before his and my
eyes all the economic advantages in Leipzig where a uni
versity professor in 1914 made about 20,000 dollars (in pur
chasing pow er). And the good man again nodded and said
that since I was married I sKould give my academic chances
serious consideration.
Then it became clear to me that by accepting any one of
these offers I would become a parasite of Germ an defeat. The
country was heading towards disrepute, defeat, poverty, and I
would get on top of this corpse. I would shine either as un
dersecretary or a religious editor or as a university teacher. And
I would have to wave a flag which had proved to be uninspired,
unprophetic, and would make other people believe that I
believed in its message when I did not.
I simply went back to the garrison and forgot about my
prospects and did my daily chores around the barracks help
ing to demobilize in great haste the thousands of men. I then
went back to my faculty and read an address before the dean
and faculty taking by and large Justice Robert Jackson’s point
of view that a world community could only be constituted by
the world’s nations taking action against Germany as a state.
The paper which was printed then, and today reads as though
written for the Nuremberg trials, finished my career in that
faculty. Later in 1919 I had occasion to speak before the
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Catholic bishop of W uerzburg and the prevailing Catholic
students of that city. I began with St. Paul’s word “scio cui
c r e d id i” “I know in whom I have believed.” It was the
Apostle’s day in the calendar. But the orthodoxy of my method
could not conceal the fact that never would this old priest give
me his blessing. And I kept awake all night after that speech,
overcome with great pain. And to this day, and I am sure to
the end of life, the church to which I hope to belong always
will include the Roman, in my heart.
So, instead of church, government, or university, I went into
industry. I took a position at the Daimler-Benz automobile
factory in Stuttgart. My boss could not make out for a long
time what a strange guy he had hired to assist him on labor
problems. I parted with my academic library; for worthless
paper money, by the way. T he buyer sold it to Switzerland for
10,000 gold francs. This then was the turning point of my life.
I learned what “Hebrews” m eant by m etanoia from dead
works. If the vehicles of the Spirit are sullied, it’s no use dis
obeying the verdict ?of history over them . I did probably not
advance much in personal virtue by this about face towards
the future, away from any visible institution. I did not become
a saint. All I received was life. From then on, I had not to say
anything which did not originate in my heart. In the process
I rediscovered the meaning of original sin. Under original sin
the offices which we hold in society force us to think one way
and act in another. This chain I had broken. T he term 1 “re
pentance” is absolute nonsense for this decision. T he Salva
tion Army type of repentance confesses one’s private and usually
perfectly unim portant sins. These private sins occur when we
have nothing big -to live for.
I emphatically decline to adm it that I repented on that
November 8, 1918, and in the following period, for my private
sins. Perhaps I should, but I did not repent, and I had nothing
to repent. I was called into a new, dangerous form of existence
w hich d id n o t y e t exist. O ne cannot stress strongly enough the
difference between this situation and the sinning against the
ten commandments. I was in danger of falling into the sin
against the Holy G host by doing the dead works of scholarship,
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state, church. The urgency of the catastrophe challenged me
to do repentance not for my sins but for the sin against the
Holy Spirit com m itted and perpetrated by these institutions.
The crime or sin against the Holy Spirit always is committed
as a social and collective action. And we repent for it by
dissociating ourselves from the profession or institution which
is God-forsaken.
This dissociation, however, is more easily formulated than
achieved. Because no social space or field exists outside the
powers that be, and the existing institutions are all there is at
the m oment of one’s metanoia, of one’s giving up their dead
works. O n November 8, 1918, nothing existed except the
church, politics, science by which to express one’s faith. It
takes a lifetime and longer to extricate oneself from the estab
lished institutions and to find new ways of establishing some
less corrupt forms of expression for the living faith.
M etanoia is not an act of the will. It is the unwillingness
to continue. This unwillingness is not an act but an experience.
The words make no sense, the atmosphere is stifled. One
chokes. O ne has no choice but to leave. But one does not know
what is going to happen, one has no blue-print for action. The
“decision” literally means what it means in Latin, the beingcut-off from one’s own routines in a paid and honored posi
tion. And the trust that this subzero situation is bound to
create new ways of life is our faith.
It seems necessary to remind people that this is the way of
salvation experienced by any new-born souls and that God
seems to care little for the problem of smoking or drinking
or similar secondary matters. Because the sins against the Holy
Ghost are the only ones which cannot be forgiven. T he others
are im portant for the immature. This one alone counts in
the course of G od’s history of salvation for grown up people.
I have never written down the story of my “m etanoia” before
as all my later life grew out of this and has kept me pretty
busy. But since you have asked me point blank, I seemed to
owe you an answer. And now I have looked back upon that
moment at the railroad junction of W abern and reflected that
it draws attention to the original sense of the decision a
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Christian was asked to make in the old days: to distinguish
the spirits of death and life, and to turn away from dead works
although they m ight be sanctified by the highest authority.
Because God is a God of the living and His judgements may be
expected any day.
Very sincerely your friend,
Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy

Diagrams of T h e Ka

(see Chapter 3)

Biography of Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy

Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy was born in Berlin, Germany in
1888, the son of a Jewish banker. After receiving his doctorate in
law from Berlin University, he taught law at Leipzig University
from 1912 to 1914. In the First W orld W ar he was an officer at
the front near Verdun.
During the war he and his friend Franz Rosenzweig conducted
an extended correspondence on Judaism and Christianity.
Rosenstock-Huessy, who had embraced Christianity as a young
man, had alm ost convinced his friend Rosenzweig to do the
same. Their letters, first published in the 1920,s, have been widely
commented on as a classic contemporary confrontation between
Christian and Jew.
In 1914 he married M argrit Huessy and added his wife’s
surname to his own in the Swiss custom. After the war he did
not return to the university but instead went to work for DaimlerBenz at their Stuttgart automobile m anufacturing plant. There,
in 1919-21, he founded and edited the first factory magazine in
Germany. In 1921-22 he founded and headed T he Academy of
Labor at Frankfurt, a pioneering effort in adult education. Later,
in 1929, he was elected chairman of the W orld Association for
Adult Education.
He returned to university life in 1923, as professor of law at the
University of Breslau. In 1924 he published A n g e w a n d t e S e e le n k u n d e (An A p p l i e d S c i e n c e o f t h e S o u l ) , his first formulation of
a proposed m ethod for the social sciences, a m ethod based on
speech. This was followed in 1925 by an elaborated formulation
of the m ethod in a book entitled S o z i o l o g i e . W hen his Roman
Catholic friend, Joseph W ittig, was excommunicated, he wrote
with him a book on church history, D a s A l t e r d e r K i r c h e ( T h e
A g e o f t h e C h u r c h ) , and published it in 1928.
W hile at Breslau, in 1928-30, he organized voluntary work
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service camps which brought together workers, farmers and
students in work together on the land. This and his subsequent
similar activities in the United States have been described as
forerunners of the Peace Corps.
In 1931 he published a major historical work, D i e E u r o p d i s c h e n
R e v o l u t i o n e n ( T h e E u r o p e a n R e v o l u t i o n s ) , a book which estab
lished his reputation in Europe. A completely rewritten version of
this book was published in the United States in 1938 as O u t o f
R e v o lu tio n .

Immediately after H itler came to power in 1933, he volun
tarily left Germany and went to the y n ited States. After teach
ing two years at Harvard, he joined the faculty at D artm outh
College where he taught as professor of social philosophy until
his retirement in 1957.
W ith the backing of President Franklin Roosevelt, in 1940
he organized an experimental camp within the Civilian Conserva
tion Corps. Cam p W illiam James in Tunbridge, V erm ont was
experimental in that it was to train leaders for a possible develop
m ent of the C C C into a service that would accept volunteers
from all walks of life, not simply young men in need of work.
He continued to write throughout the period 1940 to 1960,
publishing T h e C h r i s t i a n F u t u r e in 1945 and a much expanded
S o z i o l o g i e in two volumes in 1956-8. T he second volume is a
universal history of man interpreted in the spirit of the new
m ethod which is the subject of volume one. In 1963 he pub
lished a major work on speech and the relation of speech to his
m ethod, D i e S p r a c h e d e s M e n s c h e n g e s c h l e c h t s ( T h e S p e e c h o f
M a n k in d

).

During the 1950's he lectured at the Germ an universities of
Gottingen, Berlin and M unster. In the 1960's he lectured in the
U nited States at Columbia and California. He lives in the N or
wich, V erm ont home to which he came in 1937.
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I am an immire thinker

“Rosenstock-Huessy’s thought is becoming more and
more central to the theological conversation as the inter
est in secularization and the relationship of theology to
secular categories continues to grow,” - harvey g . cox
“Rosenstock-Huessy is an important thinker whose rele
vance to current philosophical and theological discus
sion is beyond doubt.”
—Leslie dewart
‘■The sweeping historical insights of Rosenstock-Huessy
are some of the sharpest and freshest our age has
known.”
-W alter j . ong , s .j .
“Rosenstock-Huessy’s is a powerful and original mind.
What is most important in his work is the understanding
of the relevance of traditional values to a civilization still
undergoing revolutionary transformations; and this con
tribution will gain rather than lose significance in the
future.”

-LEWIS MUM FORD

